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Executive Summary 

This deliverable details the 5G-CARMEN’s advanced prototype for secure, cross-border, and multi-domain 
service orchestration, thereby presenting the defined mechanisms for resource management, multi-domain 

hierarchical service orchestration, lifecycle management, as well as security/privacy/data-protection 

mechanisms, as components of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform.  
In this document, we first present the enablers of the Orchestrated edges platform, focusing on its functional 

architecture, its main components and reference points between them, security aspects, as well as Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) that are defined in the scope of WP4 to evaluate the platform performance. Focus 
of the 5G-CARMEN project is on novel enablers for edge-to-edge orchestration in the view of distributed 

Cooperative, Connected, and Automated Mobility (CCAM) service deployment, service continuity, and cross-

border aspects. Therefore, the Orchestrated 5G edges platform extends MNOs’ centralized service orchestration 

system that is performing top-level orchestration, with an additional orchestration layer, i.e., edge-level 
orchestration components, which are in charge of managing and orchestrating services that are deployed in 

particular local/edge domains within different countries.  

Furthermore, this document provides insights into the software design of the advanced prototype for 
Orchestrated 5G edges platform, thereby presenting the software components that were designed and developed 

by different partners within WP4, including the rationale behind the design choices, as well as the publicly 

available repositories with OpenAPI definitions of all components and their respective reference points. After 

the presentation of software pieces that build Orchestrated edges platform, we focus on the methodology for 
validation and integration. First, we present the overview of testing plans for all KPIs that are introduced in this 

document, with respect to their measurability and priority for testing. Second, we discuss the integration phases 

for all platform components, which have been agreed and followed within WP4. For instance, in integration 
phase 1, the distributed lab environment where all partners run their respective platform components is presented 

as a first step towards integrating all components and running them on top of the MNOs’ infrastructure in all 

three countries (phase 2). Finally, we conclude the deliverable by presenting the updates on the functional and 
security requirements defined in D4.1, and by providing the summary of plans for platform validation and 

testing that will be reported in D4.3.  
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1 Introduction  

This is the second public deliverable from the Work Package 4 (WP4) of the 5G-CARMEN project aiming at 
detailing the advanced prototype for secure, cross-border, and multi-domain service orchestration. The 

deliverable thoroughly presents the three main topics, as follows: i) the enablers of the Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform that are prototyped and being developed in WP4, ii) software design and implementation of prototyped 
components within Orchestrated edges platform, and iii) methodology of validation and integration strategies.  

The D4.2 pursues the Objective 4 in the 5G-CARMEN project, which is to design, implement, and validate a 

service-oriented, federated, and secure platform for CCAM. Thus, in the scope of this deliverable, we present 
the advanced design of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform that provides secure, cross-border, and multi-domain 

service orchestration, thereby providing the details on the implementation strategies and software design choices 

that are made in WP4, as well as the plan for platform validation and testing. The aforementioned aspects are 

covered in different sections of this document, as described in Section 1.2.  
 

The deliverable D4.2 addresses the following 5G-CARMEN milestones: 

 MS4.4 Preliminary 5G-CARMEN platform available: The outcomes presented in Sections 0, 3, and 4.  

 

 MS4.5 Security mechanisms ready for testing and intermediate evaluation: The outcomes presented in 
Sections 0 and 4.  

 

 MS4.6 First version of the network resource management framework ready: The outcomes presented 

in Sections 0, 3, and 4.  

 

 MS4.7 Cross-border/multi-domain orchestration framework ready: The outcomes presented in 

Sections 0, 3, and 4.  

 

1.1 Relation to other deliverables  

 

The solutions per WP4 and this document contribute to the set of enablers for CAM per the project’s objectives. 

They apply in particular to the technical scope of the following Work Packages: 

 WP2 and its deliverables 

o Support of use cases and meeting requirements in the deployment and operation of associated 

service instances 

o Contribution to the system architecture 

o Building and providing cloud-native applications on top of the orchestrated edges, leveraging 

platform features 

 WP3 and its deliverables 

o Building an orchestrated 5G ecosystem by MEC-5G integration 

o End-to-end mobile data plane treatment for the network embedded edge 

o Slicing enablers for orchestrated edges 
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 WP5 and its deliverables 

o Pilot and trials setup 

o KPIs and evaluation 

 WP7 and its deliverables 

o Publications and standards contributions 

 

1.2 Structure of the document  

The main structure of this deliverable can be summarized as follows: 

 Section 2 presents the enablers of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform, tackling the overall objectives 

and architecture overview, and presenting more details on the i) deployment and management 

templates, ii) hierarchical orchestration, iii) session and service continuity aspects, iv) privacy, security, 

and data protection mechanisms, and v) definition of KPIs that will be used to test and validate the 

platform.  

 Section 3 details the software design of the advanced prototype for the Orchestrated 5G edges platform, 

providing an overview of all software components and rationale behind them with respect to security, 

resource management, and service orchestration mechanisms presented the Section 2.  

 Section 4 provides the detailed overview of methodology for validation and integration of the platform 

components, capturing the i) KPI measurement and testing plans, ii) testing in simulation environment, 

and iii) testing of use case applications in the Orchestrated 5G edges platform environment. Concerning 

the integration of the platform components, Section 4 presents the two main integration phases, 

presenting the Integration Phase 1 that includes the distributed platform for CCAM spanning distributed 

laboratories (i.e., partners’ laboratories), as well as the current status and plans for the Integration Phase 

2 that brings all components of the orchestrated platform for CCAM to the MNOs’ MEC platforms.  

 Section 5 concludes the deliverable and presents the plans for evaluation of the platform.  
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2 Enablers of the Orchestrated 5G Edges Platform  

2.1 Objectives & Challenges  

WP4 pursues the Objective 4 of 5G-CARMEN, which deals with the following objectives: 

 Designing and developing the privacy, security, and data-protection mechanisms that are necessary for 

delivering CCAM services in cross-border situations, 

 Developing a network resource management framework that will enable the delivery of the CCAM 

concept, and of respective services, in cross-border and multi-domain situations, 

 Developing the cross-border and multi-domain network service orchestration and lifecycle management 
(LCM) mechanisms, which are necessary for ensuring the end-to-end continuity of CCAM services 

deployed in a federated environment, 

 Enabling the pilots, by integrating the network resource management framework, the 

security/privacy/data-protection mechanisms, and the service orchestration mechanisms and delivering 

a composite and performant cross-border system over a 5G System. 

The above high-level objectives have been analyzed into a set of functional & security requirements specified 

in D4.1 [1]. Based on these requirements a set of system features have been derived forming the base of the 

design of the Orchestrated edges platform.  

The main design challenge is to develop an integrated framework for the automated deployment and 

orchestration of an end-to-end network in support of the expected service quality, including the provisioning of 

virtualized service instances in a centralized cloud, the configuration of a Transport Network, which connects 
the service cloud with the 5G cellular network of a mobile network operator, as well as the configuration of the 

mobile radio access. The resulting architecture enables full control of the network in between centrally deployed 

services and mobile devices, which connect to these services through the cellular 5G network. The use cases 
derived for 5G-CARMEN provide a set of performance challenges that were not possible to fulfil with the 

previous generations of mobile communication networks and architectures, especially in the domain of assisted 

and autonomous driving that primarily rely on real-time and enhanced situation awareness involving high-

density, low-latency, and complex processing of vehicular sensor data. This entails for consistent quality and 
low-latency communication with infrastructure service functions. 

This is made possible by the 5G enabling technologies like Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Multi-

access Edge Computing (MEC) along with suitable privacy and security enablers. The combination of NFV and 
MEC provides the requisite technological base, which not only enables the decentralization and distribution of 

CCAM service functions towards the cellular network edge, but also helps deploying services topologically 

closer to vehicles. This enables the collection, processing, and provisioning of data locally where they are 
generated and needed, and at the same time shortening the communication path and contributing to a reduced 

latency as well as to core network traffic offload. However, in such agile automotive environment, service 

continuity in low latency communication with distributed services at the cellular network edge requires real-

time monitoring and seamless reconfiguration as well as relocation of the connection to a service instance closer 
to the network edge implying agile management of service and resource instances. 

The Orchestrated 5G edges platform is designed following the cloud native principles while being aligned with 

the standardization framework provided by ETSI MEC [2], ETSI NFV [3] and 3GPP [4], [5] and proposing 
necessary extensions. This design approach enables the coupling of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform with 

the 5G Systems and supporting collaboration between 5G edges, thereby extending the range of the 

services/applications running on top of these edges, and allowing them to federate and collaborate with peering 

service/application instances in different domains in order to enable service continuity in a secure manner. 
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The subsequent section will provide an architectural view of the Orchestrated edges platform describing its 

different functional components, interfaces, and the key operations defined over them. 

2.2 Key Design Features 

D4.1  [1] provides and defines a list of system features, which are incorporated into our design.  Aiming at 

Orchestrated edges platform within a 5G Ecosystem, we define and comply with the following key design 

features:  

 Optimized life-cycle management of distributed CCAM service instances: The Orchestrated 5G 
edges platform supports an agile and automated life-cycle management of virtualized and physical 

network service instances, including the operations such as dynamic service instantiation, scaling, 

migration, update/reconfiguration, and termination.  

 Hierarchical and distributed edge orchestration: The Orchestrated edges platform is capable to 

perform a flexible and agile service orchestration in a hierarchical and distributed manner, by deploying 
the top-level orchestrators in different administrative domains, and the edge-level orchestrators in 

multiple edge domains per each administrative domain. With such setup, services and their respective 

resources can be managed locally (i.e., in edge domains), but different orchestration layers collaborate 
to optimize the outcome of the orchestration operations. A design according to such objective is in-line 

with existing solutions for end-to-end orchestration (central office, transport network, edges, radio 

access network) under control of top-level orchestrators, while enabling direct edge-to-edge 

orchestration, which is considered of particular value to the automotive industry, representing a quite 
agile mobile customer of the 5G infrastructure and CCAM services. 

 Delegation of MANO operations in a federated environment: In order to optimize the performance 

of the MANO operations, one of the design features is the introduction of the concept of Management 

Level Agreement (MLA) [6], that enables for the delegation of MANO tasks/operations between the 
top-level and edge-level orchestration systems, and between the peering edge platforms in same and/or 

different domains. The MLA is negotiated over the Mv1’ reference point between the two tiers within 

the MNO domain. The MLA also governs the inter-coordination between the peering NFV-LOs over 
the Lo-Lo reference point. MLA enables the offloading of LCM operations from the top-level to the 

edge-level orchestrators. Such negotiated agreement determines the operations and functions that the 

edge-level orchestration entities are allowed to perform within their edge boundaries, thereby executing 

LCM operation on the relevant service applications and their respective resources as introduced in D4.1  
[1]. Moreover, the prerequisite for establishing cross-domain federation interface, such as Or-Or and 

Lo-Lo, is an MLA negotiated between administrative domains, i.e., relevant NFV-SOs. Developing 

federation over Lo-Lo enables the inter-working of edge/MEC and associated edge/MEC platforms, to 
provide a cross-edge on-demand management and orchestration in a collaborative manner, while 

enabling and maintaining low-latency edge-to-edge CCAM service/session continuity and seamless 

state migration of users. 

 Coupling of 5G and MEC/NFV: In the view of an intrinsically sound 5G ecosystem, the so far 
separately treated specifications for a 5G System, MEC, and NFV MANO, need to interface and interact 

for complete end-to-end system management and control. This is required to enable alignment of 

policies and configurations associated with a mobile subscriber and its data plane and, at the same time, 

to keep a certain level of independence between the two systems for the decision and enforcement of 
local policies. For this purpose, an Application Function (AF) as part of the Edge Controller has been 

designed as per the 3GPP architecture specifications [5] to connect to the 5G System’s Control Plane 

for the retrieval of a mobile subscriber’s data plane configuration and to receive event notifications from 
the 5G Control Plane, e.g., after a change in the mobile subscribers’ User Plane Function (UPF) per 

SSC mode 3 operations. This allows the Edge Controller to align to the applied and updated data plane 
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policies within the MEC System’s network domain. It holds the control function of a programmable 

data plane within the MEC System’s network domain to enforce traffic treatment rules in alignment 

with the 5G data plane and to enable traffic steering within the MEC System’s network domain, e.g., 
for load balancing, failover handling, or traffic forwarding towards a different MEC Platform or MEC 

System.  

 End-to-end mobile data plane control: Complementary to the delegation of MANO operations in a 

federated environment, this feature leverages the MEC System’s awareness of a mobile subscriber’s 

data plane policy to enforce aligned traffic treatment rules in between the UPF and the MEC service, 
e.g., in terms of Quality of Service (QoS), metering, or traffic steering. This feature also aims at a 

solution to build on top of the 5G System SSC mode 3, which enables mid-session relocation of a mobile 

subscriber’s UPF without breaking the Packet Data Network (PDN) session by a MEC System that is 
able to follow a relocated UPF of a mobile subscriber connected to a MEC service. Meeting this design 

feature enables for the maintenance of an optimized routing path between a mobile subscriber and its 

device, i.e., the vehicle, and the mobile network edge service to which it connects. A resulting continuity 
in a service with short communication paths contributes to the raised low-latency requirement. 

 Secure Platform Operations: To improve the security of operations of the platform proposed and are 

implementing several security enablers. The enablers are designed to offer additional layers of security 

to the mechanisms supported by 5G networks to satisfy the requirements of cross-domain applications. 

Specifically, we are developing enablers to support authentication of edge components such as vehicles 
and services provided by the CCAM; threat detection and classification enablers for the CCAM and the 

vehicles; and a distributed and decentralized system base on block chain technology for MNOs to 

securely share RAN data.   

 Multitenancy: The Orchestrated edges platform is able to host and manage services from different 
verticals, i.e., tenants (e.g., automotive OEMs), thereby isolating service instances of one tenant from 

the other tenant’s services.  

 Service continuity enforcement: The Orchestrated edge solution aligns the chosen mobility gateway 

(e.g., PGW/LBO, 5G UPF) with the service instance on the edge platform, enforcing the traffic steering 
policies in between a vehicle’s mobility gateway and an instance of the used edge service. The update 

of a vehicle’s gateway and data plane steering policy is in turn aligned with the used service instances’ 

session state, which may be transferred to a different instance due to mobility. 

 Enabling smart edges: By applying data analytics and Machine Learning (ML) to algorithms running 

at network edges, services and orchestration layers can leverage a plethora of data retrieved from 
different sources, e.g., MEC Value-Added Services (VASs), data plane, mobility management, resource 

management, etc., to optimize orchestration operations and to dynamically re-configure network in 

support of service and session continuity.  

 Enabling smart MEC application services: Edge-awareness of the MEC application is enabled in the 
Orchestrated edges platform, allowing applications to raise alarms and to issue event notifications as a 

response to application-specific processes, e.g., UE data plane packets, and this way to support the 

orchestration layer towards achieving service continuity.  

 

 

2.3 Architecture Overview  

This section provides a general overview of the functional architecture for orchestrated 5G edges and the key 
reference points in between functional elements. The main design objective behind this architecture is to align 

with the ETSI NFV, ETSI MEC and 3GPP 5G standards and leverage upon them with novel extensions in order 

to meet the end-to-end service/resource orchestration related to CCAM service deployment, services continuity 
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and cross-border aspects across different administrative domains in a 5G mobile network infrastructure. Details 

on functional elements and operational aspects will be addressed later in this document. 

Figure 1 shows the key components which extends and interfaces the MNOs’ centralized service orchestration 
system for network function virtualization (NFV-SO), which is in charge of top-level orchestration, with the 

edge orchestration system. The edge orchestration system comprises of the NFV Local Orchestrator (NFV-LO) 

and the MEC Application Orchestrator (MEAO), which connect through the Mv1 reference point in alignment 

with ETSI GS MEC 003 specification [2]. The MEAO is responsible for the LCM of CCAM services hosted 
on the MEC hosts, while the NFV-LO is responsible for the generic management of the VNFs hosted on the 

NFVI and for synchronizing LCM operations with NFV-LOs in peer-domains. This edge orchestration system 

interfaces with the NFV-SO via the newly defined Mv1’ reference point, which is an extended version of the 
standard Mv1 reference point as will be described subsequently. The NFV-SO supports the Or-Or reference 

point for interconnecting and federating with other MNOs’ NFV-SOs in alignment with the ETSI NFV-IFA 031 

Release 3 specification [7].   

The NFV-LO performs local orchestration tasks as per the NFV-SO’s directives, following clearly defined and 

permitted autonomous operations, which are captured in Management Level Agreements (MLA) [6] and 

exposed to the NFV-LO via the Mv1’ reference point. MLAs define operations, which edge orchestrators (NFV-

LO and MEAO) are authorized to perform in their respective edge domains (i.e., local domains) without 
involvement of the NFV-SO. A new Lo-Lo reference point has been introduced between peering NFV-LO 

instances in order to enable direct and low-latency management of multi-domain and multi-site services at the 

edge domains bypassing the top level NFV-SO orchestrators. The design of the Lo-Lo reference point inherits 
from the Or-Or reference point between the NFV-SOs. The scope of interfaces and operations permitted over 

the Lo-Lo reference point is also dictated by the MLA permissions. Further details on the design and data model 

of MLA is presented in Section 2.4.2. 

MEAO and NFV-LO, which represent the edge orchestration layer, share a common OpenAPI with the Edge 
Controller, which acts as a VIM for the management of the NFVI resources. The Edge Controller represents a 

binding element between edge platform technology specific operations and the platform agnostic edge 

orchestration layer. The Edge Controller combines the features for Edge Platform Management and the VNFM 
as per ETSI GS MEC 003 specification [2] with additional control enablers, such as edge platform applications 

(CCAM services) and edge platform value added services (VAS) connectivity management, slice management 

and coupling with the 5G system via 3GPP’s Naf reference point. The Edge Controller’s OpenAPI aggregates 
two reference points, namely the Mm3 and Or-Vnfm, as per ETSI GS MEC 003 specification [2].  

In support of multi-tenancy and slicing at the chosen edge platform technology, the Edge Controller’s intrinsic 

node affinity enables the selection and control of edge resources and namespaces. The semantics applying to its 

northbound OpenAPI towards the orchestration layer includes slicing relevant descriptions and reports. This 
enables the integration of the Orchestrated 5G edges into an end-to-end slicing solution, while mapping between 

an edge platform technology agnostic description of slicing related policies and technology specific control and 

monitoring tasks.  At edge platform level, different connectivity enablers for customized communication are 
supported and to connect the CCAM services and VASs with external networks and components, which include 

vehicles (through the cellular system), gNodeBs (for RNIS VAS) as well as CCAM services and VASs which 

are deployed on remote edge platforms of the same or a different MNO domain (inter-edge communication). 
Connectivity enablers include plain IP packet communication, tunnel encapsulation (e.g., GRE), Segment 

Routing (e.g., SRv6), and service mesh communication proxies.   

In the view of key security enablers, the architecture includes functions representing an Intrusion Detection and 

Classification System (IDCS) as well as an Identity Management Module (IMM). Whereas the IDCS enables 
the protection of the Orchestrated edge platform and its services, the IMM enables developers of CCAM services 

as well as VASs to leverage an overlay identity management solution for mutual authentication between services 

and their clients. 
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Figure 1 Functional architecture and key references points for Orchestrated 5G edges platform. 

 

2.4 Deployment and Management Templates 

In this Section we detail on the deployment and management templates that are utilized for hierarchical 

orchestration in our Orchestrated 5G edges platform. We first provide a detailed NS classification terminology, 
and then present MLA and NS descriptors.  

2.4.1 NS classification  

In 5G-CARMEN, the CCAM services are realized as virtualized services. The deployment and management of 

network services is the main task of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform. To clarify the many different 
deployment solutions exposed by the platform, and to ease their reference all along this document we provide a 

dedicated NS-classification terminology, which is also illustratively presented in Figure 2. 

According to  [8], a Network Service (NS) is defined as “composition of (Virtualized) Network Function(s) 

and/or Network Service(s), defined by its functional and behavioral specification”. Depending on its 
composition, an NS can be a composite NS and/or a nested NS. According to [7], an NS composed by at least 

one NS is said to be a Composite NS, and an NS that is part of a Composite NS is said to be a Nested NS.   

Talking of the basic NS components, a VNF is composed by one or more Virtual Network Function Components 
(VNFC). VNFs (and their VNFCs) may require some parameters to be passed during instantiation, in order to 

characterize their behavior or define the number of resources to be associated with that instance. 

From these definitions, we derived a first NS classification criterion, based on NS components: if one or more 
Nested NS are among NS components, the NS is classified as a Composite NS. Otherwise, if no Nested NS are 

among its components, as internal convention the NS will be classified as an Atomic NS. 
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We identified a second classification criterion based on the administrative environment where the NS is running, 

specifically if its components are instantiated inside a single or many MECs and if these MECs are under the 

control of the same or different orchestrators. 

In the orchestration hierarchy of the Orchestrated edges platform, an NFV-LO is allowed to manage one or more 

MEC sites within the local domain of an NFV-LO. This potentially would enable to instantiate different 

components of the NS in different MECs: for the sake of simplicity and to exclude VNF performance 

degradation due to slower inter-MEC communications compared to the intra-MEC ones, we chose to exclude 
such an option. So, a VNF, with all its constituent VNFCs, is fully instantiated inside one MEC. For the same 

reason, we opted to have an instance of an Atomic NS deployed entirely on a single MEC: Thus, the local 

orchestration layer can decide in which MEC host the Atomic NS instance is to be deployed. Once the choice 
is made, all the components of that Atomic NS instance (i.e., VNFCs) will be deployed in that same MEC host. 

This does not prevent having different instances of the same NS running in different MEC hosts. Similarly, it is 

still possible to have a Composite NS running inside a local domain and made by Nested NSs instantiated in 
different MEC hosts. 

 

Figure 2 NS classification 

In conclusion, an Atomic NS is entirely confined into a specific MEC host in a Local Domain (i.e., edge 

domain). Instead, by definition a Composite NS may span across two or more MEC hosts, within the same or 

different domains. An Atomic NS, or a Composite NS spanning inside one local domain (i.e., NS is instantiated 

at different MECs in the same Local Domain), from the perspective of the orchestrated 5G edges are both 
classified as a Single-domain NS. Instead, if the Composite NS spans over several local domains, it is classified 

as a Multi-domain NS. Multi-domain NSs are also characterized according to the number of SO domains 

involved in the composition: if the NFV-SO is the same for all the involved local domains, the NS is said Intra-
domain, otherwise the NS is said Inter-domain. 

A third NS classification criterion is identified by the instantiation strategy that the NS follows. To provide a 

full description of each new instance of a given NS, the platform shall keep track of several parameters, 
identifying the NS itself, its components, behavior and permissions. To ease the retrieval of these parameters, 

the Orchestrated 5G edges platform stores them locally in dedicated data structures (see Instance and MLA 

descriptors in Section 2.4.2.4, and Section 2.4.2.2, respectively). These data structures include the NS descriptor 

of the chosen NS and integrate it with additional information supporting the Orchestration layer in the NS 
lifecycle management (resource usage, allowed operations and delegations – see Section 2.4.2.3). They are used 

during the creation of a new NS at domain level, which is a two steps process: the first step (the “definition”) 

generates and mostly fills the parameter data structures with the desired values, the second step (the 
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“instantiation”) actually instantiate the NS and updates the descriptors with the information associated with the 

NS that become available only after its instantiation. 

The time span between definition and instantiation of an NS enables to divide the NSs in two classes: 

 If an NS is instantiated immediately after its local definition, the NS is said to be a Prompt NS 

 Otherwise, if it is instantiated only in a second, later stage after the local definition (e.g., when a given 
triggering condition is met), it is said to be a Preset NS 

The rationale for a delayed NS instantiation after NS definition can be found in the convenience for the system 

of carrying on in advance (in a less time-critical situation) part of the time-consuming internal operations that 

lead to the actual NS instantiation. If the local definition is already evaluated, when later requested the 
instantiation will be faster. Thus, if the NS is urgently required, it can be instantiated as a Prompt NS, while if 

the actual need for it is yet to come, going for a Preset approach can be more convenient. Moreover, the pre-

configured information in the MLA allows the system to potentially leverage immediately on some instantiation 
shortcuts (e.g., Lo-Lo interface) that enable even faster operation execution. 

This analysis, which is meant for Atomic NSs, can be extended to Composite NSs: does a Composite NS need 

to deploy all its Nested NSs immediately or, at least for a subset of them, it could wait some time before 
proceeding with their instantiation? In other words, shall all the Nested NSs of a Composite NS be Prompt NSs 

(or at least behave like them) or some of them can be Preset NSs? This allows us to identify two other classes 

for Composite NSs: 

the Batch Composite NS, where all its Nested NSs are Prompt NSs, i.e., they are immediately defined and 
instantiated when the Composite NS is instantiated) 

the Progressive Composite NS, where at least one of its Nested NSs is a Preset NS, i.e., it is defined during 

Composite NS instantiation, but actually instantiated later. 

 

Table 1 Summary of NS Classification Criteria 

NS Composition 

1.1 Atomic NS A Network Service made only by VNFs (no NS) 

1.2 Composite NS A Network Service composed of at least one NS (Nested NS, see below) 

1.3 Nested NS An atomic or composite NS that works as a component of a composite NS 

Administrative Placement of 

NS components 

2.1 Single-MEC NS A Network Service with all its components deployed inside a single MEC host 

2.2 Multi-MEC NS A Network Service having its components deployed in several MEC hosts. 

NB: in 5G-CARMEN, it is not allowed to have atomic NS defined over more than 

one MEC host. Thus, only composite NSs can be Multi-MEC.  

2.3 Local Domain NS A Network Service running inside a single Local Domain, i.e., managed by only one 

NFV-LO. Any atomic NS is a Local Domain NS. 
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2.4 Intra-Domain NS A (composite) Network Service deployed across several Local Domains (i.e., under 

multiple NFV-LOs) within a single operator domain (i.e., only one NFV-SO) 

2.5 Inter-Domain NS A (composite) Network Service spanning over several Local Domains (i.e., many 
NFV-LOs) inside two or more Domains (i.e., many NFV-SOs) 

Instantiation Strategy of 

Atomic NS 

3.1 Prompt NS A Network Service instantiated immediately after being defined 

3.2 Preset NS A Network Service whose instantiation is postponed since its definition time, 

triggered by the platform. NB: a Preset NS can be instantiated instantly as a Prompt 

NS, if needed. 

Instantiation Strategy of 

Composite NS 

4.1 Batch NS A composite Network Service which instantiates all its Nested NS components at the 

same time.  

4.2 Progressive NS A Network Service which may instantiate its components in different time instants, 

depending on the need  

 

 

2.4.2 Management Level Agreement (MLA) and NS instance descriptors  

2.4.2.1 Delegation 

The NFV-SO shall have full administrative control over the operational activities of all NFV-LO instances 

within its domain. Thus, the NFV-LOs have to seek permissions/authorization to be granted by the NFV-SO for 

any action or operation it needs to perform on the NS instance(s). It should be noted that the NFV-LO may take 

management decisions on the managed objects within its own domain, or it may receive management requests 
from peering NFV-LOs over the Lo-Lo reference point in case of multi-domain NS instances. Such a 

dependence on the NFV-SO for seeking operational grants for all the LCM operation actions can lead towards 

an increased delay in the timely execution of LCM operations on NS. This can be critical in the context of low-
latency services such as the Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (CLC).  

Thus, the issues in such an environment are the decision on the distribution of the various MANO operations 

between NFV-SO and NFV-LO, and also between peering NFV-LOs. The delegation of management autonomy 
becomes all the more challenging, and necessary, when the NFV-SO and NFV-LO may belong to different 

administrative domains. For cross-domain operations, the scope of management autonomy is also negotiated 

between the NFV-SOs of respective domains as will be explained subsequently. 

To support this scenario, the delegation has been introduced, i.e., a mechanism where the NFV-SO allows an 
underlying NFV-LO to decide its own regarding the execution of a requested operation. Delegation may apply 
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to a single operation, to a set of operations or all operations. Similarly, delegation may apply to operations 

requested by a specific entity, by a set of entities or by any entity. 

In this context, we leverage on the concept of Management Level Agreement (MLA) that has been introduced in 
[1]. The MLA is negotiated between the NFV-SO and NFV-LO that determines the operational and functional 

bounds of NFV-LO with respect to executing LCM actions on active virtual service instances and respective 

resources.  In other words, the MLA determines the functional/operational autonomy of the NFV-LO in terms 

of executing LCM actions on the relevant virtual service instances and related resources, which has been 
delegated by NFV-SO(s). It is possible for an NFV-SO to negotiate different MLAs with different NFV-SO 

instances that fall under its administrative control. It should be noted that as a higher-level orchestrator, the 

NFV-SO has full management and administrative control of the services and resources within its administrative 
domain, and the NFV-SO delegates full or partial set of its features, capabilities and services to NFV-LO via 

the MLA. This enables the NFV-LO the autonomy to exercise management and orchestration functions over 

respective service instances and associated resource with minimum reliance on NFV-SO. However, the NFV-
SO will execute those LCM actions that have not been delegated towards NFV-LO. Having full administrative 

rights over the NFV-LO instance(s), the NFV-SO monitors the NFV-LO(s) for MLA compliance and provides 

services, features and capabilities to them that are outside the negotiated MLA bounds. Under specific 

situations, it may also override the NFV-LO(s) certain decision on actions. 

In this regard, the MLA parameters between the NFV-SO and NFV-LO are being negotiated over the AAM 

reference point, and also between the peering NFV-LO instances over the Lo-Lo reference point. However, the 

MLA over the Lo-Lo reference point is preceded by a successful negotiation between the NFV-SOs over the 
Or-Or reference point.  

In conclusion, delegation is a prearranged concession made by NFV-SO over a given operation and in favor of 

a given NFV-LO instance: it allows such NFV-LO to execute that operation without consulting the NFV-SO, 

as if the operation is already approved. Delegation can be applied to several operations and for several NFV-
LO instances. For each NS, the associated MLA lists all the delegated operations. A final remark: even when 

executing a delegated operation, the executing NFV-LO shall anyway inform the NFV-SO with the response of 

this operation, allowing the NFV-SO to keep a consistent representation of the ongoing situation at local domain 
level. 

2.4.2.2 MLA Descriptor 

The Management Level Agreement is a data structure listing a set of administrative rules applying to a reference 
NS, in the context of a reference NFV-LO controlled by a reference NFV-SO. The rules are related to the 

permission given over operations performed on NS components or NS-related components outside the local 

domain. 

The first set of permissions managed by MLA and negotiated over the Mv1’ reference point is related to the 

local delegation of LCM tasks by the NFV-SO to be performed by the NFV-LOs on the NS components. As 

explained before in the delegation section (Section 2.4.2.1), an operation is delegated when it could be executed 
without asking for permission from the reference NFV-SO, or involving NFV-SO in carrying out those LCM 

operations. For example, a scaling or migration operation of a given NS instance internally triggered by a 

notification of the MEAO can be immediately performed, if delegated by the NFV-SO as part of the MLA. 

The second set of permissions instead addresses the permissions of usage of interfaces defined over the Lo-Lo 
reference point between the peering NFV-LOs. As described in the Section 2.5.2.1, a Lo-Lo interface enables a 

direct communication channel between two NFV-LOs, allowing the reference NFV-LO to trigger operations on 

the remote side (if those operations have been authorized by the remote NFV-SO) or remote NFV-LOs to ask 
reference NFV-LO for operations execution (if those operations have been authorized by reference NFV-SO). 

This section of the MLA lists exactly all authorized local and remote operations, also reporting for the local 

authorized operations if they are delegated, too. The delegation of the remote operations is not reported, since 
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it is a setting associated to the remote local domain: hence, it will be managed by a dedicated MLA defined at 

remote NFV-LO side. 

The MLA is structured as described in the following tables. A JSON schema of the MLA descriptor is provided 
in Section 6 (Annex B). 

Table 2: MLA structure 

Keys Type Description 

identifiers dict 

{Identifiers 

Section} 

optional 

Parameters identifying the MLA and the reference NS, NFV-LO, and NFV-SO 

of it. 

This section is required only if the MLA is managed as a standalone document, 

otherwise if embedded in another data structure (see Section 2.4.2.4) the 

information listed in it can be retrieved from the equivalent section of the 

embedding data structure 

delegated_ops list 

[Delegated 

Op] 

mandatory 

List of all delegated local operations 

friend_los list 

[Friend LO] 

mandatory 

List of all Friend LOs associated with NS to reference NFV-LO 

 

Table 3: MLA structure: Identifiers section 

Keys Type Description 

id string 

mandatory 

Unique identifier for the MLA 

so_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the reference NFV-SO 

lo_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the reference NFV-LO 

aam_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the Abstraction Layer instance running in the same Local Domain of the 

reference NFV-LO 

ns_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the reference NS 
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instance_desc_ref string 

mandatory 

ID of the Instance Descriptor associated to the MLA 

 

Table 4: MLA structure: Delegated Op 

Keys Type Description 

op_id string 

mandatory 

Unique identifier of the operation. 

It is an enumerated data type enabling the internal identification of the operation among 

those exposed by the reference NFV-LO  

op_endpoit string 

optional 

Endpoint associated to the operation, if any. 

 

Table 5: MLA structure: Friend LO 

Keys Type Description 

remote_so_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the NFV-SO managing the peer (remote) NFV-LO 

remote_lo_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the peer NFV-LO 

remote_fifs list 

[Remote 

FIF] 

mandatory 

List of all the remote Friend Interfaces enabled at remote NFV-LO side, i.e., all the 

interfaces/operations exposed at remote NFV-LO side that can be consumed by 

reference NFV-LO 

local_fifs list 

[Local FIF] 

mandatory 

List of all the local Friend Interfaces exposed at reference NFV-LO side that can be 

consumed by reference NFV-LO 

 

Table 6: MLA structure: Remote Friend Interfaces 

Keys Type Description 

if_op_id string 

mandatory 

Unique identifier of the operation. 
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It is an enumerated data type enabling the internal identification of the operation among 

those exposed by the remote NFV-LO  

if_endpoint string 

optional 

Endpoint associated to the interface, if any. 

 

Table 7: MLA structure: Local Friend Interfaces 

Keys Type Content 

if_op_id string 

mandatory 

Unique identifier of the operation defined for an interface 

It is an enumerated data type enabling the internal identification of the operation among 

those exposed by the reference NFV-LO  

if_endpoint string 

optional 

Endpoint associated to the interface, if any. 

delegated Boolean 

optional 

If True, any request performed in the context of reference NS by remote NFV-LO on 

this interface is DELEGATED. 

If not specified, its value is False (NOT DELEGATED) 

 

2.4.2.3 NS Notification Management (NS Notification Binding) 

A NS, during its operational lifetime, can encounter issues that may affect its QoS, such as resource starvation, 
unexpected errors, etc. The performance & operational issues encountered by NS instances can be more 

complicated to detect and resolve in case of multi-domain deployment of NS instances. It may not always be 

possible, nor feasible in case of multi-domain NS instances, for the performance and fault management of NS 
instances at the application level, and therefore is to be handled by the orchestration system, with a robust 

notification system for the purpose of performance & fault monitoring & management. For this purpose, an 

Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) broker is implemented within the 5G edge network orchestration 

system. As described Section 2.5.2.1, an AMQP Broker is a broker instance running locally in the same 
environment of the NFV-LO, MEAO, and Abstraction Layer, providing a fast communication channel for 

notifications among the modules. To those NS components supporting the notification feature, during 

instantiation the Orchestrated 5G edges platform provides the parameters to allow it to access the AMQP Broker 
both as publishers on specific notification topics and subscribers of dedicated response topics: when the NS 

component identifies a critical situation, it publishes it as a notification message on the relevant notification 

topic. The format of the notification message is a JSON file specifying the generating NS Component ID, the 

type of notification and then a body containing the data associated with the notification. NFV-LO, MEAO and 
Abstraction Layer, are subscribed to the notification topic, but by default they do not perform any operation 

when a notification message is received. In order to trigger a reaction a binding between the notification message 

(type and source) and the managing orchestrating module (type: NFV-LO, MEAO, Abstraction Layer) should 
be defined. Such a binding associates the notification message of a given type generated by a given application 

to a handler function defined at the relevant managing orchestrating module. When a notification message 

matching a binding is received, the destination module retrieves the content of the body of the message and uses 
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it as input for the handler function. It is not mandatory for the handler to notify back the source NS component 

about the response of the operation performed on the original notification: it depends on the handler 

implementation. 

Different handler functions perform different operations: the only common point among all of them is that they 

accept one single JSON object as input parameter (i.e., the content of the body entry in the notification message). 

The structure of that JSON object may differ from handler to handler, according to the purpose of the handler 

itself. 

The approach followed in 5G-CARMEN is to decouple the issue notification from the issue handling, since a 

fixed communication channel between the orchestration layer and the deployed entities is not maintenance 

friendly (e.g., without notification binding, changing the handler of a notification implies a change in the code 
of the triggering app). With the binding solution, it is the operator, through the Instance Descriptor, who decides 

if and for which “emergencies” enabling the communication between the two layers, by simply defining it into 

the dedicated section of the Instance Descriptor. This solution introduces a higher level of flexibility in 
customizing the issue managing policies for each NS, by just modifying an entry in a descriptor without touching 

NS components/orchestration modules instances or images. In Section 4.1.3.1, we further reflect on how this 

dynamic notification feature is supported by applications that are designed and developed in 5G-CARMEN.  

 

2.4.2.4 Instance Descriptor 

For the lifecycle management of an NS, NFV-LO needs to access a wide set of parameters, each one of these 
parameters playing a role in different stages of the management process, from the creation to the deletion of the 

NS. For example, the orchestrating modules (NFV-SO and NFV-LO) should know which are the components 

of the NS, where from to retrieve their software packages, what is the resource footprint, how to configure them, 

what are the performance requirements, what are the fault management policies, etc. The configuration of the 
NS can be also altered during runtime, and this change may reflect in a change in the service provided. 

Moreover, minimal resource allocation plays a critical role in assembling and managing the NSs, since an 

inadequate distribution may lead to NS performance disruption. On the other side, restrictions to the maximum 
number of resources to be assigned to a given service may be introduced in order to avoid having few NSs 

draining most of the resources. From an administrative point of view, the NFV-LO shall also know if some of 

the operations that can be performed on that NS are delegated. Moreover, if the instantiated NS is part of larger 

instance spanning over other local domains, NFV-LO need also to know if Lo-Lo interface is enabled toward 
the remote peering NFV-LOs managing those domains and which operations (if any) are allowed over such an 

interface. In other word, NFV-LO needs to know its Friend LOs, and for each of them, the enabled Friend 

Interfaces (on both sides). 

In conclusion, the lifecycle management of an NS requires the full and updated knowledge of a collection of 

static and dynamic parameters. Most of them are known before the NS creation and can be directly used in a 

design phase well before the instantiation; while others (e.g., IP address/port assignment, identifier, user specific 
parameter, etc.) become actually available only after creation and/or still can be modified during runtime.  

Organizing such a plethora of values in a data structure that enables a fast reference to them, both for retrieving 

and storing current values, will simplify the management of the associated NS lifecycle activities from its 

instantiation to its deletion. NS Descriptor is wrapped into the Instance Descriptor (actually, it is referred among 
Instance Descriptor properties) and integrated with the additional information required to support the 

Orchestration layer in all the above said orchestration activities.   

In addition to this, such a data structure, even if missing the values for those parameters available only after the 
instantiation of the NS, may work as a kind of ”NS’s generic recipe” for that type of NS, a master copy that the 

NFV-SO can use as a reference to generate the dedicated NS recipe to provide down to the managed  NFV-LO 

in charge of that NS instantiation and management.  
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Following the previous considerations, we introduced the Instance Descriptor, a data structure storing all the 

parameters associated with a NS instance. An Instance Descriptor is associated with a reference NFV-SO (which 

is generating it), a reference NFV-LO (which is assigned by the reference NFV-SO with the descriptor) and a 
reference NS (the Network service associated to the Instance Descriptor). An Instance Descriptor can be fully 

identified by these three reference elements, but to simplify the identification it is also assigned with a univocal 

ID parameter. From what said before, it is clear that the scope of the Instance descriptor is just intra-domain, 

and specifically between NFV-SO and the involved NFV-LO, whereas the MLA descriptor involves also 
entities in other domains. 

The Instance Descriptor is structured with five main sections: 

 Identifiers: all the parameters that enable a full, univocal identification of the descriptor and the 

associated NS instance. Some of these parameters are assigned during NS definition, others only after 
instantiation, 

 NS Resources: a list of resources and for each of them an entry specifying the minimum, maximum and 

current number of that resources associated to the NS instance. “Current” values can only be assigned 

after instantiation and can be dynamically updated according to the evolution of the NS (e.g., after 
scaling it), 

 Components: the list of the NS components, each one identified by a set of parameters that allows the 

Orchestrated edges platform to retrieve the right descriptors and images required for instantiating it and 

also the CCAM related identifiers that enables to retrieve the actual instance of the component 

associated with the NS instance. For each component, a dedicated resource section enables to define 
minimum, maximum and current resource usage, as previously seen in the resource entry for the overall 

NS, 

 MLA: The Management Level Agreement section covers all the permissions given to the reference 

NFV-LO in terms of delegations and enabled Lo-Lo interfaces. See Section 2.4.2.2. 
Note: in case of MLA descriptor embedded into the Instance Descriptor, the MLA Descriptor identifiers 

section properties are all optional (they are the same of the identifiers section of the Instance Descriptor), 

with the exception of the id one, which is still mandatory, 

 NS Notification Bindings: a list of NS Notification Bindings (see Section 2.4.2.3) providing the 
bindings for managing at local orchestration side notifications from reference NS components 

In the following tables, the structure of the Instance Descriptor is given presented with more details. 

 

Table 8: Instance Descriptor structure 

Keys Type Description 

identifiers dict 

{Identifiers Section} 

optional 

Parameters identifying the Instance Descriptor and the reference NS, NFV-

LO and NFV-SO of it. 

ns_resources list 

[Resource 
Descriptor] 

mandatory 

List of all resource descriptors for the whole reference NS 
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components list 

[Component 
Descriptor] 

mandatory 

List of all reference NS components 

mla dict 

[MLA] 

optional 

NS’s MLA, as described in Section 2.4.2.2. 

It is mandatory if no MLA descriptor is provided separately.  

bindings list 

[Notification 

Binding] 

mandatory 

List of all NS Notification Bindings 

 

Table 9: Instance Descriptor structure: Identifiers section 

Keys Type Description 

id string 

mandatory 

Unique identifier for the Instance Descriptor 

so_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the reference NFV-SO 

lo_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the reference NFV-LO 

aam_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the Abstraction Layer instance running in the same Local Domain of the 

reference NFV-LO (see Figure 1) 

composite_ns_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the Composite NS of which reference NS could be part. 

If reference NS is not part of a Composite NS, the value is null 

ns_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the reference NS 

ns_type string 

mandatory 

The NS type: an enumerated data type identifying the class of NS (used by NFV-

SO to identify the “recipe” descriptor) 

instance_desc_ref string ID of the Instance Descriptor associated to the MLA 
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mandatory 

slice_id string 

mandatory 

ID of the slice (i.e., namespaces) associated with the reference NS 

 

Table 10: Instance Descriptor structure: Resource Descriptor 

Keys Type Description 

type string 

mandatory 

Type of resource: an enumerated data type identifying the type of resource (e.g., MEMORY, 

CPU …) 

min number 

mandatory 

Minimum value for allocated resources of this type for the overall reference NS 

max number 

mandatory 

Maximum value for allocated resources of this type for the whole reference NS 

current number 

mandatory 

Current value for allocated resources of this type for the whole reference NS 

 

Table 11: Instance Descriptor structure: Component Descriptor 

Keys Type Description 

vnf_name string 

mandatory 

The VNF deployment name (used by Kubernetes) in the Edge 
Controller and NFV-LO. At the NFV-SO level it is mapped to 

the NS name. 

helm_chart string 

mandatory 

The name of the helm chart file defined in the OSM VNF 

descriptor under the KDU field, composed of the {name of the 

repository}/{chart name}. This file is used by NFV-LO to 

instantiate the VNF 

vnfd_name string 

mandatory 

The name of the VNF defined in the OSM VNF descriptor used 

by the NFV-SO 

nsd_name string 

mandatory 

The name of the NS defined in the OSM NS descriptor used by 

the NFV-SO. The mapping between NS and VNF is kept by 

NFV-SO and Abstraction Layer (see Figure 1) 
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namespace string 

mandatory 

The Kubernetes namespace used in an edge controller, mapped 

to the slice in a cross-border scenario  

vnf_instance_id string 

mandatory 

The unique ID of the created VNF instance 

resources list 

[Resource Descriptor] 

mandatory 

List of all resource descriptors for this NS component 

 

Table 12: Instance Descriptor structure: Notification Binding 

Keys Type Description 

type string 

mandatory 

Type of notification: an enumerated data type identifying the type of 

notification (e.g., CRITICAL ERROR, BORDER PROXIMITY, …) 

triggering_component string 

mandatory 

Id of the triggering component. See Component Descriptor 

handler_component number 

mandatory 

Component handling the notification: an enumerated data type identifying 

NFV-LO, MEAO, Abstraction Layer 

handler_op number 

mandatory 

Handler function defined at handler component to be called when a 

notification hit this notification binding 

 

2.5 Hierarchical Orchestration and Service Management  

2.5.1 Top-Level Orchestration  

The NFV-SO is the orchestrator that runs in the core of the MNO in order to manage and orchestrate the 

application services for the MNO’s tenants at a global infrastructure level. The NFV-SO manages and 
coordinates the LCM of the CCAM services deployed in the edge system by interacting with the edge level 

orchestration system (NFV-LO and MEAO) over interfaces defined over the Mv1’ reference point, which is 

inherited from the standard Mv1 reference point defined in the ETSI GS MEC 003 specification [2]. The NFV-
SO has an abstract view of the orchestrated 5G edges platform running below (or any MANO platform). This 

abstraction is provided by means of an Adaptation and Abstraction Module (AAM) that masks the features and 

semantics of the orchestrators running in the edge orchestration layer, i.e., the NFV-LOs, and running in the 
edge sites together with it. This enables the operation of NFV-SO independent and transparent of those that are 

specific of the MANO platform running in edge nodes. Thus, the Abstraction layer performs the necessary 

adaptation of the interfaces over the Mv1’ reference point between the different types of the orchestration system 
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employed at the NFV-SO and the NFV-LO/MEAO. The north-bound interface of the Abstraction Layer over 

the Mv1’ reference point has been designed with reference to ETSI Open Source MANO (OSM) Northbound 

interface (NBI) that also complies with the ETSI GS NFV-SOL005 interface specification [9] to simplify the 
operations at NFV-SO level.  

Adopting a standard interface is a clear advantage for decoupling the development of NFV-SO from that of 

NFV-LOs, enabling to deploy different NFV-LOs in different MEC nodes. In order to do so, the AAM exposes 

as NBI an endpoint that is compliant with the newly defined Mv1’ reference point. On the other end, on the 
AAM SBI, it is compliant with the NBI exposed by the underlying NFV-LO, which can be OSM or lightMANO 

in 5G-CARMEN. Thus, the AAL is a functional entity accomplishing two tasks. First, it provides an adaptation 

between the REST call received on the Mv1’ interfaces and those available on the NBI on the underlying NFV-
LO, mapping different Application Programming Interface (API) URLs between the two interfaces and adapting 

the format of messages, when needed. For instance, in the case of OSM, some NFV-SO REST calls received 

on the Mv1’ reference point will be relayed almost directly to OSM, whereas for lightMANO there is the need 
of REST calls translation, with a mapping between different parameters. In addition, in some cases the AAM 

also hides from the NFV-SO the details of how specific operations are implemented, providing an abstract view 

of the NFV-LO operation, and implementing some functions when they are not provided at all by the underlying 

NFV-LO. For instance, both OSM and lightMANO do not support notifications, which is instead defined in 
ETSI GS NFV-SOL005 [9] standard and required in 5G-CARMEN for multi-domain operations. Thus, AAM 

is in charge to implement the notification by continuous polling the OSM NBI, or by interacting with a further 

element, the AMQP broker (see Section 3.3.2) when dealing with lightMANO. However, this is completely 
transparent to the NFV-SO.  Figure 3 illustrates this scenario in 5G-CARMEN.  

 

 

Figure 3 Orchestration hierarchy in 5G-CARMEN 

 

As introduced in Section 2.4.2, the Management Level Agreement (MLA) is a concept that enables granting 

operational autonomy from a top-level management entity to an edge-level one. In the framework of the 5G-
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CARMEN project, this concept is applied to service orchestration in a 5G ecosystem. In particular, by referring 

to Section 2.4.2.2, the MLA allows the NFV-SO granting some degree of autonomy in orchestration operations 

to the underlying NFV-LO. This means that some orchestration operation, such as scaling, can be carried out 
by the NFV-LO/MEAO without asking any permission from the controlling NFV-SO. 

The way to implement the MLA concept is to provide an MLA descriptor (described in Section 2.4.2.2) for each 

service type before instantiating the service itself from the NFV-SO to the NFV-LO via suitable interface over 

the Mv1’ reference point. In this way, the NFV-LO is aware of the operations that it can execute autonomously 
and of those that need to be authorized by the NFV-SO on request. In any case, the NFV-SO must be kept 

aligned with what happens in edge nodes. This means that a notification interface has to be implemented at the 

Mv1’ reference point. The instance descriptor, focused on resource usage per instance managed by an edge 
controller, is exchanged between NFV-SO and underneath NFV-LO before service instantiation in addition to 

the MLA descriptor. The detailed description of MLA descriptor is provided in section 2.4.2.2, whereas the 

instance descriptor is detailed in section 2.4.2.4.  

The communication between top-level and local orchestrators (i.e., edge-level orchestrators) is accomplished 

through three different reference points. The first one is the Or-Or reference point which is used for the 

exchanges between the NFV-SOs of distinct administrative domains. The second one is the Mv1’ reference 

point, which is used for the exchanges between the NFV-LO and its higher-level orchestrator, the NFV-SO. 
Finally, the last one is the Lo-Lo reference point, which is used for the exchanges between the NFV-LOs of 

different MEC sites. According to ETSI specifications, various interfaces can be supported from the Or-Or 

reference point [1]. However, in this section more details are provided for the NS Lifecycle Management 
interface, which is designed for the Orchestrated 5G edges platform to support the following operations: 

 Create NS: enables the creation of an NS instance towards the AAM providing mandatory parameters 

for the deployment phase on the NFV-LO. The parameters embedded in the request are NS ID, NSD 

ID, vimAccountId and additionalParamsForNS. The internal status of a created NS instance is set to 
NOT_INSTATIATED. The NS instance is prepared to run, but still not running, as specified by ETSI 

GS NFV-SOL 005 specification [9]. 

 Instantiate NS: enables the instantiation of an NS which is in the NOT_INSTANTIATED state. The 

parameters embedded in the request body are NS ID, NSD ID, vimAccountId, and 

additionalParamsForNS. In case of success, the NS has been deployed on the NFV-LO. In case of 
failure an error message is returned to the caller. 

 Terminate NS: this operation triggers the termination of an NS which has already been instantiated 

(i.e., its internal status is INSTANTIATED). The NS ID is provided as a parameter in the request URI.  

In case of success, the NS instance is stopped and then removed from the NFV-LO. In case of failure, 
an error message is returned to the caller. 

 Delete an NS: this operation triggers the deletion of NOT_INSTANTIATED NS instance from the 

Mv1’. The NS ID is provided as a parameter in the request URI. This operation is the reverse operation 

of the Create NS. 

 Notification of NS instance updates: some notifications can be generated from the lower layers 

towards the NFV-SO in order to update some parameters related to the running instances (e.g., the IP 
address of the running app), including the notification of new instances created via Lo-Lo as per MLA 

permissions. 

In addition, the Or-Or and Mv1’ reference point support the MLA negotiation operation. Considering the new 
orchestration architecture of 5G-CARMEN, all these operations can be carried out by several messages 

exchanged, involving not only the Or-Or, but also the Mv1’ and Lo-Lo reference point as shown in Figure 9 

and Figure 10 (described later as a part of LCM operations in Section 2.5.3.2). In Figure 9, Or-Or is involved 
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between peer NFV-SOs for cross-border instantiation operation, while in Figure 10 Lo-Lo is involved between 

peer NFV-LOs for cross border instantiation operation. 

 

2.5.2 Edge-Level Orchestration  

The second tier of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform consists of the of NFV-LO and MEAO that together 
form the edge-level orchestrator. The scope of these two entities is a single edge domain, which consists of 

multiple designated MEC sites that will be further referred to and discussed as Kubernetes clusters in Section 

3.3. In particular, each edge domain contains a single pair of NFV-LO/MEAO, which are in N:1 relationship 
with the top-level orchestrator, i.e., NFV-SO.  Regarding the orchestration roles, NFV-LO and MEAO decouple 

the operation tasks, such that MEAO is responsible for the LCM of the deployed CCAM application services, 

whereas NFV-LO is in charge of the generic management of the VNFs hosted on the NFVI.  

 

2.5.2.1 NFV-Local Orchestrator (NFV-LO) 

The NFV Local Orchestrator is a platform module responsible for orchestrating NSs and their components 
inside a given local domain, i.e., edge domain, according to the need of the SO and to the resource availability 

at local domain side. 

As previously stated, the orchestration layer in an operator domain is hierarchically characterized by two tiers, 
with the top-level tier managed by a single instance of the NFV-SO. NFV-SO is watching over a set of resources 

that build up its domain. Such a domain is then divided into several local domains, i.e., disjoint subsets of the 

domain resources, with each of these subsets usually characterized by collecting resources physically or 

logically available in a given geographical area (e.g., one or more MECs). Each local domain is managed by a 
dedicated Local Orchestrator instance, which satisfies SO requests by instantiating and managing NS 

components by leveraging on the available resources. The union of NFV-LOs (with their local domains) forms 

the lower-tier orchestration layer.  

Each NFV-LO instance is supported in its activity by other modules: 

- MEAO: as described in Section 2.5.2.2, it is a component running on the Edge side to support the NFV-

LO in choosing the adequate MEC, among those available at local domain, where to deploy the 
applications associated with a given requested NS, and when to perform different LCM operations.  

- Adaptation Layer: it is a module that mediates the communication between the NFV-SO and the NFV-

LO, working as an adapter between the two orchestration layers.  

The need for an adaptation layer between NFV-SO and NFV-LO (i.e., an Mv1’ adaptation layer) may 
arise for several reasons, for example if the SO request protocol is not matching the communication 

API exposed by the NFV-LO, if the response provided by the NFV-LO is not compliant with the 

expected format for the SO, or if some additional contextual information is required to have the 
request/response correctly handled by the receiver module. The Mv1’ adaptation layer is placed 

between the NFV-SO - NFV-LO communication to provide the required translation/enrichment of the 

exchanged information. The Mv1’ adaptation layer is a key component to ease the potential integration 

of different NFV-LO implementation in the system, preventing the need of major modification at SO 
and/or LO side.  

In our case, being NFV-SO based on the OSM architecture and NFV-LO ETSI-based, the Mv1’ grants 

the consistency of the information shared between the two components and integrates their 
communication to minimize any transitory misalignment between the two orchestration layers. It runs 

as a single instance component at Edge side, together with the associated NFV-LO. 
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- Edge Controller (ECON): it is the component directly managing the actual instantiation, management, 

and deletion of NS components in each MEC. Each ECON works as an adapter between NFV-LO and 

MEC local deployment environment: it is a middle layer which translates the requests coming from the 
former into the proper instructions for the latter. ECON also notifies back to the NFV-LO when the 

requested operation has been successfully executed.   

Differently from MEAO and Mv1’, ECON runs at controlled MEC’s side, thus the each NFV-LO is 

supposed to be interfaced with a number of ECs equal to the number of managed MECs. 

- Local AMQP Broker (LAB): an instance of an AMQP Broker supporting fast notification/ warning 

communication among modules via a pub/sub approach. Topics dedicated to notifications are defined 

in LAB, with the NFV-LO (together with the other components) subscribed to them as an AMQP client, 
to be promptly informed about anomalies in the system. These notifications may also trigger reactions, 

if they are implemented at NFV-LO’s side and bound to the notification type. 

Through the interaction with NFV-SO and other domain related modules, NFV-LO can receive the incoming 
requests, identify the solutions that best fit to them according to the current status/resource availability, and 

perform the required operations to have such solutions implemented. 

The communication between NFV-LO and its paired modules occurs through REST/ad-hoc interfaces exposed 

by all involved components. By default, an NFV-LO is kept unaware of other instances of NFV-LO running in 
the same domain or outside of it: the coordination between components of the same NS running within different 

local domains is mainly granted by the NFV-SOs network, which is kept updated by underlying NFV-LOs and 

receives also requests and warning notifications from them. This opacity has been envisaged for safety reasons, 
to keep the internal organization of each domain not coupled with each other. But this choice comes at the cost 

of latency: the mediation performed by the NFV-SO layer impacts the overall performance in terms of additional 

delay (the message shall go through the SOs before being delivered to the destination NFV-LO). Since 

Orchestrated 5G edges platform in 5G-CARMEN operates in a delay critical context, low latency is a key feature 
and thus a solution granting a direct communication between two NFV-LOs for specific, well-known, and safe 

operations is needed. For this reason, each NFV-LO implements an additional reference point that allows it to 

interact with other NFV-LO instances running inside or outside the SO domain. This reference point, known as 
Lo-Lo, enables a shortcut granting a direct exchange of interfaces between two NFV-LOs, de facto bypassing 

the default communication path which would otherwise involve their respective managing NFV-SOs. 

Practically speaking, the Lo-Lo interface is envisaged to support a faster execution of operations related to 
services that span over more than one local domain by direct consumption of the interfaces exposed by the 

NFV-LOs peering over the Lo-Lo reference point. This Lo-Lo reference point is established between a couple 

of NFV-LO instances, and it is not active by default, but it shall be enabled by the two interacting NFV-LOs, 

with the permission of their managing SO (which could be the same entity if the two NFV-LOs operate in the 
same domain.). A Lo-Lo reference point represents a 1-1 relationship 1 relationship between two peering NFV-

LO instances. Thus, each NFV-LO may have more than one Lo-Lo reference point active, with each of them 

identified by the bridged remote NFV-LO (i.e., as for other NFV-LO’s operations, they can be delegated to 
further speed up their execution). When two NFV-LOs instances A and B enable a Lo-Lo reference point 

between themselves, A refers to B as a “Friend LO”, and vice versa. Over that reference point, both connected 

components may require and/or provide services, but still strictly under the consent of the managing SO: 
requests and responses shall be authorized by respective SO. The list of authorized operations is provided within 

the Management Level Agreements (MLA) construct, defined in Section 2.4.2.2, a descriptor associated to all 

the components of an NS running in a given local domain (thus MLA is NFV-LO and NS specific): an operation, 

in order to be executed via Lo-Lo interface should be specified in that descriptor. Lo-Lo could work in both 
directions, thus the MLA should specify if an operation is allowed to be requested by the local NFV-LO or by 

the remote NFV-LO (or both). Each allowed operation is referred to as “Friend Operation” (or “Friend 

Interface”, since it is called on a dedicated interface). Section dedicated to MLA descriptor (Section 2.4.2.2) 
provides more details regarding how these settings are encoded and provided to each NFV-LO. To further 

reduce the execution time of a request, a Friend Interface can be delegated, which means that it can be consumed 
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without asking the permission of the SO associated with the NFV-LO processing the request. The delegation 

mechanism is explained in detail in Section 2.4.2.1.  

Finally, each NFV-LO can be also associated with a geographical coverage. Indeed, each MEC can be associated 
with a geographical coverage, i.e., a topological area, which identifies a region that is supposed to be served by 

services running at that MEC. The criteria that rule this assignment could be different: for example, the better 

QoS offered by that MEC compared with the one offered by other MECs. The union of the coverage areas of 

each MEC associated with a given NFV-LO identifies the coverage area of the NFV-LO itself. It is worth to 
underline that an entity operating outside the coverage area of a MEC does not mean that it is not reachable 

from components or services instantiated at that MEC: it simply implies that there is another MEC that could 

achieve and provide better performance in providing the same services at that entity position. 

 

2.5.2.2 MEC Application Orchestrator (MEAO) 

Concerning the MEAO as a single component, it incorporates mechanisms to perform decision making 
procedures for various orchestration operations in the Orchestrated edge platform. In particular, MEAO is in 

charge of: 

i. performing edge slice selection during the application instantiation process, thereby embodying the 
role of a MEC slice admission controller,  

ii. triggering scaling operations for already deployed application instances running on top of the NFVI in 

the corresponding edge domain,  

iii. triggering application state migration to ensure service continuity, and  

iv. triggering application termination for already deployed application instances that are inactive or muted 

for a long period of time (e.g., there is no TCP/UDP traffic forwarded to/from application instances 

from/to clients, i.e., vehicles or message brokers). The software implementation and more details on 
specific design choices that are made are presented further in Section 3.3.1. 

In Figure 4, the scope of an edge domain is illustratively presented, where multiple MEC hosts can be available 

for hosting CCAM application services, and MEAO is in charge of selecting the optimal placement for new 
application instance or, in case of a running application instance, MEAO is in charge of making decision whether 

application needs to be scaled, terminated, or its state needs to be transferred from one edge, i.e., MEC host, to 

another (left side of the Figure 4).  
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Figure 4 The scope of an edge domain and the role of MEAO 

If we take a closer look to the instantiation procedure of a CCAM application service, MEAO performs the edge 

slice selection for application placement to enable optimized deployment of application services at the 5G edge 

infrastructure considering multiple criteria, such as: 

i. available NFVI resources in all MEC hosts that build a single edge domain,  

ii. geographical locations of MEC hosts in reference to the vehicles, and  

iii. latency. 

To collect the information about the availability of CPU, memory, and storage resources per each MEC host, 
MEAO subscribes to the message broker, which is deployed per each edge domain to facilitate the 

communication between different platform entities and CCAM service applications that are deployed in this 

specific domain.  

Furthermore, by collecting periodic statistics about resource consumption, MEAO is able to feed its internal AI-

backed algorithm for predicting resource consumption per MEC host, which is based on the Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM) and produces predicted values that are further used by MEAO to make a final decision on 

slice selection and application placement. Concerning the decision-making process, MEAO is performing the 
multi-criteria decision-making algorithm that considers 

i. the predicted values of CPU, memory, and storage resources,  

ii. the geographical locations of MEC hosts and their distance from vehicles that will consume the CCAM 
service, and  

iii. latency on the communication links between MEC host and vehicles.  

Thus, the selection process includes the aforementioned attributes from all MEC hosts that are in one edge 
domain, i.e., in MEAO’s scope, as illustrated in the right-hand side of the Figure 4. The algorithm for selecting 

the MEC host for application placement is the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution 

(TOPSIS) [10], one of the widely adopted multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) concepts, which is based 

on the principle of choosing the alternative that should have the shortest geometric distance from the ideal 
solution and the longest Euclidean distance from the worst solution. More information about the algorithm is 

provided in Section 6 (Annex C). 
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2.5.2.3 Edge Controller 

 

The Edge Controller represents an abstracting element between the Orchestrated edge platform specific control 

and infrastructure management, and the (edge) orchestration layers. The ECON’s design is aligned with the 

ETSI ISG MEC specifications [2] while it extends its components for MEC Platform Management and VNF 
Management with enabling functions for Connectivity Control, Slice Management, and 5G System Coupling 

for policy alignment and receiving event notifications. With reference to [2], the Edge Controller’s functional 

scope and its interfaces are depicted with reference to the green part of the ETSI GS MEC 003 [2] architecture 
as depicted in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Scope of the Edge Controller and its extension with reference to the ETSI MEC 003 specification [2] 

 

The following list summarizes the key features of the Edge Controller: 

 Built-in platform management functions in alignment with ETSI GS MEC 003 [2] 

 5G-MEC integration features, incl. 5G Core coupling and data plane configuration on the 3GPP N6 

reference point – Implementation of 3GPP Naf references point to retrieve subscriber policies and 
subscribe to event notifications 

 Enabler for end-to-end data plane control in 5G MEC setup – Implementation of a controller for data 

plane programming. Traffic treatment comprises the Mp2 reference point per ETSI GS MEC 003 [2] 
and the N6 reference point per the 3GPP 5G System Architecture [11]. In the 5G-CARMEN project, a 

programmable data plane overlay applies to the N6 reference point. 

 Edge platform management and VIM abstraction – In the 5G-CARMEN project, the Edge 

Controller builds on top of the Kubernetes OSS as VIM and NFVI to control cloud-native MEC 
applications and Value-Added Services (VASs), which are developed for deployment on a container 

architecture. 
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 Edge slicing enablers – Kubernetes-specific control and monitoring of resources (compute, storage, 

networking), which are assigned to a service slice. Management of available resources on all worker 

nodes, which make the edge platform resources below a single instance of an Edge Controller. 

 Customized networking for MEC services and VASs – Enabler for customized Kubernetes Pod1 

networking options, such as service mesh per Service-Based Architecture (SBA) communication 

principles and fast data I/O.  

 OpenAPI towards orchestration layers – Interfaces to NFV-LO and MEAO for the orchestration layers’ 
requests of orchestration and management tasks, as well as upstream notification of events and 

monitoring results. 

 

2.5.2.4 Management Autonomy Delegation over Mv1'  

The Mv1’ reference point on the MEC side is managed by the abstraction layer depicted in Figure 3. It is the 

intermediate layer that enables the communication among orchestrators implementing incompatible APIs. It is 
deployed on the top of the NFV-LO abstracting its features and making it compliant to the standard de facto 

OSM APIs towards the adaptation of both requests and response bodies. In turn the NFV-SO can be unaware 

of the underlying NFV-LO proprietary APIs. 

To this aim, the abstraction layer has been developed to support both OSM [12] and NFV-LO APIs. The initial 

stage of tests has been focused on the validation of the OSM APIs  [13] by using an OSM deployment as NFV-

LO, whereas any following test phase has been focused on the validation and debugging of the abstraction 
operations over lightMANO as NFV-LO. This means that beyond the preliminary stage of tests, the NFV-LO 

deployed in 5G-CARMEN project consists of lightMANO only. 

The Mv1' adaptation layer is basically a REST API interface which consists of both a server-side part, accepting 

incoming requests from the NFV-SO, and a client-side part used for contacting the NFV-LO on the adapted 
endpoint (as depicted in Figure 3). 

The Mv1’ adaptation enables the transmission of MLA/Instance descriptor among NFV-SO and NFV-LO, 

enabling for the formalization of autonomous operations that can be executed by the NFV-LO without affecting 
upper layers for any further permission requests. The delegation allows also the NFV-LO to execute NS 

instantiation/termination operations on cross-border domains, establishing the horizontal Lo-Lo interface with 

relevant friend NFV-LOs. In this descriptor are defined also the scaling policies and the resources granted for 

the execution of each NS instance. 

The Mv1’ adaptation layer is also a subscriber to the Message Broker (MB) deployed in the same edge domain, 

in order to retrieve notifications about instantiated services on the lower layers on both local and cross border 

scenarios. Some of these notifications can be forwarded also to the NFV-SO according to the agreed notification 
filters, acting as a client node contacting the NFV-SO on its callback URI, as described in Table 13 and in the 

message sequence charts shown in Figure 73 (Annex A in Section 6). 

From a functional point of view, the abstraction layer relies on a persistence layer to abstract unimplemented 
OSM functionalities on the NFV-LO. The persistence layer is provided by deploying a dedicated Mongo 

database [14] along with the Mv1’ adaptation layer. The MongoDb is natively compliant to the JSON format 

                                                   

 

 

1 Kubernetes Pod is the smallest, and the most basic deployable object in Kubernetes.   
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[15], making it the ideal solution to handle OSM API payloads. Below the main abstracted operations that rely 

on the persistence layer are summarized: 

 VNF/NS descriptors onboarding, is a feature not implemented in the underlying NFV-LO (i.e., 

lightMANO). Thus, onboarded descriptors are stored in the Mv1’ internal DB and the parameters 
defined therein are processed to complete some preliminary tests, such as the availability check of the 

relevant helm-chart on the NFV-LO side and for configuring the NS instantiation. In the end, the 

descriptors onboarding is a feature exposed by the abstraction layer on behalf of the NFV-LO. 

 NS creation/deletion operations are exposed towards the NFV-SO, which is expecting at first to create 

and then to instantiate the NS, as defined by OSM APIs. The creation operation consists in the creation 
of the NS entity in the internal database, according to the body parameters enclosed in the OSM 

compliant request. A unique ID is then returned to the calling NFV-SO, enabling the lifecycle 

management of created resource. Similarly, the NS deletion is an abstracted feature that involves the 
Mv1’ database only, avoiding the interaction with the lower layers. The removal of the entity from the 

DB is allowed on NOT_INSTANTIATED NS only, which means that the resource is not running 

anymore on the lower layers. 

 MLA onboarding stores locally and then forwards the MLA descriptor towards the NFV-LO.  

Each operation exposed by the abstraction layer is summarized in Table 13 and described in detail in what 

follows. The relevant detailed sequence charts and message endpoints are reported in Section 6 (Annex A). The 

Mv1’ adaptation layer accepts and provides the mandatory fields defined in the OSM APIs towards the NFV-

SO. For the ease of reading, each message reported in Table 13 is identified by a sequence number reported also 
in Section 6 (Annex A). 

Table 13 Mv1’ operations description 

Operation Message Direction Description 

Bootstrap Subscription request 

(1.0) 
Mv1’ → 

Message 

Broker 

Subscription to some specific topics on the Message 

Broker 

Register NFV-LO 

(1.2) 
NFV-LO 

→ Mv1’ 
NFV-LO contacts Mv1’ providing both endpoints 

(Mv1’ and NFV-LO) 

Register NFV-LO 

(1.4) 
Mv1’ → 

NFV-SO 
Mv1’ contacts the NFV-SO providing both endpoints 

(Mv1’ and NFV-LO) 

Configure NFV-LO 

(1.6) 
Mv1’ → 

NFV-LO 
NFV-LO is configured with proper IDs and endpoint 

relevant to the current domain  

Subscription Request 

(1.8) 
NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
NFV-SO subscribes to Mv1’ unsolicited notifications 

providing its own call back URI and some proper 

filters to receive selected information only 

Upload MLA Upload MLA (2.0) NFV-SO 
→ Mv1’ 

NFV-SO transmits the previously agreed MLA 
configuration. Mv1’ acts as a relay node 
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Upload MLA (2.1) Mv1’ → 

NFV-LO 
Mv1’ forwards the MLA descriptor to the NFV-LO 

Onboarding Onboard VNFD (3.0) NFV-SO 
→ Mv1’ 

Upload VNF descriptor file 

Check chart 

availability (3.1) 
Mv1’ → 

NFV-LO 
Mv1’ checks the availability of the helm-chart defined 

in the uploaded VNFD 

Onboard NSD (3.5) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
Upload NS descriptor file 

Instantiation Create NS (4.0) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
NFV-SO creates a new NS instance on the Mv1’ 

Instantiate NS (4.3) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
NFV-SO requests the instantiation of an existing NS 

providing its unique ID 

Instantiate app (4.4) Mv1’ → 

NFV-LO 
Mv1’ forwards the app instantiation request to the 

NFV-LO providing the app name defined in message 

(4.0) 

Termination Terminate NS (5.0) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
NFV-SO requests the NS termination providing its 

unique ID 

Delete app (5.2) Mv1’ → 

NFV-LO 
Mv1’ forwards the deletion request to the NFV-LO 

providing the unique app name 

Delete NS (5.6) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
NFV-SO requests the removal of the NS instance from 

Mv1’ local DB 

Get description 

of all NSs 
Get NS info (6.0) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
Enlist NS instance details (both created and 

instantiated ones) 

Get app info (6.2) Mv1’ → 
NFV-LO 

Enlist each instantiated app on NFV-LO 

Get description 

of single NS 
Get NS info (7.0) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
Show details of single NS instance 

Get app info (7.2) Mv1’ → 

NFV-LO 
Show details of single app instantiated on NFV-LO 

Get descriptors 

content 
Get VNFD content 

(8.0) 
NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
Show details about VNF descriptors 

Get NSD content (8.3) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
Show details about NS descriptors 
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Delete descriptor Delete VNFD (9.0) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
Remove the VNF descriptor from Mv1’ local DB 

Delete NSD (9.3) NFV-SO 
→ Mv1’ 

Remove the NS the descriptor from Mv1’ local DB 

Get  

MLA info 

Get all MLAs (10.0) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
Enlist the contents of each MLA. Mv1’ acts as a relay 

node 

Get all MLAs (10.1) Mv1’ → 

NFV-LO 
The Mv1’ forwards the request (10.0) to the NFV-LO 

Delete MLA Delete MLA (11.0) NFV-SO 

→ Mv1’ 
Remove selected MLA. Mv1’ acts as a relay node 

Delete MLA (11.1) Mv1’ → 

NFV-LO 
The Mv1’ forwards the deletion request (11.0) to the 

NFV-LO 

Notification Instantiation Entity → 

NFV-LO 
The NFV-LO receives the instantiation request from 

an entity different from the NFV-SO (i.e., a friend 

NFV-LO) 

Publish notification 

(12.1) 
NFV-LO 

→ MB 
NFV-LO publishes a notification message to the 

Message Broker embedding the app details on some 

specific topics 

Instantiated app 

notification (12.2) 
MB → 

Mv1’ 
MB delivers the notification message to the Mv1’ 

Unsolicited 

notification (12.4) 
Mv1’ → 

NFV-SO 
An unsolicited instantiation notification message is 

transmitted towards the NFV-SO callback URI, 
according to the filters previously defined 

Deletion Entity → 

NFV-LO 
The NFV-LO receives the deletion request from an 

entity different from the NFV-SO (i.e., a friend NFV-

LO) 

Publish notification 

(13.1) 
NFV-LO 

→ MB 
NFV-LO publishes a notification message that 

contains the details of the deleted app on some specific 

topics 

Deleted app 

notification (13.1-

13.2) 

MB → 

Mv1’ 
MB delivers the notification message to the Mv1’ 

Unsolicited 

notification (13.4) 
Mv1’ → 

NFV-SO 
An unsolicited deletion notification message is 

transmitted towards the NFV-SO callback URI, 

according to the filters previously defined 
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Bootstrap 

The Bootstrap operation is the very first operation to be executed after the module implementing the Mv1’ 
adaptation layer. At this time, the Mv1’ knows only the public endpoint of the NFV-SO and the endpoint of the 

local Message Broker, both defined in its configuration file. More details on the bootstrap phase operation can 

be found in the message sequence chart in Figure 62 in Annex A.  

At the beginning of bootstrap phase, the Adaptation layer forwards a subscription request to some specific topics 
on the local Message Broker (message 1.0). This operation is part of the bootstrap phase, but it is not strictly 

related to the message chain described below, this means that it can be initialized at any time without affecting 

the vertical registration sketched in Figure 6. The underlying NFV-LO, performing a periodic polling, detects 
the Mv1’ availability and then transmits the registration message (message 1.2) in order to provide relevant 

information about its identity, its network location (i.e., the endpoint in the Kubernetes cluster), and the 

topological coordinates of the cluster in GeoJSON format [16], as shown on the left column of Table 27Error! 

Reference source not found. in Annex A. 

The Adaptation layer forwards this information towards the NFV-SO (message 1.4), providing its public 

endpoint in order to allow the NFV-SO to orchestrate the underlying cluster below the Mv1’ interface (right 

column of Table 27 in Annex A). The NFV-SO’s response consists of its unique ID. Provided information will 
be processed by the NFV-SO to compile the MLA/Instance descriptor that will be transmitted in the following 

phases. Finally, the Mv1’ pushes the NFV-SO ID towards the NFV-LO (message 1.6) in order to complete the 

vertical registration phase. The complete endpoints defined for the vertical registration phase from bottom to 
upper layer (NFV-LO/NFV-SO towards Mv1’) are reported in Table 27 and Table 28 in Annex A. 

As a last operation, which is not strictly related to the registration phase, the NFV-SO transmits a subscription 

request (message 1.8) to Adaptation layer in order to receive unsolicited notifications about instantiated NSs. 

The request body contains subscription filters, in order to define only a subset of messages, and the callback 
URI that should be used by the Adaptation layer for the transmission of relevant notifications. 

 

 

Figure 6. Bootstrap and registration of vertical layers 
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MLA upload 

Since the MLA is not defined for OSM orchestrator, OSM API has been extended to support MLA; it is shown 

in the sequence chart of Figure 63 in Annex A. The MLA/Instance descriptor is pushed by the NFV-SO towards 
the Mv1’ (message 2.0), which forwards the descriptor to the NFV-LO (message 2.1). The MLA content is 

embedded in the request body using the JSON encoding, and it is stored in the local DB (message 2.3) for 

managing the other operations. 

Any further upload will result in the update of the MLA current version on both Mv1’ and NFV-LO. The 
mapped endpoints from the NFV-SO to the Mv1’ and from the Mv1’ to the NFV-LO are shown in Table 29 in 

Annex A.  

 

Onboarding descriptors 

The onboarding operation of both VNF/NS descriptors is an abstracted feature exposed by the Mv1’ only as it 

is not implemented in the NFV-LO (i.e., lightMANO). It consists basically of a file upload as defined in the 
OSM APIs by using standard endpoints, as shown in Table 30 and Table 31 in Annex A.  

According to the OSM APIs the onboarding sequence it is a two-step operation, as shown in Figure 64 in Annex 

A. At first it is uploaded the VNFD (message 3.0) and then the related NSD (message 3.5) are uploaded. A 

preliminary check is performed in order to verify whether the helm-chart defined in the VNFD is available on 
the NFV-LO side (message 3.1). This results in the mapping of the OSM-compliant onboarding request, defined 

on the left side of Table 30 in Annex A, to the GET request defined on the right side of Table 30 in Annex A. 

If no error occurs, the VNFD can be stored as JSON object in the local DB (message 3.3). 

As mentioned before, the second step consists of NSD file upload (message 3.5) in a similar manner as described 

above (Table 31 in Annex A). The Mv1’ searches among the overall onboarded VNFD for the one defined in 

the NSD body (message 3.6). This is an internal operation that does not involve the NFV-LO. If a match occurs, 

the NSD can be stored in the local DB (message 3.7). 

For each successful onboarding the Adaptation layer returns a unique ID to the NFV-SO in order to properly 

address each descriptor on the Mv1’ side. This ID is required for the NS creation and instantiation phases and 

for any other operation over the descriptors (query or deletion). 

 

 

NS instantiation 

The NS instantiation is a two-step operation, according to the OSM APIs (shown in Figure 65 in Annex A). At 

first the NS instance is created (message 4.0) by using the endpoint defined in Table 32 and then it can be 

instantiated (message 4.3) by using the endpoint defined in in Annex A.  

Both operations are triggered by the NFV-SO and can be also executed at different times maintaining the 
message sequence defined above. 

Please note that the creation operation is not implemented in the NFV-LO, thus it is an abstract feature exposed 

by the Mv1’ only and consists of validating the OSM mandatory parameters provided in the request body:  

 nsName: the NS instance name should be unique in the local DB. Any duplication will cause the 
rejection of the current request 

 nsdId: the ID provided should match an already onboarded NSD in the local DB 

 vimAccountId: this parameter from the OSM definition has been overwritten to represent the ID of the 

target NFV-LO 
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 additionalParamsForNs: it is a data structure containing some instantiation parameters used by the 
underlying layers to properly deploy the app on the cluster  

In case no error occurs, the NS instance can be stored in the local DB (message 4.1) setting its internal state to 

NOT_INSTANTIATED. Thus, the resource has been created and it is ready for the instantiation at any time. 
An NS instance ID is then generated and returned to the NFV-SO in order to enable the life cycle management 

operations (message 4.2). 

The OSM standard instantiation request (message 4.3) is mapped to the equivalent one on the lightMANO side 

(message 4.4), as shown in Table 33 in Annex A. The request body extends the parameters provided in the 
creation request with some additional fields required for the application deployment in the Edge Controller. Any 

errors will be detected and reported by the underlying layers towards the Mv1’ and then up to the NFV-SO. The 

internal state of the NS instance is updated according to the result of the instantiation request (message 4.6). 

 

NS termination 

The termination operation is the reverse operation of the instantiation operation described above. The first step 
consists of the termination request (message 5.0) from the NFV-SO to the NFV-LO via the Mv1’, as reported 

in Table 34 in Annex A.  

The NS instance ID (nsInstanceId) used by the NFV-SO to addresses the instance to be terminated is included 

in the POST message URI. This is the same ID provided by Mv1’ after the creation of this NS instance and it 
is required to retrieve the NS instance from the local DB (message 5.1). This enables obtaining the unique 

application name used by the NFV-LO to identify the running app.  

The DELETE message (message 5.2) is then generated by using the appName and the relevant namespace 
retrieved from the local DB, as reported on the right side of Table 34 in Annex A. 

The response provided by the NFV-LO causes an update of the NS instance internal status on local DB (message 

5.4). If no error occurs, the NS state changes to NOT_INSTANTIATED. Theoretically speaking, the same NS 
instance can be instantiated again by the NFV-SO bypassing the creation step (message 4.0) defined above. 

According to the OSM APIs, the Mv1’ exposes the abstract operation in Table 35 for the complete NS instance 

deletion (message 5.6) by providing its unique ID (i.e., nsInstanceId). This operation is executed by Mv1’ only 

and consists of the removal of the NS entry from the local DB. Any deletion request on NS instances whose 
internal state is different from NOT_INSTANTIATED will be rejected. 

 

Get Network Service information 

According to the OSM APIs the Mv1’ exposes the same operations for the NS instance information retrieval 

(see the sequence chart in Figure 67 in Annex A). The standard query operation (message 6.0) returns details 

about the overall instantiated NSs (see Table 36), however it is possible to filter the results for any specific NS 

instance by providing its unique ID in the request URI (message 7.0), as reported in Table 37 in Annex A. 

Hence, the NFV-SO invokes the request towards the Mv1’ (messages 6.0/7.0) that in turn forwards the request 

to the NFV-LO, making proper mappings on both request URI and inline parameters (messages 6.2/7.2). The 

namespace parameter is retrieved from the local DB by querying over the created NS instances (messages 
6.1/7.1). 

The response (messages 6.3/7.3) provided by the NFV-LO contains two parameters only: the name of the 

application and its status. To this aim, the Mv1’ matches the returned app name(s) to those stored in the local 
DB in order to provide all details according to the OSM response format (messages 6.4/7.4). Please note that 

NOT_INSTANTIATED NS instances are not returned by the NFV-LO, that manages running apps only. This 
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means that the amount of stored NS instances in local DB can be equal or higher than those provided by the 

NFV-LO, but only the NS instances provided by the NFV-LO can match with the INSTANTIATED state in the 

local DB. This constraint comes from the abstraction of the NS creation operation, as described in the operation 
above. 

 

Get VNF/NS descriptors content 

This is an abstracted feature implemented on the MV1’ side only. The message sequence chart is shown in 
Figure 69 (Annex A) for both VNF and NS descriptors.  

The NFV-SO can retrieve details on both descriptors onboarded on the Mv1’ layer by using the standard OSM 

calls (messages 8.0 and 8.3) defined in Table 38 and Table 39 for VNFD and NSD respectively. 

In both cases the information returned by Mv1’ are collected from the internal DB (messages 8.1/8.4) and are 

compliant to the OSM APIs format.  

 

Delete VNF/NS descriptors 

This is an abstracted feature implemented on the Mv1’ side only. The message sequence chart is shown in Figure 

70 for both VNF and NS descriptors deletion. For a complete removal of both descriptors, the NFV-SO has to 

remove at first the VNFD (messages 9.0) and then the related NSD (messages 9.3) specifying their IDs in the 
inline parameter of the request URIs, as shown in both Table 40 and Table 41. The Mv1’ removes the descriptor 

matching the provided ID from the local DB (messages 9.1/9.4). 

 

Get MLA information 

The message sequence chart in Figure 71 shows the MLA descriptor retrieval. The NFV-SO forwards the 

information request to the Mv1’ (message 10.0) that forwards the request towards the NFV-LO (message 10.1), 

upon proper translation of the request URI as defined in Table 42. The response body returned by the NFV-LO 
(message 10.2) is forwarded by the MV1’ towards the NFV-SO (message 10.3). The response body consists of 

an array of MLA descriptors onboarded on the NFV-LO in JSON format. 

 

Delete MLA descriptor 

The message sequence chart in Figure 72 Figure 71show the MLA deletion operation. The NFV-SO triggers 

the deletion on the Mv1’ (message 11.0) that in turn forwards the request to the NFV-LO (message 11.1), 
according to the mapping defined inTable 43. The MLA ID is reported in the inline parameter of both request 

URIs. If no error occurs, the Mv1’ assumes that the NFV-LO has successfully removed the content and then 

removes the corresponding entity from its internal DB (message 11.3), providing proper response to the NFV-

SO (message 11.4). 

 

Notification operations 

As previously described in the bootstrap phase, Mv1’ and NFV-SO have subscribed to the message broker 
(message 1.0) and to the Mv1’ (message 1.8) respectively at the very beginning (Figure 62 in Annex A). This 

allows both entities to receive notifications from the respective producers. The notifications of interest here are 

those relevant to the app instantiation/deletion on cross-border domains. The message sequence chart is shown 
in Figure 73 (Annex A) for both instantiation and deletion across Lo-Lo interface. 
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In general, any app instantiation (message 12.0) or deletion (message 13.0) on the NFV-LO side produce a 

notification message that it is published on the message broker on some specific topic (messages 12.1 and 13.1 

for instantiation and deletion, respectively). The Mv1’ that has subscribed to the same topic receives the relevant 
notification (messages 12.2/13.2) that in turn triggers internal controls (messages 12.3/13.3) to detect any 

matching to the NFV-SO notification filters. For any positive matching, the Mv1’ transmits an unsolicited 

notification message (messages 12.4/13.4) towards the NFV-SO, by using the callback URI defined in the 

subscription request (messages 1.8). 

Both NFV-SO notification filters and callback URI are stored in the local DB at Mv1’ side. 

2.5.3 Lifecycle Management  

 

2.5.3.1 Preliminary MLA setup 

Before the NFV-LO is operative and can start running network services, it is necessary an initialization phase 

is necessary. The diagram in Figure 7 reports the basic steps that must be executed beforehand, independently 

on the way the inter-domain, cross-border services are run (with Lo-Lo or without Lo-Lo and thus only 
leveraging Or-Or). 

The first step is relevant to the NFV-LO registration to the NFV-SO through the Mv1’ procedure illustrated in 

Section 2.5.2.4. Following this initial message exchange, in which the NFV-LO notifies the NFV-SO that it is 
up and running, the NFV-SO, in turn, completes its configuration by upload of a generic, default MLA, which 

is uploaded to all NFV-LOs of the domain managed by the NFV-SO. This operation is carried out according to 

the procedure detailed in section 2.5.2.4. The MLA that is uploaded at this time is a generic template, in which 

most of the fields are empty. However, it is anyway a working descriptor, since any service (and instance 
descriptor) referring to it will have all information to enforce the default delegation policies of the domain. The 

MLA provided in this step can only be relevant to an intra-domain operation, since federation is still not set up. 

 

 

Figure 7 Inter-domain federation setup 

The following step is the realization of the federation. This is executed by a three-way handshaking. The first 

message will be used by NFV-SO 1 to contact NFV-SO 2, eventually including some security code for mutual 
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authentication. In case the NFV-SO 2 is available to setup the federation, it will provide a positive answer, 

including a list of MLAs/service types that could be executed in an inter-domain, cross-border fashion. This 

does not include the upload of a fully-fledged set of MLAs, but only the service type enabled to be considered 
for composite service instantiation. Finally, the NFV-SO 1 will confirm the availability of the set of 

MLAs/service types to run in an inter-domain mode. 

At this time, the Or-Or interface is fully setup and operative to be used to perform inter-domain NS instantiation. 

 

2.5.3.2 LCM Operations 

 

The Orchestrated Edge platform supports single domain and cross-domain management and orchestration 

operations, and they are an optimized variant of LCM operations that are standardized by ETSI, in order to 

support multi-domain/cross-domain NS operation. The baseline set of LCM operations supported by the 

platform consists of i) NS instantiation, ii) NS scaling, iii) NS state migration, and iv) NS termination, and we 
further provide more details on each of them in the following sections. 

 

2.5.3.2.1 Instantiation 

 

Figure 8 NS instantiation at the top-level orchestration layer 

The generalized instantiation procedure for any NS is shown in Figure 8. The same procedure applies to both 
Atomic and Composite NS variants, including all categories concerning administrative placement of NS 

components and instantiation strategy (described in Table 1).  

1. The instantiation procedure starts when an Operations Support System (OSS) sends an NS 

instantiation request towards NFV-SO, passing all the relevant parameters inside a message body. 
These NS-related parameters contain: i) NS composition type (Atomic or Composite), ii) NS 

components in case of a Composite NS, iii) NS software version, iv) NS software dependencies, 

iv) resource requirements, etc.  
2. Upon reception of the NS instantiation request, NFV-SO processes the request, thereby checking 

the authentication and authorization credentials, as well as all parameters passed via the 

instantiation request. NFV-SO further maps these parameters to the existing Instance descriptor for 

the specified NS type, and it decides on the administrative placement (i.e., whether the NS instance 
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will be a Single-MEC NS, Multi-MEC NS, Local Domain NS, Intra-Domain NS, or Inter-Domain 

NS), and the instantiation strategy (i.e., whether the NS instance will be Prompt NS, Preset NS, 

Batch NS, or Progressive NS).  
3. Once the administrative placement and instantiation strategies are defined, NFV-SO starts with the 

NS instantiation procedure in all required edge and administrative domains. This step is further 

elaborated as a description of Figure 9 and Figure 10.  

4. When the NS instantiation procedure is finalized, NFV-SO sends an NS instantiation response, 
which includes NS instance ID, as well as the endpoint from which the instantiated NS can be 

reached. In case there is an already active NS instance that corresponds to the NS instantiation 

request, NFV-SO will return the information about this already instantiated NS.  

To provide more details on the NS instantiation procedure from the step 3 described above, we define two 

instantiation scenarios for an Inter-domain NS instantiation, depending on the presence of Lo-Lo reference point 

and its involvement in the instantiation procedure. Accordingly, in Figure 9 and Figure 10, the Inter-domain NS 
instantiation procedure is presented, where a composite NS is being instantiated across different administrative 

domains (i.e., NFV-SO domains), via Or-Or only (Figure 9), and via Or-Or and Lo-Lo (Figure 10), respectively. 

In particular, the Inter-domain NS instantiation procedure without Lo-Lo illustrates the scenario in which a 

composite NS is instantiated with a Batch NS instantiation strategy, meaning that all its Nested NSs are 
instantiated simultaneously. On the other hand, the procedure shown in Figure 10 presents the instantiation of a 

Progressive NS, in which its Nested NSs are instantiated in different administrative domains (i.e., NFV-SO 

domains), but not at the same moment. 

 

Figure 9 Inter-domain NS instantiation procedure (no Lo-Lo) 
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More details about the Inter-domain NS instantiation procedure via Or-Or reference point (Figure 9) is given 

below.  

1. This step is a part of the bootstrap procedure of the Orchestrated edges platform, in which NFV-
SO starts the Inter-domain MLA procedure (described in Section 2.4.2) with all NFV-LOs that 

orchestrate edge domains under NFV-SO’s scope.  

2. As for Inter-domain NS the Nested NSs are needed in multiple administrative domains, NFV-SO 

starts with the Federation and Inter-domain MLA Negotiation with the NFV-SOs from other 
domains that are to be involved in the Inter-domain NS instantiation.   

3. Once the NFV-SO processes the NS instantiation request from OSS, thereby resolving the NS type, 

administrative placement, and instantiation strategy, it forwards the Inter-domain NS instantiation 
request to the NFV-SO in another administrative domain (domain 2), which corresponds to this 

specific request (e.g., NS needed in Italy and Austria to provide support for cross-domain maneuver 

operations).  
4. As soon as NFV-SO in domain 1 sends the instantiation request to NFV-SO in domain 2, it starts 

with the instantiation of the Nested NS in its own domain. To do so, NFV-SO first selects the NFV-

LO (i.e., NFV-LO 1) that will be responsible for edge-level orchestration of this Nested NS, and 

then it sets up the MLA with the selected NFV-LO 1, as described in Section 2.4.2. Simultaneously, 
upon reception of the Inter-domain NS instantiation request, NFV-SO in domain 2 processes the 

request, thereby checking the authentication and authorization credentials, as well as all parameters 

passed via the instantiation request. 
5. Same as NFV-SO in domain 1, NFV-SO in domain 2 selects the corresponding NFV-LO (i.e., 

NFV-LO 2), which will be in charge of edge orchestration for the requested Nested NS, and it sets 

up the MLA with the selected NFV-LO 2.  

6. In this step the NS on-boarding and verification are performed, according to the on-boarding 
procedure described in D4.1.  

7. As this Inter-domain NS is a Composite NS of Batch type, i.e., all Nested NSs need to be 

instantiated at the same time, the steps from 7 to 10 apply to both NFV-SO domains. In particular, 
in step 7, NFV-SO sends a Nested NS instantiation request to NFV-LO that is selected in step 4 

and step 5, for domain 1 and domain 2, respectively. In case that NS is of Progressive instead of 

Batch type, these steps would not need necessarily to be performed simultaneously, as the Nested 
NS component in domain 2 can be instantiated afterwards, based on the trigger from domain 1.  

8. The selected NFV-LO performs NS instantiation in edge domain under its scope. This NS 

instantiation procedure is part of the edge-level orchestration, which is further shown and described 

in Figure 11.  
9. Once the instantiation is finalized in the edge domain, i.e., Nested NS is up and running on the 

corresponding MEC hosts, NFV-LO informs NFV-SO about the NS instantiation success.  

10. Finally, NFV-SO 2 informs NFV-SO 1 about the success of the NS instantiation in its domain, thus, 
providing the response on the request in step 3.  

Furthermore, Figure 10 illustrates a scenario in which a requested NS is being instantiated in two NFV-SO 

domains leveraging the Lo-Lo reference point. In this case, the NS is again a Composite Inter-domain NS, but 
this time we show the instantiation procedure for a Progressive NS type, meaning that not all Nested NS 

components are necessarily instantiated at the same time.  

 

1. The Inter-domain MLA procedure is the same as in scenario 1.  
2. The Federation and Inter-domain MLA Negotiation is the same as in scenario 1. 

3. Once NFV-SO processes the NS instantiation request from OSS, it starts with the NFV-LO 

selection, which results in NFV-LO that will be responsible for the edge-level orchestration of the 
requested NS.  
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4. When the NFV-LO is selected, NFV-SO 1 creates and sends a request for Authorizing the Inter-

domain NS instantiation towards NFV-SO 2, in order to initiate establishment of the Lo-Lo 

reference point between respective NFV-LOs, which can be further leveraged to optimize the Inter-
domain instantiation procedure for a Progressive NS. In this request, NFV-SO 1 also includes the 

information about the selected NFV-LO 1, as well as some NS-specific parameters that will be 

consumed by NFV-SO 2 to efficiently select NFV-LO in its domain.  

5. Upon reception of the Authorization request, NFV-SO 2 selects corresponding NFV-LO 2, based 
on the parameters received in the request, and it sets up the MLA with this selected NFV-LO 2.  

6. If the request for authorizing NS instantiation over Lo-Lo is approved also by NFV-SO 2, NFV-SO 

2 sends the Authorization response back to NFV-SO 1, informing it about NFV-LO 2 that will 
directly connect to NFV-LO 1 for Inter-domain NS instantiation purposes. As soon as it receives 

the response from NFV-SO 2, NFV-SO 1 sets up the MLA with NFV-LO 1, based on the 

information about the friend NFV-LO 2. The outcome of this step is the establishment of Lo-Lo 
between NFV-LO 1 and NFV-LO 2, which also requires updates in the MLA and Instance 

descriptors for both NFV-LOs.  

7. In this step, the NS on-boarding and verification are performed, according to the on-boarding 

procedure described in D4.1.  
8. NFV-SO 1 sends the Inter-domain NS instantiation request to NFV-LO 1, passing the NS-related 

parameters, if needed (Instance and MLA descriptors should be already defined and mostly filled 

at NFV-LO 2 side, after step 6). 
9. The Nested NS instantiation procedure in a single edge domain is illustrated in Figure 11, and will 

be described afterwards.  

10. NFV-LO 1 informs NFV-SO 1 about the success of NS instantiation in the edge domain, via sending 

an Inter-domain NS instantiation response. In step 10.1, either orchestration layer (i.e., edge-level 
orchestration entities such as NFV-LO/MEAO) or NS instance itself, trigger the instantiation of the 

Nested NS in domain 2, as a component of the whole Composite Inter-domain NS. The NS instance 

feature that dynamically generates alarms to support orchestration layer by informing it about the 
optimal timing for Nested NS instantiation in another administrative domain is further described in 

Section 4.1.3.  

11. NFV-LO 1 sends Inter-domain NS instantiation request to NFV-LO 2 directly via Lo-Lo.  
12. Same as in step 9, the Nested NS instantiation procedure in a single edge domain is illustrated in 

Figure 11, and will be described afterwards.  

13. NFV-LO 2 informs NFV-LO 1 about the success of Inter-domain NS instantiation, as a response to 

request in step 11.  
14. NFV-LO 2 informs NFV-SO 2 about the success of Inter-domain NS instantiation, by sending a 

notification.  

15. NFV-SO 2 informs NFV-SO 1 about the success of Inter-domain NS instantiation, by sending a 
notification.  
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Figure 10 Inter-domain NS instantiation procedure (Lo-Lo reference point leveraged) 

 

In Figure 11, we present the instantiation process in a single domain, for a Nested NS, which happens in step 8 

in scenario presented in Figure 9, and steps 9 and 11 in scenario presented in Figure 10. More details are presented 

below. It is important to note that the same steps for NS instantiation are applicable to any NS type, i.e., whether 
it is an Atomic, Composite, or Nested NS. In the steps below, we refer to it as Nested NS, due to the scenarios 

that are presented previously, covering the Inter-domain NS instantiation.  
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Figure 11 NS Instantiation procedure in a single edge domain 

 

1. Once the NFV-LO receives NS instantiation request, either from the NFV-SO or from the Friend 

NFV-LO directly via Lo-Lo, it forwards the request to MEAO, requesting the selection of the 
corresponding computing and network resources for an NS deployment.  

2. Considering different parameters that are described in Section 2.5.2.1, MEAO is performing MEC 

hosts selection, which results in the specific MEC host that is selected for an Atomic or Nested NS 
deployment, or in a group of MEC hosts selected for a Composite NS, which is Multi-MEC Local 

Domain NS.  

3. The decision about MEC host(s) is forwarded to NFV-LO in an NS instantiation response.  

4. As soon as NFV-LO receives information about the selected MEC host(s), it updates the NS 
instantiation request, and forwards it to the Edge controller.  

5. The Edge controller i) allocates computing resources for NS deployment, ii) deploys the requested 

NS, and iii) sets the traffic rules for the instantiated NS.  

6. Once the NS instantiation procedure is finalized on the selected MEC host(s), Edge controller sends 

response to NFV-LO, informing it about the success of NS instantiation.  

 

2.5.3.2.2 Scaling 

The NS scaling procedure includes four different types of scaling operations, i.e., scaling in, scaling out, scaling 

up, and scaling down. In the description of message sequence charts below, we refer to scaling operation in 

general, thus, the same operations performed in a single edge domain apply to all scaling types.  

In Figure 12, the NS scaling procedure is shown on the level of administrative domain. Due to the need to 

increase/decrease the capacity of an instantiated NS, either Nested or Atomic, the scaling procedure is invoked. 

In case that NFV-SO triggers the scaling procedure e.g., to counteract the anticipated increase/decrease of the 
traffic load that the running NS will encounter, the corresponding procedure showcased in Figure 12 (left) will 

occur. 
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1. NFV-SO sends request for NS scaling to NFV-LO that is responsible for orchestrating the edge 

domain in which NS is up and running.  

2. NFV-LO performs scaling inside its edge domain, as described in Figure 13. 
3. NFV-LO informs NFV-SO about a success of the NS scaling procedure. 

Another scenario in which NS scaling procedure might be invoked is NS scaling triggered by MEAO. This 

happens in particular when some specific NS parameters that MEAO monitors do not meet the requirements 

and agreed QoS (scaling out or scaling up needed), or NS is spending more resources that it needs (scale in or 
scale down). To facilitate MEAO’s work and to offload the burden of monitoring NS-specific parameters during 

NS runtime from the orchestration layer, our platform also supports smart NS instances, which are capable of 

raising alarms in case they need more resources (as described in Section 2.4.2.3). This procedure is shown in 
Figure 12 (right).  

 

 

Figure 12 NS Scaling procedure triggered by NFV-SO (left), and NF scaling procedure triggered by edge 

orchestration layer (right) 

Prior to requesting scaling in a single edge domain, MEAO generates NS scaling request for NFV-LO either 

based on its policy that is related to monitoring NS parameters or based on the policy that is derived from 

managing alarms raised by NS instances (Step 0.1). In both cases, step 1 refers to NS scaling procedure in a 
single domain, which is further described in Figure 14. 
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Figure 13 NS Scaling procedure in a single edge domain (triggered by NFV-SO) 

 

The NS scaling procedure from step 2 in Figure 12 (left) is shown in Figure 13, and described below. 

1. Upon reception of NS scaling request from NFV-SO, NFV-LO sends the request directly to Edge 

controller, which oversees performing scaling operation by allocating more/less NFVI resources 

(depending on the type of scaling operation).  
2. Edge controller reserves more or releases portion of resources for the NS, performs resource 

allocation, and scales NS.  

3. Edge controller informs NFV-LO about the success of NS scaling procedure.  

 

 

Figure 14 NS Scaling procedure in a single domain (triggered by MEAO) 

The NS scaling procedure from step 1 in Figure 12 (right) is shown in Figure 14, and described below. 
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1. After MEAO made decision that NS needs to be scaled (step 0.1), it generates NS scaling request 

and sends it to NFV-LO. 

2. NFV-LO forwards the request to Edge controller.  
3. Edge controller reserves more or releases portion of resources for the NS, performs resource 

allocation, and scales NS.  

4. Edge controller informs NFV-LO about the success of NS scaling procedure.  

5. NFV-LO informs MEAO about the success of NS scaling procedure. 

 

2.5.3.2.3 Migration/relocation  

The NS migration/relocation operation is further described as a part of Section 2.6, being a relevant component 
in achieving session and service continuity.  

2.5.3.2.4 Termination 

The NS termination procedure is usually invoked when a particular NS is not needed anymore as no clients are 
consuming it, or in the case when some NSs need to be sacrificed and terminated in order to release resources 

for NSs with higher priority. Similarly, as in the case of NS instantiation, in this section we tackle two different 

scenarios for NS termination, depending on the entity which is triggering the NS termination procedure, and 

including the aspect of leveraging Lo-Lo for termination of an Inter-domain NS instance.  

 

Figure 15 NS termination procedure (no Lo-Lo) 

In Figure 15, we show the operations that are performed to terminate an Inter-domain NS in the case when 

NFV-SO is starting the termination procedure based on the request from external entities, such as OSS.  

1. NFV-SO 1 sends NS termination request only for a Nested NS, which is up and running in the edge 
domain of NFV-LO 1.  

2. NFV-LO 1 performs NS termination as described in Figure 16. 
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3. NFV-LO 1 informs NFV-SO 1 about the success of the NS termination procedure.  

4. NFV-SO 1 sends notification to NFV-SO 2 about terminating the Nested NS in domain 1 that was 

previously a component of the Inter-domain NS.  
5. NFV-SO 2 informs NFV-LO 2 about the Nested NS termination in domain 1, so NFV-LO 2 can 

further notify running Nested NS in its own domain, in case it communicates directly with the 

Nested NS that was terminated in domain 1 (e.g., via data plane communication between NS 

components).  

The NS termination procedure shown in step 2 in Figure 15 is shown in Figure 16, and described below.  

1. Upon receiving the NS termination request from NFV-SO, NFV-LO sends the NS termination 

request to the Edge controller that is in charge of releasing NS resources. 
2. Edge controller releases previously allocated resources for NS and performs NS termination. 

3. Edge controller informs NFV-LO about the success of the NS termination procedure.  

 

Figure 16 NS termination procedure in a single edge domain (Request from NFV-SO) 

Another scenario in which NS termination procedure might be invoked is NS termination triggered by MEAO, 

which happens if some NS instance is inactive and keeps resources allocated. Since MEAO monitors the NS-
specific parameters, it can figure out if such behavior occurs, so it can apply the termination policy for such NS, 

and trigger NS termination. As in the case of NS case, to facilitate MEAO’s work and to offload the burden of 

monitoring NS-specific parameters during NS runtime from the orchestration layer, smart NS instances are 

capable of raising alarms in case they do not need resources anymore, e.g., no traffic from clients is being 
received (as described in Section 2.4.2.3). This procedure is shown in Figure 17. In particular, this procedure 

also leverages the established Lo-Lo reference point between NFV-LOs to inform domain 2 about terminating 

the Nested NS in domain 1, in case of the Inter-domain NS. 

1. After MEAO triggers NS termination based on its policy derived from monitoring NS-related 

parameters, or from alarms raised by NS instance itself, NFV-LO starts with the NS termination 

procedure. 
2. NFV-LO 1 performs the Nested NS termination procedure that is further described in Figure 18. 

3. NFV-LO 1 sends notification to NFV-SO 1 about success of the Nested NS termination.  

4. NFV-LO 1 leverages Lo-Lo to send notification to NFV-LO 2 about success of the Nested NS 

termination. 
5. NFV-LO 2 notifies NFV-SO 2 about the termination of the Nested NS that was previously a 

component of the Inter-domain NS.  
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Figure 17 NS termination procedure (Lo-Lo leveraged) 

The NS termination performed in step 1 in Figure 17 is shown in Figure 18, and described below. 

1. MEAO sends NS termination request to NFV-LO. 

2. NFV-LO forwards this NS termination request to Edge controller that is in charge of releasing 

resources. 
3. Edge controller permanently releases resources that were previously allocated for NS and performs 

NS termination. 

4. Edge controller informs NFV-LO about success of the NS termination procedure.  

5. NFV-LO informs MEAO about success of the NS termination procedure. 

 

Figure 18 NS termination procedure in a single edge domain (Request from MEAO) 
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2.6 Session and Service Continuity  

2.6.1 Background of Session and Service Continuity 

The deployment and operation of CCAM services in distributed cloud resources benefits in various aspects from 

edge computing infrastructure. This includes processing of data where it is generated and used, as well as 
increased availability and performance. 

However, due to a highly agile automotive environment where there is a higher dependency on the topology 

(vehicles are supposed to connect to the closest edge resources and service), continuous monitoring of the 

performance and the frequent need to re-configure the network offers a challenging requirement. This includes 
steering the data plane traffic between an individual vehicle and its current edge service access point, and the 

implementation of an optimization strategy, aiming to achieve the best Quality of Experience (QoE). Such 

computing and implementation strategy needs to be automated, and considers various aspects including the 
following: 

  (Re-)selection of the most suitable edge and service access point for a connected vehicle, 

 Service KPIs and QoE, 

 Availability of resources (e.g., edge cloud resources, network resources), 

 A variety of factors, including data plane latency, re-configuration costs, load distribution strategies, 

etc., 

 Network topology, 

 Vehicles’ mobility pattern. 

Various European Projects investigated the orchestration of network and services in the view of an end-to-end 

manner, taking into consideration networking domains ranging from a central office/data center, the transport 
network, as well as the radio access network (RAN) into account. The deployment of CCAM services at network 

edge resources and from the perspective of the vehicle mobility sets the focus from an end-to-end view to an 

edge-to-edge view. 

The maintenance of a vehicle’s connectivity to the topologically closest network edge resource and service 
access point within as well as between MNO domains is being addressed in the 5G-CARMEN project. Whereas 

WP3 focuses on enablers in the cellular network domain and their deployment, including the provisioning of 

local mobility gateways and local breakout support at network edges when changing the MNO, WP4 builds the 
orchestrated edge solutions, which align the mobility system’s chosen mobility gateway (PGW/LBO, 5G UPF) 

with the edge system’s chosen service instance and the enforcement of traffic steering policies in between a 

vehicle’s mobility gateway and an instance of the used edge service. 

3GPP discussed the mid-session re-location of Application Services (AS), which are deployed in different data 

networks, leveraging the flexible selection and configuration of the 5G UPF, which can serve either as PDU 

Session Anchor (PSA) or as Uplink Classifier (ULCL). The 5G Control Plane can enforce traffic steering rules 

to the UPFs, which are traversed by a UE’s data plane traffic, in support of the AS re-location procedure. The 
relevant architectural components and operational aspects are described in [11] and depicted in Figure 19.  

As depicted in Figure 19, rules for traffic steering are entirely enforced at both types of UPF under control of 

the 5G Core, whereas the relocation of ASs and bi-directional traffic treatment policies on the N6 interface are 
out of scope of 3GPP.  
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Figure 19: Architecture with N9 forwarding tunnel between source and target ULCL [11] 

 

The following sections summarize WP4 enablers for edge-relocation support while mitigating the dependency 

on the 5GS. 

Section 2.6.2 summarizes the solution coming along with the architecture and operation of orchestrated edges 

per this project as well as various edge enablers in support of the re-location procure, whereas Section 2.6.3 

summarizes extensions as per 3GPP [17] to make UEs aware of using edge resources and contributing to the 
control plane operation by dedicated edge control reference points to UEs. 

 

2.6.2 Infrastructure-based Enabling Options 

      

The WP4 enablers for orchestrated edges include the monitoring of resources and KPIs as well as notifications 
and event triggers that can result in an edge relocation procedure in a relation to both a group of vehicles or a 

particular one. Relocation of an edge service instance and its platform within an edge cloud may result due to a 

failover or load distribution strategy, whereas relocation of an edge service instance and its platform beyond a 
single edge cloud may result from a vehicle’s mobility within or beyond a single MNO’s network. Relocation 

of an edge service that is being consumed by a vehicle beyond a single edge cloud likely includes the relocation 

of the vehicle’s UPF.  

For the connectivity of a vehicle, which represents a UE, to an edge service, we differentiate the network 
comprising the data plane components under control of the 5GS (i.e., links between the vehicle as UE and the 

UPF serving the vehicle’s data plane traffic as PSA, including N3 and N9 reference points) from that part of the 

network, which is out of scope of 5GS control up to the AS (incl. N6 reference point).  

The project’s solution for orchestrated edges includes two key enablers in support of edge relocation and service 

continuity: 

 Coupling the edge management and control with the 5GS to retrieve policies associated with a mobile 
subscriber and to receive event notifications, such as the 5GS’s decision to relocate a UE’s UPF 
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 Coupling the edge management and control with a programmable data plane overlay on the N6 

reference point in support of data plane traffic steering 

 Coupling the edge management and control with edge orchestration layers, which enable inter-edge 
management and orchestration  

 

 

The solution has been contributed to the ETSI MEC standards process and captured in [18] and is depicted in 
Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20: MEC-5G integration leveraging 3GPP Naf reference point and programmable data plane overlay 

Relocation of MEC ASs beyond an edge cloud is managed and orchestrated at NFV-SO and MEAO/NFV-LO 
layers as per the architecture depicted in Figure 1. The project is investigating different sources of information 

and event triggers to initiate and contribute to the re-configuration of the network in support of service- and 

session continuity. Dependent on the timing as well as the source and content of information, relocation of the 

service instance and traffic treatment policies on the N6 reference point can be enforced before the 5GS enforces 
updated mobility management rules (e.g., relocation of the UE’s UPF), which is denoted as proactive service 

relocation, or after 5GS updates, which is denoted as reactive service relocation.  

The orchestrated edge system leverages the event triggers and available information to coordinate the relocation 
on MEC platform and resources, MEC AS, as well as N6 data plane level, whereas the 5GS coordinates the 

reconfiguration on the N3 and N9 reference points and re-selection of UPF(s). Figure 21 depicts a high-level 

mapping of the enabling concepts for MEC-5G integration with the project’s orchestrated 5G edges architecture. 
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Figure 21: Mapping of ETSI ISG MEC option for MEC-5G integration to 5G-CARMEN solution for orchestrated 

5G edges with 5G coupling and data plane overlay 

Relocation event trigger from the 5GS, based on UE mobility, can be exposed to the orchestrated edge during 

or after UPF relocation procedure, which is the most obvious procedure for the reactive relocation of the UE’s 

edge service. More advanced sources for an implementation of further reactive or even proactive relocation 
procedures are being investigated based on the features covered by the architecture per Figure 1. These include 

the following options: 

 

 Smart MEC application services – A MEC AS may process UE data plane packets in the view of 

identifying hints to initiate relocation and provide additional information to support session and service 

continuity. More information about this feature is provided in Section 4.1.3.1, where we present the 

concept of edge-awareness of MEC applications, thereby enabling them to dynamically raise alarms 
when there is a support for session and service continuity needed from the orchestration layer.  

 MEC Value Added Services (VAS) – MEC VAS, such as RNIS or LS can retrieve additional, 

deployment and mobility related information from a backend, such as from the RAN. MEC ASs can 
leverage such information to assess the need to re-configure the network in support of service and 

session continuity. 

 Smart Edges – Applied Machine Learning (ML) and orchestrated edges can leverage a huge variety of 
locally available data from various sources, such as the data plane, mobility management, MEC VAS, 

resource management, etc. to anticipate the need to re-configure the network in support of service and 

session continuity. 

 

2.6.3 3GPP Architecture for Enabling Edge Applications 

As one of the efficient ways to support service continuity, application context relocation is being studied in 

3GPP standardization track. In the framework of Release 17, 3GPP is standardizing an architecture for enabling 

edge applications, which brings a mutual awareness between edge client applications (i.e., in-vehicle 
application), and edge application servers running in the edge data network in 5G system. This 3GPP 

standardization track [17]  created: 

i. the application layer architecture, illustrated in Figure 22,  

ii. procedures, and  
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iii. information flows that are necessary for enabling edge applications in 3GPP networks.  

Such an architecture enables: 

a) application portability, which makes it specifically important for distributed edge deployments in 
automotive scenarios where application-context needs to be frequently transferred from one edge-host to 

another to follow the movement of the vehicle on the road,  

b) service differentiation,  

c) flexible deployment, and  

d) inter-working with 3GPP networks, where different capabilities such as location services, QoS 

management, etc., are provided to edge application servers to perform their work more efficiently, e.g., by 

subscribing to events such as user plane path management events, i.e., user plane path change, and 
application context relocation. 

 

Figure 22 3GPP Architecture for enabling edge applications 

 

In particular, the architecture shown in Figure 22 consists of the edge network (right), 3GPP Core Network 

(middle), and client side (left). The edge data network is built by  

i. Edge Configuration Server (ECS), which provides configuration data, i.e., Local Area Data Network 

(LADN) URI, to the Edge Enabler Client (EEC) to connect to the Edge Enabler Server (EES),  

ii. EES, which interacts with 3GPP core to collect network and service capabilities (e.g., location services, 

QoS management, etc.) that will improve the performance of edge application server, thereby enabling 
Edge Application Client (EAC) to connect to the server, and  

iii. Edge Application Server (EAS), which performs server functions and exchanges application data 

traffic with the client. Furthermore, on the client side, EEC discovers the edge network, retrieves the 
necessary information for connecting to the edge (e.g., coverage area/service area, types of application 

servers or MEC applications, etc.), and connects to it via IP address provided by EES.  

To enable communication between different architecture elements, a set of reference points, i.e., EDGE-1-
EDGE-7, is defined. In particular, EDGE-1 and EDGE-4 are important reference point as they enable creating 

interfaces between edge applications residing in the edge data network, and e.g., client applications in vehicles. 

EDGE-1 is used for registration/deregistration between EEC and EES, retrieval of configuration data of EAS, 
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discovery of EAS, etc. Similarly, EDGE-4 creates bridge between EEC and EES, where ECS can be 

preconfigured on the client side, and is used by vehicle to retrieve information about edge data network.  

Concerning the relationship with ETSI MEC, EAS is compatible with MEC application, which is in our case an 
NS, or CCAM application service deployed on top of the Orchestrated edges platform. Additionally, according 

to analysis provided in [17], EES is mapped to MEC platform.  

To be able to discover and consume EASs, i.e., MEC applications, client application first needs to register on 

the edge data network, thereby becoming edge-aware and capable to exploit edge services. For example, in the 
bootstrap phase  

i. EEC registers at ECS or EES,  

ii. EAS registers at EES, and  

iii. EES registers at ECS. In the client registration, EEC provides its Security credentials, Edge Enabler 

Client context ID, Application Client Profile, Source Edge Enabler Server ID (Identifier of the EES 

that provided Edge Enabler Client context ID) and Endpoint (i.e., URI, IP address). After registration, 
if admitted to edge data network, client in the vehicle is able to discover different services.  

After registration, client can create an EAS discovery request, and in 3GPP there are two modes available, i.e., 

pub/sub and request/response. EEC sends a request to EES, or subscribes to discovery topics, by providing its 

authorization credentials needed, filter: application type, etc., and EES receives it and based on the 
topological/geographical service area, it determines whether client should be connected to EAS or not. If 

authorized to connect to this edge data network, vehicle gets response from EES, i.e., the information about the 

discovered EAS endpoints and additional information such as KPIs, application client locations that are 
supported by application server, and endpoint of EAS that is used for routing outgoing application traffic. There 

is an additional option to dynamically discover EASs that are important for vehicle, by creating an EAS dynamic 

information subscription. Thus, any change that happens on the server side (e.g., i) change in MEC applications 

due to reconfiguration, or change in software version and image, ii) change in availability, iii) change of 
endpoint, etc.), or any change that happens on the client side (e.g., change in location due to mobility, change 

in application type preference in the discovery request, etc.), reflect on the EAS availability for client, and using 

EDGE-1/EDGE-4 vehicle gets informed about new EAS availability list.  

When vehicle moves to a new location, different EASs can be more suitable for serving the application clients 

in the vehicle. Thus, it is important to support service continuity to minimize service interruption while replacing 

the serving EAS, called source EAS, with a target EAS. As EAS, or MEC application, is associated with an 
application-context, this context needs to be transferred from source EAS to target EAS, before vehicle 

reconnects from one to another. In the same 3GPP standardization track, there are three situations in which 

application-context needs to be transferred in order to enable service continuity: i) client’s mobility (predicted 

or expected), ii) overload situations in EAS or edge data network in general, and iii) maintenance of EAS. There 
are three roles that elements in edge data network can have during application-context relocation procedure: i) 

detection entity, detects a probable need for application state relocation by monitoring various aspects (e.g., UE 

location), ii) decision entity, determines whether relocation is needed, and if yes, instructs execution entity to 
perform relocation, and iii) execution entity, which executes context relocation. To map these roles to our 

Orchestrated edges platform, and its components, we present application-context relocation procedure as a 

response to changes that might happen on the client side, mostly triggered by mobility, and on the server side. 
In particular, Figure 23 and Figure 24 show a high-level overview of an example of application-context 

relocation procedure for CCAM applications running on the Orchestrated edges platform.  

In Figure 23, the operations that lead to application-context relocation are illustrated on the top-level 

orchestration layer and described briefly as follows. 

1. After the decision is made by decision entity (further described in Figure 24), which is on the edge-

level orchestration layer of our platform, NFV-LO (embodying the role of EES) approves the 
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decision on application-context relocation and sends a request to NFV-LO in the target domain to 

approve the relocation from domain 1.  

2. NFV-LO 1 receives approval from NFV-LO 2. 

3. Once approval is received, NFV-LO 1 sends request to NS instance 1 (embodying the role of EAS) 

directly to start transferring its context to the NS instance in the target domain.  

4. Application-context is being transferred from the source domain (e.g., Italy) to the target domain 

(e.g., Austria).  

5. When application-context relocation procedure ends, both NS instances inform their respective 

NFV-LOs about success of the procedure.  

6. NFV-LOs inform their respective NFV-SOs about the success of the application-context relocation 
procedure.  

7. NFV-LO (embodying the role of EES) updates the list of NS instances (embodying the role of 

EASs) to which the vehicle client (embodying the role of EEC) can connect, and it sends 
notification about the update on the list, due to the application-context relocation.  

 

 

Figure 23 Application context relocation on the top-level orchestration layer 

Figure 24 illustrates what happens in all steps from the example described above but, on the edge orchestration 

level.  

1. NS instance (detection entity) in the source domain is empowered to raise alarms, as described in 

Section 4.1.3. In this case, if vehicle’s location changes and it is approaching the border between 

two edge domains (i.e., NFV-LO coverage area), NS can proactively raise alarm to inform 
orchestration layer about the mobility event that can be used to optimize orchestration and 

management operations. In case there is 5G Core in the system, NS instance or any orchestration 
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entity (embodying the role of EAS) are able to subscribe to different mobility events that will help 

optimizing the service continuity for CCAM services. As long as there is no 5G Core present in the 

system, i.e., there are no EDGE-2, EDGE-7, or EDGE-8 reference points from Figure 22, NS 
instance retrieves information about vehicle either from VAS, or from the ITS messages received 

from vehicle, such as CAMs or Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs).  

2. Message broker deployed on the edge orchestration layer sends notification to MEAO (decision 

entity) about the alarm raised by NS instance.  

3. Considering the alarm raised by NS instance, MEAO makes decision on whether application-

context needs to be transferred from source to target edge domain.  

4. MEAO sends request to NFV-LO to relocate application context for a specific NS instance.  

5. NFV-LO needs to approve this decision, and in parallel it also sends request to NFV-LO 2 (via Lo-

LO) to approve this decision as it belongs to the target edge domain.  

6. Once the decision on application-context relocation is approved, NFV-LO sends request to Edge 
controller to relocate application-context.  

7. Edge controller forwards this request to NS instance. 

8. NS instance in the source domain starts transferring its context to the target NS instance.  

9. When the application-context transfer is finalized, Edge controller informs NFV-LO about the 
success of the relocation procedure.  
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Figure 24 Application-context relocation on the edge-level orchestration layer 

 

2.7 Privacy, Security, and Data Protection  

In this section, we describe the security, privacy, and data protection mechanisms that have been developed 
within the course of the project. In D4.1 [1], we presented an initial description of the security mechanisms that 

have been developed in WP4. We described the first version of the Identify Management Module (IMM), which 

was developed to provide identity services to 5G-CARMEN services and edge devices, such as connected 
vehicles. In the current document, we describe the second version of the IMM that supports user identity 

management, service, and device registration, and Cloud-native deployment. 

In D4.1 we provided a threat assessment for 5G-CARMEN cross-border scenarios. The results of that analysis 

were used to develop an Intrusion Detection and Classification Module (IDCM) to protect the 5G-CARMEN 
platform from network-based threats. In Figure 1, which represents the overall architecture of the Orchestrated 

5G edges platform, we present the location of the security mechanisms in the Orchestrated edges platform. 

Additionally, we present an overview on vehicle cybersecurity based on industry-best practices and standards. 
Based on that information we developed an In-Vehicle Intrusion Detection System (IDS) simulator. We are 
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exploring an interface between the two intrusion detection systems, the IDCM and the In-Vehicle Intrusion 

Detection, to provide additional benefits to the security solutions of the 5G-CARMEN platform. Currently, we 

are investigating the use of data derived from the in-Vehicle IDS to be shared with the IDCM as a form of 
Threat Intelligence. The aim is to share critical information such as attack signatures with other vehicles to 

improve their overall security posture.  

 

2.7.1 Security Mechanisms  

2.7.1.1 Identity Management Module 

The first version of the IMM, as presented in D4.1, made use of certificates stored on Secure Elements (SE) 

embedded on hardware components, to provide a unique identity. The IMM is divided in two main category 

components, i.e., the IMM service and the IMM client components. To authenticate a client component to the 
IMM service, we developed a certificate-based challenge for the authentication process. Once the IMM service 

received an authentication request, it initiated a certificate-based challenge that only a client with a legitimate 

issued certificate could answer correctly. The client certificate was stored in an SE and was never directly 
exposed to any operation of the system. This ensured the use of the IMM by legitimate clients, and it increased 

the security posture of the IMM from malicious actors that aimed to exploit the service. 

The second version of the IMM, as shown in Figure 25, introduces several improvements over the first version 
which are described below. 

Privacy preserving user-based identity management 

The first version of the IMM used certificates instead of a password to authenticate edge devices. This choice 

was made for several reasons. From a security perspective, passwords are usually the weak link and the main 
target for malicious actors. The FIDO alliance is spearheading the passwordless authentication standards with 

the publication of FIDO2 [19], [20]. By replacing passwords with more secure alternatives, such as SEs, we can 

significantly improve the security posture of the 5G-CARMEN system. While the majority of devices support 
a variety of SEs, such as secure enclaves, Trusted Execution Platform (TPM), etc., the use of hardware 

components is not a commonplace or intuitive for the user authentication process. Hardware solutions for user 

authentication include secure USB keys, or dedicated token generator devices that the user needs to use during 
the authentication process. Introducing an additional hardware component in the authentication process not only 

increases the attack vectors of the system but also increases the authentication complexity for the user. An option 

for passwordless user authentication that does not rely on hardware components is the Social Login. The main 

idea behind the Social Login is to provide a single sign-on for end-users by using information from identity 
providers. Users can sign into a service or application without requiring registering for a new account. This not 

only simplifies registrations and logins for end-users but reduces the impact of security breaches, since no data 

that can be used to compromise a user account are stored on the service. Furthermore, the Social Login process 
is privacy respecting since the only information that the service has on a user is their email address. The user 

email can be their actual email address, or a proxy email set up by their identity provider. 

The user-based identity management implemented in 5G-CARMEN supports the following: 

 Single Sign-on with following identity providers that provide developer APIs 

o Google 

o Twitter 

o Apple 

o Facebook 
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o Github 

 User authorization of edge devices. Users can onboard or remove devices, such as vehicles, mobile 

phone, etc., from their account 

 Integration with existing identity management solutions 

 Cloud-native (or 5G) deployment  

 

Figure 25 High-level description of the Identity Management Module 

 

2.7.1.2 Intrusion Detection Classification Module  

To improve the security posture of 5G-CARMEN we developed an IDCM based on the outputs of the threat 

assessment which took place during the preparation of D4.1. There are several security challenges in the CCAM 
domain that we aim to address with the IDCM. Each MEC “mini-cloud” has limited compute capabilities, and 

these are likely to be costlier [21]. Thus, MEC mini clouds may be more susceptible to Denial of Service (DoS) 

attacks than central clouds. Further challenges cover a new security attack surface due to more entry points into 

applications and a more complicated certificate management. MEC Services may contain sensitive information. 
Therefore, every request for information within the MEC host must be authenticated and authorized. As different 

MEC application vendors may be installed side by side on the same MEC infrastructure, data separation policies 

must be considered carefully. 
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To address those challenges, we developed the IDCM based on novel approaches in intrusion detection 

leveraging pattern-based recognition of signals with Machine Learning (ML) techniques to improve runtime 

performance and resources. ML models are used to improve the efficiency of processing without increasing the 
latency of the system. The IDCM can reduce the attack surface of the orchestrated 5G edges, especially in the 

resource-constrained MEC environment. It makes use of machine learning technologies to determine the 

likelihood that an edge system component has been compromised. It supports low-computational analysis and 

machine learning techniques for resource-constrained devices common in MEC environments. The IDCM can 
detect novel and known attacks based on threat indicators elicited from its network probes. For example, it can 

detect Denial of Service attacks against specific components of the edge system, malware compromise or 

misuse. 

 

The architectural components of the IDCM are shown in Figure 26. The main component of the IDCM is the 

5G-CARMEN Threat Detection Engine. The Network Probe contains a network sensor for collecting and 
forwarding network data telemetry from the edge system components to the 5G-CARMEN Threat Detection 

Engine. The Datastream Service of the Threat Detection Engine receives input from the Network probes. The 

function of the Datastream Service is used to structure the information received by the Network probes into a 

format that can be consumed by the Anomaly Sensor Service.  

The Anomaly Sensor Service is divided into two components, i.e., the Threat models, and the Heuristic 

Analysers. The Threat models use a range of ML algorithms specifically developed and trained to detect attack 

vectors that can disrupt, degrade, or deny a component’s functionality and control. The Threat models are 
dynamically trained in a continuous online manner with data sent and received by the Network probes and its 

connectivity peers, against a set of principal detection use cases by which the models feature context is designed. 

The Heuristic Analysers validate Threat model output to determine the context of anomaly detections and 

correlate information across Threat models with additional analytics processes to determine the likelihood and 
type of network-based attack. The Heuristic Analysers are developed to detect novel threats or new variants of 

known threats. They use several techniques such as decomposing specific network patterns and evaluate them 

based on the system’s functionality. If a certain percentage of the network pattern matches information from the 
Threat models, the behaviour is marked as an anomaly. 

After the security assessment is completed, the 5G-CARMEN Threat Detection Engine produces a threat 

summary. The threat summary contains all the anomalies detected by the Anomaly Sensor Service that can 
result in the compromise of edge system components in 5G-CARMEN. 

 

Figure 26 - Architecture of the IDCM 
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2.7.1.3 Simulated In-Vehicle Intrusion Detection System  

Thanks to the potential of low-latency and high-bandwidth 5G communications, the information generated by 

an in-vehicles IDS could feed the Threat Detection Engine of the IDCM to apply an early warning and mitigation 
strategy to protect other connected vehicles. 

In order to test and demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach and to address the most relevant security 

challenges of the CCAM domain in a complex multi-vehicle environment, a simulated In-Vehicle Intrusion 
Detection System (IDS) has been developed in 5G-CARMEN project. The IDS has been designed to inject 

faults that simulate attacks that are likely to be exploited at vehicle level (e.g., DoS on the Controller Area 

Network (CAN), vehicle spoofing, etc.), and that could identify a compromised vehicle or Roadside Unit (RSU). 

 

The IDS is based on a simulated environment represented in Figure 27, and it models:  

 16 functions 

 7 Electronic Control Units (ECUs)  

o Body Control Unit (BCU) 

o ADAS 
o Brake Monitoring System (BMS) 

o Microcontrollers (MCU) 

o Engine Control Module (ECM) 
o Electronic Stability Control (ESC) 

o Instrument Cluster (IC) 

 117 signals flowing 

 25 signals sent by ECU to Operating part 

 31 signals received by ECU from Operating part 

 36 signals exchanged between ECUs (inter-ECUs communication) 

 

Figure 27 Representation of the simulated In-Vehicle IDS 

 

The simulated environment enables the injection of 2 types of faults: 

 Hardware (shown in Table 14) 
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 Software (shown in Table 15) 

 

Table 14 Hardware faults that can be injected 

ECU Fault Effect on ECU behavior Effect on system behavior 

BCU Power fault ECU does not start All the functions of faulty ECU 

are not available and there are 

no received messages from the 

faulty ECU. 

BCU Transceiver fault No message sent/received All the functions of the other 

ECU related to the data inside 

the message that are not sent 
misbehaving 

BCU Transceiver fault The timing of messages is 

incongruent 
All the functions of the other 

ECU related to the data inside 

the message that are sent with 

a different timestamp 

misbehaving 

BCU Transceiver fault The messages have corrupted 

data 
All the functions of the other 

ECU related to the data inside 

the message that are sent with 

corrupted data misbehaving 

 

Table 15 Software faults that can be injected 

ECU Fault Effect on ECU 

behavior 
Effect on system behavior 

BCU (Dyn) Memory 

corruption 
Stuck during 

execution – reboot 

needed (shut off -> 

turn on) 

The functions of the faulty ECU are not available. Other 

ECUs that expect messages from the faulty ECU start 

misbehaving. 

BCU Memory 

corruption 
The ECU does not 

turn off 
(Later: The battery runs out.)  

 

In addition to the faults, the following attacks can be simulated and the corresponding signatures can be shared 

with the IDCM: 

 Door Lock/Unlock Function (DoS) 

 Flood CAN (DOS) 

 Bus off CAN (DOS) 
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 Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) and Brake functions (vehicle hacking) 

If shared with the IDCM, the detection of these attacks at vehicles level could be used to prevent and mitigate 

the effect of the same attacks to other connected vehicles. 

 Door Lock/Unlock Function (DoS): The Door Lock/unlock is a function provided by the BCU ECU 

used to open and close the vehicle. The function is based on two inputs arising from driver behavior 

(presence of the key, door handle), and two inputs from the sensor in charge of detecting the vehicle 
speed and door state. For the simulation, the branch chosen to replicate the attack is a remote tampering 

of the code on the BCU. 

 Flood CAN (DoS): Bus flooding can be executed in the network in which the attacker gained the access. 

So, if the Secure Gateway (GW) is violated, bus flooding could be routed into the internal network 
having serious safety consequences. At simulation level, the CAN bus flooding can be executed using 

the secure GW and forcing it to send highest priority messages. 

 Bus off CAN (DoS): DoS attack of the Instrument Cluster. 

 ADAS and Brake functions (vehicle hacking with combined control of ADAS and pedals): If 

compromised, the ADAS could have severe impact on the driver’s safety, because it enables to 

manipulate values directly sent to the engine. 

A combined attack is chosen for the simulation, affecting the ADAS ECU and the braking system (i.e., the 

pedals). 

Thanks to this attack, it is possible to activate the ADAS, set the vehicle speed to a very high value and cut off 
every signal that, if received from the pedal, in normal condition should turn off the ADAS function. 

 

2.7.1.4 Distributed Ledger Technology - Blockchain based RAN Data sharing  

Minimizing connectivity loss by selecting in advance foreign cells to which UEs will redirect, increases the 

network reliability and supports service continuity. To achieve this, MNOs need to share and exchange their 

cell and base station configurations, generally referred to as RAN data. This data includes both public and 
private information which each MNO manages internally. While the public data has no restrictions, the private 

RAN data is confidential and might include strategically important network information (only to be shared for 

specific purposes). 
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Figure 28 General architecture of RAN data sharing. 

 

The system architecture we propose is based on distributed ledger technology and facilitates the controlled 

sharing of certain RAN data with selected partners (Figure 28). The aim is to design a distributed and 

decentralized system among all MNOs, where each MNO can share their RAN data securely for specific areas 
(e.g., border regions) and at different granularity levels (e.g., with one MNO or multiple MNOs). Each MNO 

shares two pieces of information with the rest of the architecture: i) public data, which is publicly accessible to 

all participants, and ii) private data, which is only accessible to participants with explicit access rights. 

The capability of enforcing fine-grained access control is a necessary requirement for the success of the 

architecture. The goal is to allow MNOs decide which data to share and with whom to share it. Two mechanisms 

have been identified in our architecture: i) full isolation, and ii) data isolation.   

Full isolation consists of creating an overlay private subnet, where only the involved MNOs can send and view 

transactions (data updates). This approach provides full isolation; however, this adds a management overhead 

as the number of subnets increases with the number of participants. On the other hand, data isolation refers to 

using one single network, but the transactions will only be visible to the participants with the right access level. 
This will reduce dramatically the overhead of the subnets as well as it makes it easier to share the same business 

logic across the network.  

The data forms the foundation for the RAN data sharing system. It defines the main entities to facilitate secure 
and easy access to the data. The main entities are:  

 MNO: is a telecommunication operator 

 Cell: is a geographic coverage area. The cell global identification (CGI) is the combination of cell Id 

(CI) coded by a full hexadecimal representation and the location area identification.  
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 Cell Neighbor: is the recommendation of the current cell owner (MNO), to the next cell from different 
MNO (often constrained by business agreements). 

 Interaction Area: geographic areas between two or more countries with at least one MNO on each side 

 Private Area: it represents a subset of the interaction area where only specific MNOs are invited to join 

(e.g., neighboring MNOs) 

 

 

Figure 29 The essential network re-selection parameters in the RAN data sharing model. 

 

 

2.8 Key Performance Indicators 

The extensive list of KPIs has been collected within WP4 in order to measure and validate the performance of 

the prototyped Orchestrated 5G Edges platform components, MEC applications, and their coupling with 5G 

System. All KPIs are distributed in two major groups, i.e.: Non-functional (NF) and Functional (F), and each of 

these groups contains different KPI types, i.e., Infrastructure (I), Security (S), Data plane cellular/MEC, MEC 
application-specific (A), Client application. The categorization to NF and F is obtained according to ETSI MEC-

IEG 006 [22], where non-functional metrics are related to the performance of the service in terms of deployment 

and management (e.g., performance of particular Orchestrated edge platform component that is performing 
management and orchestration tasks on the deployed application service instances), i.e., not directly affecting 

the service consumer (vehicle client application), while functional metrics are related to MEC performance 

directly impacting users’ perception. Furthermore, we apply the sub-categorization into KPI types (as illustrated 
in Figure 30) since the Orchestrated edge platform consists of i) the infrastructure components that, being 

coupled with 5G System (i.e., Control plane and Data Plane in 5G Core), perform management and orchestration 

of the deployed application services (Infrastructure and Data plane cellular/MEC), ii) Security elements such as 

IMM and IDCM modules, iii) MEC applications that are deployed as VAS or use case services, such as Back 
Situation Awareness (BSA), CLC, etc., and iv) Client applications that are running in vehicles and are out of 

scope of this document.  
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In this section we provide the list of relevant KPIs, and their descriptions. The list is presented in Table 16, and 

it provides information on KPI group, KPI type, KPI name, and KPI description per each identified KPI. 

 

Figure 30 KPI groups and types 

Table 16 KPI definition 

KPI  

group 

KPI 

type 

KPI name Description 

NF I on-boarding 

delay 
Delay of on-boarding application package (e.g., descriptor, Docker 

container image, etc.) in all MEC hosts within required domains. 

There are two types of on-boarding delay: i) descriptor on-

boarding, performed on the NFV-SO/MV1’ level, and ii) image 

on-boarding, performed on the NFV-LO level.  

NF I instantiation 

delay 
The time needed for the Orchestrated edges platform to process 

instantiation request, and to instantiate MEC applications. 

NF I runtime 

orchestration 
(RO) delay 

The time needed for the Orchestrated edges platform to perform 

any LCM operations, i.e., while application instance is running 
(e.g., scaling, termination, heal, state migration, etc.). All subtypes 

of the runtime orchestration delay are tackled separately in this 

Table. 

NF I cross-domain 

instantiation 

delay 

The overall time needed for Orchestrated edges platform i) to 

simultaneously instantiate the same application in multiple 

domains, and ii) to properly notify NFV-SOs about instantiation in 
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all domains. In particular, more detailed definition of i) is the time 

needed to instantiate peering application instance in domain 2 from 
the moment when instantiation request is generated within the 

Orchestrated edges platform, to the moment when peering instance 

is up and running in domain 2. On the other hand, the ii) means an 

additional notification delay to notify operations to remote NFV-

SO, in an SO-SO communication via Or-Or.  

NF I scaling delay 

(RO delay) 
Time required for scaling an NS instance: increasing/reducing 

resources associated to it. 

NF i termination 

delay (RO 

delay) 

The time needed for the Orchestrated edges platform to process 

termination request, and to terminate MEC applications. Since 

there are two cases in which termination of application instances 

can happen, depending on where the termination request 

originates, this KPI will be measured in two ways: i) termination 

is triggered from NFV-SO, thus termination procedure includes 
MV1’, and ii) termination request is generated from the edge-level 

orchestrators (i.e., NFV-LO or MEAO), or application instances 

themselves.  

NF I extension delay 

(RO delay) 
The time needed to process a request and to generate a response 

for extending an instantiated composite NS with an additional 

instance in another local domain (intra- or inter-domain), thereby 

taking into account several approaches: batch/progressive, 

prompt/preset. 

NF I state migration 

delay (RO 

delay) 

Delay in migrating application state from domain 1 to domain 2. 

The overall time needed for the Orchestrated edges platform in 

source domain to prepare application state for migration, and to 

migrate state, and time needed for platform in target domain to add 

and configure this state in already instantiated application. 

NF I state update 
delay 

ETSI defines this KPI as context-update time. This KPI needs to 
be assessed if two application instances are deployed in two 

edge/administrative domains, and if data plane communication 

channel is established between them. Delay in cross-domain 

communication between two application instances (e.g., BSA use 

case: updates on the EmV's speed/location/destination). 

NF I component-

associated 

communication 

delay 

Average communication delay between specific platform 

components: 

NFV-LO & NFV-SO (inside one domain, via MV1’) 

NFV-LO & MEAO 

NFV-LO & Edge Controller 

NFV-LO & MV1’ 

NFV-LO & MV1’ (via Message Broker) and MV1’ & NFV-SO 

(via notification) 
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NF I component-

associated 
computational 

delay 

Average computational delay is the time that a specific platform 

component takes to perform a specific operation (e.g., on-
boarding, scaling, etc.). 

NF I quality of data How to measure, how meaningful the result is, per scenario. Time 

to have QoD. E.g., when to use AI/ML based or Algorithm based, 

how accurate is the decision. When to decide to instantiate the 2nd 

instance of BSA Function (BSAF) or scaling in general. 

NF I resource 

footprint 
The amount of resources that are required for deploying the whole 

Orchestrated edge platform 

NF I number of 

VNFs per 

domain 

The overall number of VNFs that can be efficiently monitored, 

managed and orchestrated by Orchestrated edge platform in a 

single domain. 

NF I feature palette The set of features that Orchestrated edge platform supports (e.g., 

support for DevOps, VNF package management, VNF image 

management, integrated monitoring system, etc.). 

NF  I end-to-end data 

plane 
convergence 

Time needed to align N6 data plane policy with, 5GS policy 

(N3/N9) in reactive mode; KPI unit: time. 

NF I MEC 

service/VAS 

failover 

performance 

Since MEC applications realized as Kubernetes PoDs are mortal, 

the Orchestrated edge platform needs to react quickly on failures 

and bring the failed service or VAS back, including network 

connectivity, applying policies, number and type of interfaces, 

connect to external volume to access session states, etc. 

NF I Localization 

gain 
Balance between NFV-SO/Or-Or and NFV-LO/Lo-Lo operations. 

Too much of edge delegation can be counterproductive (NFV-

LO/Lo-Lo load) and may result in latency for LCM operations. 

NF I CPU load Average CPU usage during orchestration operations (i.e., 

processing orchestration requests, performing LCM operations, 

etc.). Measured for the whole Orchestrated edges platform, or for 

the specific orchestration or management entity (e.g., NFV-SO, 

NFV-LO, MEAO, Edge Controller, etc.). 

NF I memory load Average memory usage during orchestration operations (i.e., 
processing orchestration requests, performing LCM operations, 

etc.). Measured for the whole Orchestrated edges platform, or for 

the specific orchestration or management entity (e.g., NFV-SO, 

NFV-LO, MEAO, Edge Controller, etc.). 

NF I server IP 

address change 

duration 

Time needed for vehicle to reconnect from one edge server (i.e., 

MEC host) to another, triggered by mobility. 
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NF I Lo-Lo gain Benefits of Lo-Lo over Or-Or for cross-domain orchestration 

operations. The difference between duration of a cross-domain 
orchestration operation whether performed over Lo-Lo or Or-Or. 

NF I MEC slice 

selection 

duration 

Time needed for MEAO to make a decision on application 

placement, based on different parameters (i.e., computing 

capabilities of MEC hosts and geographical location). 

NF I energy 

efficiency 
The relationship between consumed power (or energy) and the 

production of a certain selected basic KPI of interest. 

NF S Threat 

detection 

performance 

Threat detection rate (how accurate is the ML-boosted algorithm 

for the IDCM) Note: attack surface may be reduced in container-

based solutions by design. KPI: accuracy (percentage). 

NF S IDCM novel 

threat detection 
How long does it take to adopt to novel threats? Convergence time 

for training an Artificial Intelligence (AI) engine to achieve a 

certain accuracy. KPI units: time 

NF S IDCM resource 

costs 
Resource usage (CPU, storage for IDCS engine, storage for 

monitored data), compute costs for data analytics. KPI units: CPU, 

RAM, storage (percentage). 

NF S IMM usage 

costs 
Signaling overhead to complete mutual authentication between 

service and clients; delay in time before service can be used 
effectively; dependency: network and IMM deployment; KPI 

units: time, control plane volume network vs air interface. 

NF A state update 

delay 
BSA use case: Delay in cross-domain communication between two 

BSA application instances (updates on the EmV's 

speed/location/destination). 

NF A application 

placement 

efficiency 

Impact of application placement on the average response time, 

depending on the decision made by Orchestrated edges platform 

(e.g., MEAO/NFV-LO). 

NF A application 

responsiveness 

(average 

request rate) 

Average number of requests that can be processed by application 

instance with expected latency. In case of BSA: i) Impact of 

Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) frequency on 

computational delay, considering different CAM frequencies (e.g., 

1Hz, 2Hz, 10Hz, etc.), and ii) Impact of number of EmVs that are 

simultaneously consuming BSA application service, dispatched to 
serve the same emergency event. 

NF A App CPU load Average CPU usage during application runtime. 

NF A App memory 

load 
Average memory usage during application runtime. 
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NF A maximum 

request rate 
Maximum request rate from application clients (i.e., vehicles). 

NF A available 
compute 

The maximum compute resource available for application clients. 

NF A available 

graphical 

compute 

The maximum graphical compute resource available for 

application clients. 

NF A available 

memory 
The maximum memory resource available for application clients. 

NF A available 

storage 
The maximum storage resource available for application clients. 

F I and A minimum 

expected 

upstream 

throughput 

5G PPP definition: UE transmitting IP packets to the N6 interface.  

5G-CARMEN: Vehicle transmitting CAMs/ DENMs to the MEC 

platform. 

F I and A minimum 

expected 

downstream 

throughput 

5G PPP definition: UE receiving IP packets from the N6 interface.  

5G-CARMEN: Vehicle receiving DENMs from the MEC 

platform. 

F I and A maximum 
expected 

latency 

5G PPP definition: RTT of UE IP packets transmitted to the N6 
interface.  

5G-CARMEN: RTT of vehicle’s CAMs/DENMs transmitted to 

the MEC platform. 

F I and A network 

reliability 
5G PPP definition: Transport layer packets are lost between the UE 

and the N6 interface.  

5G-CARMEN: Transport layer packets are lost between vehicle 

and the MEC platform. 

F I and A quality of 

experience 
5G PPP definition: Measured at the UE side at application or 

application API level. 

5G-CARMEN: Measured at the vehicle side at client application 

or client application API level.  

ETSI definition: Efficiency, ease of use, reliability, and customer 

loyalty, are some of the factors the QoE addresses. In addition to 
these, other aspects such as service costs, architecture security and 

user's privacy can be taken into account for a more comprehensive 

definition of QoE. 
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F I and A UL peak 

throughput 
5G PPP definition: Single UE transmitting IP packets to the N6 

interface.  

5G-CARMEN: Single vehicle transmitting CAMs/DENMs to the 

MEC platform. 

F I and A DL peak 

throughput 
5G PPP definition: Single UE receiving IP packets from the N6 

interface.  

5G-CARMEN: Single vehicle receiving DENMs from the MEC 

platform. 

F A average 

response time 
The average response time advertised for application clients’ 

service requests (e.g., response to CAMs received from EmV). 

BSA use case: Overall time to respond to EmV changes: i) 

reception of upstream CAM, ii) computational delay (decoding 

CAM, ETA calculation, encoding CAM, and Avro message 

preparation), and iii) dissemination of DENMs to civilian vehicles. 

F A average 

emergency 
response time 

Overall time to respond to EmV event: i) processing emergency 

event in EMA, ii) instantiation of BSA application in Orchestrated 
edges platform, iii) application response time, and iv) travel time 

from starting point to the destination. 

F A ETA 

estimation 

accuracy 

Comparison between real data measurements and the data obtained 

from the ETA algorithm. Impact factors: traffic conditions, relative 

distance between successive waypoints, size of dissemination area, 

computational delay, and state update delay. 

F A availability Advertised percentage of time the MEC application is available for 

application clients’ use. 
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3 Software Design and Implementation of the Orchestrated 

5G Edges Platform  

3.1 Design Principles 

 

As mentioned previously, the design of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform follows the cloud native principles, 

which means that all functional elements are implemented as container-based pieces of software rendering a 

highly modular design. The modularity enables a mix and match of different open source software solutions. 
For instance, the NFV-SO is based on existing OSM, while on the other hand interfaces between orchestration 

components (i.e., Or-Or, Lo-Lo, Mv1’, Mv1, and NFV-LO-Edge Controller) are implemented following the 

service-based architecture (SBA). These interfaces use REST based communication. Furthermore, for the 
purpose of developing architecture elements, we use the Kubernetes (k8s) platform [23] As depicted in Figure 

34, the MEAO/NFV-LO are implemented as separate Pods within a k8s cluster, thereby managing the MEC 

applications and services via a message broker. Similarly, the MEC applications and services are implemented 
as container applications in different Kubernetes Pods within each MEC host. The on-boarding procedure 

practically entails the preparation of Docker images for the MEC applications and services on all required edges. 

Furthermore, the containerized applications consume MEC VASs (e.g., geolocation services, Radio Network 

Information Service (RNIS), etc.) to enhance their operation. Each Kubernetes Pod with an instance of a CCAM 
service application can be equipped with one or multiple customized network interfaces, such as for service-

based communication and data sharing with other service instances, or for fast data plane I/O and associated 

low-latency communication with other application instances or service clients. 

These MEC applications and services are grouped in different slices realized by using namespaces to ensure 

isolation for performance reasons. Moreover, a monitoring service comprising Prometheus and Grafana are 

configured in a separate monitoring namespace for collecting real-time metrics and usage statistics for all MEC 

hosts belonging to the edge domain and to be consumed by the orchestration entities. For the management and 
orchestration of the MEC applications/service an Edge Controller is configured a separate namespace running 

as k8s Pod. 

 

3.2 Top-Level Orchestration Entities  

3.2.1 NFV-SO  

The Design of NFV Service Orchestrator (NFV-SO), shown in Figure 31, is based on four main activities that 

are part of the design process of the system. These activities are: 

 Architectural design: In order to define the overall structure of the system, its main components, and 
their relationships. 

 Interface design: The interfaces between these components, such as Mv1’ and Or-Or based on 

specifications that have been agreed, the components are designed and developed. 

 Component design: What will be and how each component will operate with the specific design in 

mind. 

 Database design: The system data structure is designed and the representation in a database and the 

database itself is defined. 
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Figure 31 Software components of NFV-SO. 

 

For NFV-SO development a lightweight and at the same time high-performance language and frameworks were 

needed. NodeJS and ReactJS was selected as they are frameworks developed in JavaScript which is lightweight 

and can massively reduce the application development time while achieving the same functionality. Also, with 

simple deployments immediate feedback from the production environment helps the development process in 
this project. Some benefits are: 

 Guaranteed stable code 

 High-performance for real-time applications 

 Easy scalability 

 Improved response time and boosted performance 

 Reduced time-to-market of new applications 

 Reduced loading time by quick caching 

For the Backend (Server/Client) component, NodeJS with ExpressJS framework was used. For the development 

of a Front end with an easy-to-use graphical user interface ReactJS was selected. And finally, PostgreSQL is 
utilized to store all local data at every domain. 

NFV-SO components are developed in containers that packages code and all dependencies so that the 

application runs quickly and reliably in every computing environment. This provides efficiency for memory, 
CPU, and storage compared to traditional application hosting. NFV-SO is created with the industry standard for 

containers in mind in order to provide a lightweight and secure application with strong isolation capabilities for 

every component. 

The entire process of NFV-SO development is based on DevOps methodology with automated CI/CD 
functionalities. With continuous integration each change done to our codebase automatically is tested and with 
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continuous deployment the changes are pushed to a staging environment and after that manually to the 

production system. This makes sure the version of our code is always at a working and accessible condition. 

In advance, Swagger framework was utilized at the development of NFV-SO, which is an interface description 
language that describes the APIs of our backend and the interfaces that were used or developed for the project.  

Swagger was used to design, build, document, and test the web services, making the work of our developers 

much easier. Well-documented APIs mean that they are accessible to all developers and shared between 

companies that are working at the same project by improving the accessibility and simplifying their 
improvement. 

Furthermore, Software Verification and Validation practices were used to check whether the system conforms 

to the specifications during design phase. These practices where involved throughout the implementation 
process and every component was tested with manual and automated tests in both development and production 

environments. For this Swagger was used for testing of APIs, Postman also used for external calls to the backend 

system, and Mocha and Chai were utilized for automated tests of the calls, database connection, and 
communication, and finally Selenium was selected for front end testing. More information on these practices is 

provided in 4.2.1. 

 

3.2.2 Mv1' Adaptation Layer  

Software design and Implementation of Mv1’ 

The Mv1’ abstraction layer is developed by using Java Spring Framework [24] in order to take advantage on 

some of its out of the box solutions, such as the RESTful web service based on Apache Tomcat® [25] and the 

native multithreaded handling of incoming requests, thus accepting concurrent requests avoiding waiting times 

for the resolution of previous ones. 

The Mv1’ is composed by three main software modules, sketched in Figure 32: 

 the MongoDB controller, which is in charge for both marshalling operations (i.e., transforming the in-

memory software object into a data format suitable for DB storage and retrieval) and for executing DB 

queries. The payload of REST calls is encoded using JSON format, which enables direct storage in the local 
DB. 

 the Message Broker client based on Apache QpidTM component  [26], which is responsible for subscription 

to AMQP broker [27] topics and for consuming published messages. 

 the Adaptation interface based on the well-known Adapter Design Pattern that allows incompatible 

interfaces to work together. This is the core architecture implementing the business logic of the Mv1’ 

abstraction layer. A more detailed description of the adaptation modules is provided below. 

 

The Mv1’ Adaptation Layer 

Basically, the Adapter Design Pattern is composed by three main elements, highlighted by dashed red boxes in 
Figure 32:  

1. the Target interface (i.e., OSM Endpoints interface) defines the operations exposed to the client (i.e., 

the calling NFV-SO). These operations are those defined by OSM APIs and are identified by their 

unique endpoints, a request method (i.e., GET, POST, DELETE) and at least one header field (i.e., 
Content-Type) defining the media type of the body content for both requests and responses (i.e., 

application/JSON). 
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2. the Adapter class implements the Target interface invoking relevant functions on the Adaptee in order 

to expose the expected OSM operations. It is in charge also for managing the MongoDB Controller and 

the interactions with the AMQP client. 

3. the Adaptee class is the interface that must be adapted (i.e., the abstract NFV-LO class in Figure 32). 

This abstraction level enables the definition of concrete adaptee objects able to manage incoming 

requests according to their own internal business logic, providing standard OSM responses to the caller. 

This means that the adaptees implement the adaptation functions that transform OSM request/response 
bodies to custom ones, according to the interface to be adapted. Moreover, each concrete adaptee maps 

OSM endpoints to custom ones when an equivalent function exists on the contacted NFV-LO (as 

defined by the REST API implemented in the underlying NFV-LO), otherwise the required function is 
emulated by the adaptee in order to provide the expected OSM response. This means that the equivalent 

OSM feature can be obtained by forwarding multiple requests to the underlying NFV-LO or by 

processing data stored in the internal database (or by a proper combination of both techniques). In the 
case that the underlying NFV-LO implements the same functionality as defined by the OSM APIs, the 

adaptee object acts as a relay node avoiding any further manipulation on both endpoint and message 

body. Please note that this is the standard implementation of the OSM_adaptee concrete class shown in 

Figure 32. 

A brief example of adapted call is shown in Figure 32, for the “query information about multiple NS instances” 

operation, defined in the OSM compliant Target interface. Any request on the endpoint defined therein (i.e., 

“/nslcm/v1/ns_instances”) is handled by the method “get_NS_interfaces()”, highlighted by blue color.  

The Adapter class implements this method and invokes the equivalent operation (defined here using the same 

method name) on the abstract Adaptee class. According to the running concrete Adaptee object, selected during 

the Mv1’ bootstrap phase, the algorithm defined in that method may differ significantly, as shown by the 

pseudocode associated respectively to OSM_adaptee and lightMANO_adaptee classes, shown in the grey boxes. 
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Figure 32. UML diagram of the main components of the Adaptation layer. 

 

3.3 Edge-Level Orchestration Entities  

3.3.1 MEAO  

The description of MEAO’s features is provided in Section 2.5.2, and in this section, we present the software 

pieces that are developed and leveraged to enable those features. For the deployment of MEAO in both Lab and 

Pilot, Kubernetes cluster is deployed on top of the MEC platform, where MEAO is running as Kubernetes Pod 
along with NFV-LO, and Mv1’ adaptation layer. The MEAO Pod is listening on the designated external port 

(as illustrated in Figure 33), which is via NodePort mapped to the MEAO’s internal port. The internal 

organization of MEAO’s software pieces is shown in Figure 33, and each of these pieces is further described in 
Table 17 The software properties of MEAO, where specific software design choices are presented.  
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Figure 33 The software design of MEAO 

Table 17 The software properties of MEAO 

Feature Solution Software package Role 

Collecting statistics 

about resource 

consumption per 

MEC host 

Monitoring module 

(monitoring.py) 
Python implementation 

of ActiveMQ client 

based on Qpid Proton 

library; Qpid Proton is a 

high-performance, 

lightweight messaging 

library 

Collects data about resource 

consumption per each MEC host in 

MEAO’s domain; Stores data in an 

embedded database, which can be 

further used to feed prediction and 

decision-making algorithms 

Communication 

with NFV-LO 
Registration 

module (main.py, 

proc_1) 

Simple python program 

that imports requests 

library 

Generates registration requests during 

the platform bootstrap phase; within 

REST API call’s body in which MEAO 
informs NFV-LO about its relevant 

REST API endpoints that can be further 

used to retrieve decisions from MEAO 

REST API 

endpoints 
Web application 

(main.py, proc_2) 
Flask web framework for 

python 
Handles REST API requests from 

external entities towards MEAO 

(Swagger documentation for Mv1 

available in Section 3.5) 

Prediction of 

computing 

resources 

ML prediction 

model based on 

Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM) 

Python implementation 

based on PyTorch, and 

libraries scipy, numpy, 

pandas, torch, torch.nn, 

seaborn, and sklearn 

Predicts CPU, memory, and storage 

consumption for all MEC hosts in 

MEAO’s domain; its output consumed 

by proc_4, and proc_6 
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Optimized 

application 
placement 

Multi-criteria 

Decision-Making 
module (main.py, 

proc_4) 

Python implementation 

based on skcriteria 
library 

Makes decisions on optimized 

application placement; It is called once 
MEAO receives instantiation request 

from NFV-LO 

Tracking alarms 

from running 

CCAM application 

instances 

Alarm tracker 

module (main.py, 

proc_5) 

Python implementation 

of ActiveMQ client 

based on Qpid Proton 

library;  

Manages alarms raised by running 

CCAM application instances; handles 

the alarm types and maps them to the 

policies (e.g., send state migration 

request to NFV-LO, etc.) 

Triggering LCM 

operations upon 

running CCAM 

application 

instances 

LCM module 

(main.py, proc_6) 
Python implementation 

based on requests library 
Receives input from proc_3, proc_4, 

and proc_5, and generates requests for 

application scaling/termination/state 

migration/relocation; REST PUT 

requests sent towards NFV-LO (one 

example illustrated in Figure 34) 

Storing data 
internally 

Database 
embedded in the 

Docker container 

SQLite database Stores data internally for the purpose of 
internal work of MEAO’s software 

pieces; Stores data about MEC hosts, 

CCAM application services (use case 

services, VAS), and Alarms, in three 

separate tables 

 

 

Figure 34 One example of interaction between MEAO and NFV-LO 
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3.3.2 NFV-LO  

 

The lightMANO is an ETSI compliant NFV Orchestrator developed by the SENSE unit at FBK. It has been 

based on another tool internally designed by SENSE, which has been extended and modified in order to support 

the orchestrating features its role in the 5G-CARMEN project requires. 

 

Figure 35 lightMANO’s CORE components and its extensibility 

It relies on a core set of python modules implementing the primitive functions and internal data structures 

enabling the basic mechanisms supporting the tool lifecycle and interaction with the user, such as Command 

Line Interface (CLI) and REST API support and integration with third party software, like databases, 
deployment environments, and/or other services that may support lightMANO in its activity. LightMANO then 

supports the definition of new modules that work as plugins to the core software, thus enhancing existing 

functionalities and/or adding new features to the tool. The new modules can interact with the other modules, 
exposing operations to other modules and consuming those operations exposed by other modules, if allowed. 

New modules may also extend the REST API originally exposed by lightMANO, adding new entries that allow 

the new features introduced by the module to be consumed. A configuration file is provided to the tool at launch, 
a document that instructs the instantiating lightMANO about the modules to load and their initial configuration. 

After having initialized all the internal modules, it registers all the REST API associated with them and then 

triggers the registration process with the other orchestrating components (Mv1’ and MEAO, plus the 

subscription with the local AMQP broker for internal notification) and deploying components (ECs, if any). 
After having set up the whole network with these components, it is ready to process incoming requests. Since 

lightMANO can be deployed as a Pod in a Kubernetes environment, one example of lightMANO deployment 

including the interfaces between the modules is shown in Figure 36.  
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Figure 36 An example of lightMANO deployment and interfacing with Orchestrated edges platform modules 

 

3.4 Edge Controller  

Containers are becoming the standard way of developing MEC/Edge/Cloud network services/applications. For 
this reason, like other components of the orchestrated edges for CCAM, the design   of   the Edge Controller 

also follows cloud-native   principles; hence, all functional elements run as container-based pieces of software 

rendering a modular design. Interfaces among orchestration components follow the service-based architecture 

and implements REST based OpenAPIs for their communication.  

Edge Controller enforces services/applications lifecycle-management operations and comprises the following 

key components: i) NBI interface towards orchestration layers, ii) slice management, iii) connectivity 

management, IV) network programming for traffic steering, as well as V) interfacing with the 5G Core network 
for receiving client mobility related event notifications. Such operation may require configuration of services 

and traffic steering policies within or between local edge clouds. In case more mobile clients access edge 

services from a certain location, the orchestration system and the Edge Controller needs to provide and re-

configure the associated local edge resources accordingly. To provide a mobile access to the topologically 
closest edge service, and to distribute the load properly between all edge resources utilized for a service, the 

transfer of a client’s session state might be needed, from a service instance on one edge to an instance on another 

edge might become necessary.  Edge controller extends the Container Networking Interface (CNI) of 
Kubernetes; this CNI extension supports Fast Data In-put Output (FDIO) operations for low latency 

communication on additional and customized data plane interfaces for Kubernetes PODs.  

Edge controller implements also slice management functionality by combining two Kubernetes objects i.e., 
Namespaces and ResourceQuota to achieve the two main requirements of network slices i.e., 1) Isolation, via 

Kubernetes Namespaces and 2) Resource control, via Kubernetes ResourceQuota. Combining the two 

Kubernetes objects, we developed an abstraction representing slice objects. Edge controller implements a REST 

based slice management API (to Create, Update, and Delete slices), an OpenAPI as part of the Edge Controller 
(see Figure 37) exposed towards the above orchestration layers above via NBI. 
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Figure 37 Mapping with ETSI MEC Architecture 

 

Figure 38 Edge Controller Deployment Architecture 
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MEC applications and services are running in specified slices, as show in Figure 38 , Edge Controller itself runs 

in its own slice, while MEC apps run in another slice. Monitoring applications, such as Grafana and Prometheus 

are also running in their own slice to provide usage statistics for MEAO for predicting LCM update policies and 
slice update rules. The slice object abstracts the isolation using Kubernetes namespaces and resource control via 

ResourceQuota objects, which allows us to manage resources dynamically.  

 

3.5 OpenAPI specification of interfaces in the platform 

To describe the REST APIs that we designed and developed for the Orchestrated 5G edges platform, we utilized 

the OpenAPI specification, which is an API description format for REST APIs, thereby providing the details on 

the available endpoints, and operation parameters for each operation. Thus, we specified Swagger based 
OpenAPIs for the REST based communication of the different interfaces of the Orchestrated edges platform.  

In Table 18, we present the list of REST APIs for the interfaces between different platform components, 

including the reference to the publicly available OpenAPI specification. Furthermore, in Figure 39 we show 
some examples of the OpenAPIs specification.  

Figure 39 presents schemas and NBI endpoints exposed by Edge Controller for the lifecycle management of 

Kubernetes deployment objects, i.e., applications which are running at the Orchestrated edges platform. Figure 

40 shows a GET request to describe a deployment instance (running application instance), and Figure 41 depicts 
slice management endpoints. Furthermore, one example of how NFV-LO requests from MEAO to decide on 

where to place a new NS instance is shown in Figure 42.  

Figure 43 shows some endpoints for the NS instance management operations exposed by Mv1’ Adaptation 
Layer whereas Figure 44 shows the GET request to retrieve a listing of multiple NS instances details. Finally, 

Figure 45 presents all REST APIs that are exposed by the NFV-LO.  

 

Table 18 OpenAPI specification of REST APIs in the Orchestrated edges platform 

REST API OpenAPI specification 

Mv1’ (Mv1’ Adaptation 

layer  NFV-SO, Mv1’ 
Adaptation layer  

NFV-LO) 

https://app.swaggerhub.com/apis/5gcarmen-cnit/mv1prime 

NFV-LO (Mv1’ 

Adaptation layer  

NFV-LO, MEAO  
NFV-LO, NFV-LO  
NFV-LO) 

https://app.swaggerhub.com/apis/SENSE_FBK/lightmano/ 

Mv1 (MEAO  NFV-

LO) 
https://app.swaggerhub.com/apis/5g-carmen-wp4/MV1/1.0.0 

NFV-SO (Mv1’ 

Adaptation layer  
NFV-SO) 

https://5gcarmen-italy.api.wings-ict-solutions.dev/api-docs/ 
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Edge platform 

northbound API 
https://app.swaggerhub.com/apis-docs/wp4/edge.platform/1.0.0 

Edge controller Slice 
Management API 

https://app.swaggerhub.com/apis-
docs/wp4/SliceManager/1.0#/developers/delete_v1_api_slicemanager_delete__sliceId_ 

 

 

Figure 39 Edge controller Application deployment/Pod/Service management API 
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Figure 40 Edge controller GET application descriptor (Deployment) 
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Figure 41 Edge controller slice management API 

 

Figure 42 Preparation of MEC host selection; The decision made by MEAO is given in the response for BSA 

application instantiation; Response to be added as a nodeSelector in Helm chart prepared by NFV-LO  
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Figure 43 Mv1’ NS instances management API 

 

 

Figure 44 Mv1’ GET multiple NS instances 
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Figure 45: LightMano API page 
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4 Methodology of Validation and Integration  

4.1 Validation  

4.1.1 KPI Measurement and Testing  

 

As the exhaustive list of KPIs is already presented in Section 2.8, where all KPIs are defined and grouped, here 

we present their overview from a perspective of i) measurability (either in laboratory environment or project 
pilot), ii) priority in measuring, iii) platform components that contribute to the KPI and are involved in 

measuring, and iv) measurement location, indicating Lab or Pilot, as some of the KPIs, due to the limitations in 

production network of corresponding MNOs, can be evaluated only in the lab environment. Concerning the 

priority, in  Table 19 we assess the prioritization in measuring specific KPI, while considering its relevance for 
the project outcomes. For instance, the orchestration-related KPIs such as application instantiation, scaling, state 

migration, etc., are of high priority as they indicate the capability of Orchestrated 5G edges platform components 

to manage and orchestrate deployed CCAM services in an efficient and robust manner. The highly prioritized 
KPIs show the level of readiness of our platform to be effectively used for highly challenging mobile use cases 

with intrinsically distributed service deployments across edge networks. For instance, as state migration 

procedure is extremely important for enabling service and session continuity across domains (including cross-
border scenario), measuring its delay is essential because the whole procedure needs to be fast in order to avoid 

disruptions in the service performance while vehicle is crossing the border between two domains. There are also 

some MEC application-specific KPIs such as average response time, which not only include the computational 

delay imposed by MEC application itself (e.g., in case of BSA, it means processing upstream CAM from EmV, 
calculation of ETAs for defined dissemination areas, DENM preparation and dispatching to GeoService Kafka 

REST API), but also the propagation and transmission delays on the 5G Uu interface.  

There are three identified levels of measurability, i.e., High, Medium, and Low, where High indicates that KPI 
can be evaluated either in Lab or Pilot without any major issues, i.e., with the current setup of the Orchestrated 

edges platform; Medium indicates that some changes need to be applied in the current setup of platform 

components to make them suitable for KPI measurements, while Low means that for this KPI it is difficult to 
express the quantity and specific terms (e.g., i) server IP change as it also involves management decision making 

process in Orchestrated edge platform, followed by notification messages to be sent to clients, but also the 

change in configuration of the client application inside a vehicle, ii) quality of experience, as it involves 

measuring customers’ subjective experience with services, which are in our case vehicles, etc.).  

Table 19 Validation plans for the identified KPIs 

KPI name Measurability Priority Platform  

components 

Location 

on-boarding delay High Medium All Lab/Pilot 

instantiation delay High High All Lab/Pilot 

runtime orchestration (RO) delay Medium High All Lab/Pilot 

cross-domain instantiation delay Medium High All Lab/Pilot 
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scaling delay (RO delay) Medium High NFV-LO,  

MEAO, EC 

Lab 

termination delay (RO delay) High High All Lab/Pilot 

extension delay (RO delay) Medium High NFV-LO Lab/Pilot 

state migration delay (RO delay) Medium High NFV-LO,  

MEAO, EC 

Lab/Pilot 

state update delay High High NFV-LO,  

MEAO,  

MEC app 

Lab/Pilot 

component-associated communication delay High High All Lab/Pilot 

component-associated computational delay High High All Lab/Pilot 

quality of data Medium High All Lab 

resource footprint High High All Lab/Pilot 

number of VNFs per domain High High EC Lab 

feature palette High Medium All Lab 

end-to-end data plane convergence High High EC, Core Lab 

MEC service/VAS failover performance Medium High All Lab 

Localization gain High High All Lab 

CPU load High High All Lab 

memory load High High All Lab 

server IP address change duration Low High NFV-LO,  

MEAO, Client app 

Lab 

Lo-Lo gain High High All Lab 

MEC slice selection duration High Medium MEAO Lab 
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energy efficiency Medium Low All N/A 

Threat detection performance Medium High IDCM & IMM 

modules 

Lab 

IDCM novel threat detection Medium Medium IDCM module Lab 

IDCM resources costs Medium Low IDCM module Lab 

IMM usage costs Medium Medium IMM module Lab 

state update delay High High MEC app Lab/Pilot 

application placement efficiency Medium Medium MEAO, MEC app Lab 

application responsiveness (average request rate) High High MEC app Lab 

App CPU load High Medium MEC app Lab 

App memory load High Medium MEC app Lab 

maximum request rate High High MEC app Lab 

available compute High Medium MEC app Lab 

available graphical compute High Low MEC app Lab 

available memory High Medium MEC app Lab 

available storage High Medium MEC app Lab 

minimum expected upstream throughput Medium Medium MEC app Lab 

minimum expected downstream throughput Medium Medium MEC app Lab 

maximum expected latency Medium High MEC app Lab 

network reliability Medium High MEC app Lab 

quality of experience Low Medium MEC app N/A 

UL peak throughput Medium Medium MEC app Lab 

DL peak throughput Medium Medium MEC app Lab 
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average response time Medium High MEC app Lab/Pilot 

average emergency response time Medium High MEC app Lab/Pilot 

ETA estimation accuracy High High MEC app Lab 

availability High High MEC app Lab 

 

4.1.2 Testing in the simulation environment  

In this project different simulators have been investigated to find the most adaptable solution. To be specific, 

Omnet++ and NS3 based solutions are our targets since they enable mobility simulator for network 

communication use cases. A simulator environment is essential to boost the experiment result of building on-
top modules. Since the 4G and 5G have a similar NSA architecture and the 5G radio access is managed in Dual 

Connectivity by the 4G Evolved Packet Core therefore, in this simulation we consider it equal.   

4.1.2.1 Implementation of Omnet++ based simulator 

In this implementation car/UE, as shown in Figure 46, gathers radio messages from the currently connected 

gNB, then convert them to understandable messages applications at a high level in term of data processing to a 

driver, for instance, in-car multi-media applications. In this simulator, a python-based reader has been developed 
to receive requests from the car and responses from servers to show into the car screen. To simplify the model, 

we only set up a simple server to respond to its current timestamp and then send it to the UEs. For the handover 

event, the UE will compute the signal power received from gNB to activate the migration procedure to the next 
gNB when the UE moves far away from the current one.  

 

Figure 46 Video streaming management system architecture. 

4.1.2.2 NS3 software architecture 

The second implementation is based on the NS3 simulator which is an architecture for cross border scenario. 

The main idea of the simulator is to build two adjacent cellular networks and facilitate them to communicate 
via the roaming channel (with interfaces S6d and S8) as the general design in Figure 47.  
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Originally, NS3 only provides a single LTE-EPC (Long Term Evolution - Evolved Packet Core) which also 

means that we only have a single LTE network to work with, besides this, all IP configuration in the cellular 

network is fixed and not flexible. Therefore, we tried to re-configure the model, build more components to fit 
our design with two cellular network components. 

 

Figure 47 NS3 simulator general design. 

4.1.2.3 Experiment setting 

Figure 48 illustrates roaming and service migration flow. We have two MNOs and they connect with others via 

roaming procedure. In order to run the real applications via the simulator, we applied tap device of NS3 and 
built bridges to the real world. The tap device will connect with Docker containers and then forward requests 

through it.  

The experiment setting of the simulator is shown in Table 20. The UE speed here is 10.8m/s corresponding to 

39km/h. The edge node configuration is demonstrated in Table 21, the average distance among gNB is around 
200m so in our simulator environment, all gNBs will be in the same road with the same distances among each 

pair of them. Followed by the technical document with the LTE delay as smaller than 100ms, so all LTE socket 

delay will be set as 100ms while the roaming socket (S8) is configured by the propagation delay that is reflected 
by the distance between the two LTE networks. The roaming and service migration flow are presented in Figure 

48.  
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Figure 48 Roaming and service migration flow. 

Table 20 Configuration for NS3 mobility simulator. 
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Table 21 Configuration for NS3 host environment. 

 

 

4.1.2.4 Omnet++ measurement 

Figure 48 demonstrates the execution time changes for the three selected simulation scenarios for Single, Cluster 

and Swarm MEC. Migration overhead is the key issue of the drawing of the model, while in this scenario, our 

designed image should be considered to be a standard size model, the time investment is around 46980 ms.  

Following the three defined strategies, we implement three orchestrator models respectively, nodes and 

orchestrator are written in Nodejs to receive restful requests and execute commands to start and stop containers. 

 Single MEC: Each node will be orchestrated by itself; the standalone nodes receive requests from the 

simulator and verify the information directly in blockchain. 

 MEC cluster: Similar with Single MEC, each node here also reads other node information to find 
neighbors in the neighbor list of nodes, the next node will be chosen based on the direction of the car 

and its location, once ID verification is done, the next node will be chosen to receive the needed Docker 

image for pulling in advance. 

 MEC Swarm: prepares an orchestrator to control nodes, it receives all requests and forward it to nodes, 

the verification process is executed in the orchestrator, the role of nodes is only starting or stopping 
containers. 

It worth to mention that observed the launch time of the container would be shorter if we could have a time 

interval after pulling, in Single-MEC, it recommended to starts the service right after pulling all sub-parts of 
images that could take more around 3.1 seconds, however, with MEC-Cluster and MEC-Swarm, the 

Deployment Time (DT) is only 1.6 seconds (a half of that). Besides that, in MEC-Swarm, the verification 

process of blockchain is already underway in the previous node, so it can save a huge amount of time, for next-

step users could be interrupted for about 2 or 3 seconds in the other strategies. High-security and user-
experiment is the trade-off of the network because though the chain is getting longer, we can spend more time 

on it. 

Figure 48 shows the time execution changes for our chosen three cases of simulation, the main problem comes 
from the image pulling, although our proposed image is considered as a normal size image, the time spent is 

still around 47090ms. We observed that the container launching time will be smaller when we can have a gap 

time after pulling, in Single-MEC, we start the container immediately after downloading all image parts from 
Docker registry, it takes more than 3 seconds, but for the other cases of MEC-Cluster and MEC-Swarm, the 

deployment time (DT) is only a half of this, around 1.5 seconds. 
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Figure 49 Migration overhead. 

 

4.1.2.5 NS3 measurement 

Concerning SC downtime, we also experiment the similar results as Omnet++ in Section 4.1.2.4. Besides that, 

the total latency during the migration process and response time in both roaming and non-roaming situations 

will be examined with two applications as ping and video streaming, they both run in real Docker services.  

Figure 50 presents the signal and latency changes in cases of domain changes. The current timestamp is in the 

X axis while the left Y axis is for the current distance to the eNB and right Y axis is about RSRP values and the 

latency. For the first case in Figure 50, the average time of response in ping is 18ms while the maximum one is 
24ms, video streaming service and gaming can run without any issues in this network capacity. In contrast, the 

ping response average is more than 30ms in the roaming case and the maximum one is 54ms, that makes a bit 

lag for some heavy games and live video streaming. In addition, if we increase the distance between the two 

LTEs, the S8 delay will be escalated dramatically. Besides that, in case of local server, changing LTE also 
means modifying the IP address of the user which makes the video streaming of user get a bit pause while 

updating the IP and make it inconvenient as non-continuous service. 

The video streaming application will show clearly how the migration process affects user experience by 
checking the video frames. We pulled a Firefox browser based on Docker Image to work as a UE screen while 

a Mist 2server will run on other Docker containers and stream video frames. Mist server is open source core 

which provides Internet Streaming toolkits. The Mist server takes only 310 MB in size disk that is light weight 
but support many different types of streaming protocols. 

 

                                                   

 

 
2 https://www.mistserver.org/ 
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Figure 50 Roaming server requests. 

4.1.3 Application Testing on the Orchestrated 5G Edges Platform 

As 5G networks and beyond are planned to be entirely software driven, a cloud-native architecture and design 

are a default software design choice for any service provider. This approach enables rapid and flexible service 
deployment, with reduced Capital Expenditure (CapEx) and Operating Expenditure (OpEx) through network 

automation. This is essential for the MEC systems and MEC applications due to the scarcity of resources, and 

applications are expected to have high level of flexibility and low response time with minimum possible 

resource requirements. Thus, container-based applications become a valid choice for developing CCAM 
applications that are running on top of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform.  

4.1.3.1 Edge-awareness of Applications 

To facilitate the operation of the orchestration layer in Orchestrated 5G edges platform, applications that are 

managed and orchestrated by the platform are designed to be edge-aware, i.e., to collect information from the 

edge infrastructure (e.g., topological coverage of MEC hosts, resource consumption, etc.), and to support the 

orchestration layers towards enhancing their operation. This edge-awareness feature is an application software 
design choice that is supported by our Orchestrated 5G edges platform, and it is not a mandatory solution but 

rather an opportunity for application developers to improve the performance of the application services by pre-

empting the application-specific operations (e.g., vehicle moving out of the range of one MEC host, and 
application knows the current location of vehicles) and allowing orchestration entities to enhance their 

operations by subscribing to application-specific topics.  

Such applications contain the Alarm manager function that enables raising alarms based on the application-
specific operations (example presented in Section 4.1.3.2), which can notify orchestration entities about the 

need for i) an on-demand instantiation of peering application instances in other edge and administrative 

domains, ii) a proactive application-context relocation to support service continuity, iii) an on-demand 

application termination when its services are not needed anymore by the users, etc. To be able to support 
proactive LCM operations, applications need to receive the information about the coverage area, i.e., the 

topological/geographical area of the MEC host where the application is deployed. The information on coverage 

area of a specific MEC host can be provided to the application in different ways, and currently we are exploring 
two implementation options: i) via configuring application parameters during instantiation, and ii) via enabling 

application to subscribe to topological area topic on the ActiveMQ broker. Both implementation options enable 

the exposure of information about MEC host coverage and NFV-LO coverage (i.e., the union of all MEC hosts 
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topological areas) from the bottom to the top, i.e., from the edge controller to the orchestration layers, by 

publishing the information about the topological areas on the ActiveMQ broker.  Furthermore, in 

implementation option 1, orchestration entities MEAO/NFV-LO subscribe to the relevant topological area topic 
on the broker, and MEAO consumes the information about areas of MEC hosts as one of the parameters in its 

MEC host selection procedure presented in Section 2.5.2.2. Once MEC host is selected, MEAO passes the 

decision along with the area boundaries information to the NFV-LO, which further proceeds with application 

instantiation, thereby passing the information on MEC host coverage to the application itself. The second 
implementation option is more flexible in terms of communication load, as it directly enables application to 

subscribe to the topic on the message broker, but it also allows application to retrieve the information which is 

orchestration specific.  

The alarms raised by applications are published on the Alarms topic, on the ActiveMQ message broker in edge-

level orchestration layer of the Orchestrated edges platform. This feature supports operations on the 

orchestration layer as all LCM operations that are described in Section 2.5.3.2, do not have be bound to 
application-specific operations, and rather have a unified methodology of translating alarms to policies. Finally, 

this feature is enabled by the NS notification management, as presented in Section 2.4.2.3.  

4.1.3.2 Back Situation Awareness Application  

 

4.1.3.3 BSA Overview  

In the context of public safety, BSA use case is leveraging MEC systems and 5G infrastructure to notify the 
vehicles about the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) of an approaching Emergency Vehicle (EmV), which is 

beyond the audio and visual range of the EmV. The Orchestrated 5G edges platform performs the on-demand 

deployment and life-cycle management of the BSA service, and it provides the service with the range extension, 
making the service dynamically available in multiple MEC platforms that belong to the same or different edge 

and administrative domains, thereby covering the entire route-path of the EmV.  

The BSA service is of on-demand type, as its deployment is triggered upon the reception of a notification 
message from an Emergency Management Authority (EMA), such as 112 (in EU) or 911 (in USA), providing 

the EmV ID, event location information, and the route path of the selected EmV. As a response, the orchestration 

layer of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform selects the relevant MEC hosts along the route-path, and performs 

a multi-domain deployment of the BSA service instances, thereby extending the range of notifications for 
civilian vehicles and informing them timely on the expected arrival of an EmV.  

4.1.3.4 Software design principles and Architecture  

The overview of the functional architecture of the BSA service is depicted in Figure 51, showing its functional 
components, as well as the interfaces for interfacing with external services/functions.  

In particular, the UDP listener is a server function that is listening for UDP packets on the IIts interface (i.e., 

upstream Application traffic), which are sent from EmV to the BSA service. After isolating the decoded event 
notification message (e.g., ETSI C-ITS CAM) from the received UDP packet, the UDP listener function is 

further interfacing with Decoding Function, which is based on the C-ITS Protocol Stack. The Decoding function 

decodes the received CAM, thereby extracting the information on EmV’s speed, location, and ID, which are 
further used for ETA calculation.  

The ETA algorithm retrieves the information about EmV’s route path from an external Map service, and based 

on such route, the algorithm i) defines dissemination areas for vehicles that are driving along the way from 

EmV’s current location to its destination (i.e., driving on the same driving path as EmV), and ii) calculates ETA 
values for each of these dissemination areas. Furthermore, the information on the dissemination areas is sent 

directly to the Message producer, while ETA values are passed first to the Encoding function that encodes ETA 
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in the event warning notification message (i.e., ETSI C-ITS DENM). As soon as ETAs are encoded in separate 

DENMs for each dissemination area, Message producer injects each of these encoded DENMs as payload in 

the Avro message format, thereby producing messages that are suitable for dissemination via GeoService. 
Hence, the Ids is a REST-based interface that is utilized for sending Avro messages to GeoService via Kafka 

REST proxy (Figure 51). This way, DENMs (i.e., downstream Application traffic) are being dispatched to 

different dissemination areas (n areas in total), which are in circular shape with defined radius and location of 

the center.  

 

 

Figure 51 Overview of BSA application 

Furthermore, BSA application uses interface Idb  to send EmV state/meta information over the public network 
infrastructure towards the peering BSA application instance that is running in the other administrative domain.  

Following the edge-awareness design principle, presented in Section 4.1.3.1, BSA application contains Alarm 

manager function that is tracking the location of EmV, and based on its current position with reference to the 

NFV-LO topological coverage (i.e., coverage area of one MEC platform in the project trials), Alarms are raised 
by BSA application and published on the Alarms topic, on the ActiveMQ message broker in edge-level 

orchestration layer of the Orchestrated edges platform. There are two types of alarms that BSA application can 

raise: i) Alarm type 1: the alarm that is raised when the dynamic instantiation of the peering BSA instance in 
another edge/administrative domain is needed, and ii) Alarm type 2: the alarm that is raised when EmV’s context 

needs to be transferred from BSA application instance in the source domain to the peering BSA instance in the 

target domain, with the prerequisite that peering BSA instance is already instantiated in the target domain. For 
both types of alarms, the alarm manager consumes the information about edge domain boundaries, i.e., NFV-

LO’s/MEC host’s topological area, which is provided to BSA application instance either as a configuration 

parameter during instantiation, or as a topic to which application subscribes (as described in Section 4.1.3.1).  

More details on the software design of BSA application are shown in Figure 52, and each of the software 
components is further briefly described in Table 22. In particular, the BSA application is designed as 

microservice-based and multi-containerized application, where all containers are running inside one Kubernetes 

POD, in the isolated Kubernetes namespace MEC applications.  
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Figure 52 The software design of BSA application 

 

Table 22 Software components of BSA application 

Feature Solution Software package Role 

Reception of CAMs 

encapsulated in UDP 
packets 

UDP listener 

(proc_1) 
Python program based on the 

socket library 
Listens for UDP packets sent from 

EmV via Uu interface; Removes 
Ethernet, IP, UDP, GeoIP, 

GeoNetBasic, GeoNetCommon, 

GeoNetExtension, and BTP 

headers, and isolates CAM only, 

thereby passing it to the CAM 

decoder function.  

C-ITS decoding CAM 

decoder 

(proc_2) 

Vanetza, open-source 

implementation of the ETSI C-

ITS protocol suite 

Decodes CAMs isolated in proc_1 

C-ITS encoding DENM 

encoder 

(proc_3) 

Vanetza, open-source 

implementation of the ETSI C-

ITS protocol suite 

Encodes DENMs for different 

dissemination areas 

Avro message 

production/preparation 
Avro 

message 
producer 

(proc_4) 

Python program based on 

requests and subprocess 
libraries 

Produces messages for 

GeoService, thereby injecting 
encoded DENM into PDU of the 

Avro message 

ETA calculation ETA 

algorithm 

(proc_5) 

Python program based on 

geographiclib.geodesic, 

pymap3d, math, gpxpy.gpx, 

Defines dissemination areas and 

calculates ETAs for each of the 

designated areas 
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folium, shapely, and numpy, 

libraries 

REST API endpoints Web 
application 

(proc_6) 

Flask web framework for 
python 

Handles REST API requests from 
peering BSA instances  

Alarm management Alarm 

manager 

(proc_7) 

Python implementation of 

ActiveMQ client based on 

Qpid Proton library;  

Raises alarms for proactive BSA 

instantiation and application-

context relocation, thereby 

supporting orchestration layer 

Storing data internally Database 

embedded in 

the Docker 

container 

SQLite database Stores data internally for the 

purpose of keeping EmV’s state 

(ID, location, destination, speed) 

 

4.1.3.5 Laboratory tests  

 

There are several laboratory tests that we have performed so far in order to test BSA application and its 
functionalities. The first group of tests refers to testing the performance of the ETA algorithm, while the second 

group reflects the efforts to test the performance of the overall containerized BSA service in terms of the 

response time.  

Concerning the performance of ETA algorithm, we studied how accurately our algorithm, which is based on 

the Kalman filter method, can derive ETA values for the selected dissemination areas. In particular, the 

estimation error is the difference between i) the real time of arrival, measured using GNSS device, and ii) 
estimated time of arrival that is derived using Kalman filter method. Our results published in [28] show that 

accuracy of the ETA algorithm highly depends on the size of the dissemination areas, where smaller areas also 

bring higher accuracy in deriving ETA. As there is an existing dependency between the input information, i.e., 

the updated values of EmV’s speed, location, and destination, and the model accuracy, the frequency of 
retrieving such information should be higher to reflect the traffic conditions that might impact the maneuvering 

process, i.e., to result in EmV changing the route path. The important feature of our ETA algorithm is its self-

correcting behavior, which improves the accuracy, i.e., lowers the estimation error when EmV is getting closer 
to its destination. This trend in improving accuracy can be seen in Figure 53 (left), where we compare three 

different reference positions of EmV and their impact on the estimation error. The improvement can be seen 

e.g., from the point, which is 1500m away from the EmV’s starting point, for all three sizes of dissemination 
area (250m, 500m, and 1000m). In case EmV sends update to our BSA service about its current reference 

position, which is 1500m away from the starting point, error in estimating ETA is significantly lower (between 

20 and 40s) in case EmV is closer. 

Now if we consider the second group of tests, one of the main goals of deploying BSA service on top of the 
Orchestrated edges platform is to improve efficiency of responding to emergency situations on the highways by 

decreasing the overall emergency response time. In particular, the contributing factors to the overall the 

contributing factors to the overall emergency response time are: i) processing of emergency event by an external 
Emergency Management Authority, ii) application instantiation on top of the Orchestrated edges platform, iii) 

MEC application runtime while EmV is travelling, and iv) the total travel time of EmV from its starting point 
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to the place of emergency event. In the scope of these tests, we focused on the response delay during MEC 

application runtime, while other contributing factors will be evaluated in the project pilot. 

During the MEC application runtime, there are three distinct processes that are executed simultaneously: i) 
reception of upstream CAMs, ii) computation that first parses the received CAM by decoding it and resolving 

the relevant information such as speed/location/route of the EmV, then calculates ETA for each dissemination 

area on the road, placing the calculated ETA value into the DENMs for civilian vehicles and preparing the 

required format for the message dissemination service on the MEC system, and iii) dissemination of downstream 
DENMs from GeoService to all vehicles in different dissemination areas on the corridor. As our tests on the 

ETA algorithm accuracy proved that the frequency of input information impacts the estimation error, in the 

second round of tests we considered the impact that a frequency of the upstream CAMs has on the BSA service 
performance. We considered three different CAM frequencies (1Hz, 2Hz, and 10Hz), as higher frequency 

provides more granular input on the speed/location/destination of EmV. We also test BSA from a perspective 

of different number of EmVs that can be simultaneously served for the same on-demand operation (i.e., the 
same emergency event). As our results show, higher CAM frequency burdens the service with an increased 

number of requests, which ultimately affects the service response time (Figure 54), as well as system resource 

consumption (Figure 55). 

 

 

Figure 53 Variation of ETA estimation error at three reference positions of the EmV for different dissemination 

areas (L) [28] 
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Figure 54 The overall computational latency per EmV: Average computational latency per EmV (left), CDF per 

EmV – one EmV served by BSA application (middle), CDF per EmV – two EmVs served by BSA application 

(right). 

If frequency is 10Hz, as shown in Figure 54, 100ms seem not to be enough for BSA to perform all operations. 
To address this issue, BSA application can adjust the reception of upstream CAM messages from an EmV, by 

filtering out a certain number of messages sent within a 1s time frame but taking care of its impact on accuracy 

of ETA calculation at the same time. Furthermore, with the higher frequency of CAM messages is, and the 
higher total number of EmVs, the values of CPU and RAM load also increase (Figure 55). Also, the more EmVs 

are served by the same BSA application instance concurrently, the more resources are needed. Concerning the 

increase CPU and RAM load, if CCAM application is designed to perform all separate processes, or groups of 
processes, in separate containers, the orchestration entities can scale containers independently, and potentially 

save more computing resources than it is the case of scaling all processes inside one container at once, thereby 

justifying our software design choice illustrated in Figure 52. Finally, Figure 55 (right) shows the state update 

latency between two peering BSA application instances running on two MEC platforms. This latency needs to 
be minimized in order to keep the application instance, which still does not receive application traffic from 

EmV, updated with the latest EmV’s speed/location/destination information.  

 

Figure 55 The resource consumption and state update latency: Average CPU consumption (left), Average RAM 

consumption (middle), and State update latency (right) 

 

4.1.3.6 Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (CLC) Application  

 

The purpose of the CLC application is to support vehicles in performing operation involving a change of lane, 

e.g., when overtaking another vehicle or deciding to move to a different speed lane. The core components of 

the service are all running at MEC side, enabling a faster response to fit the restrictive requirements of associated 

to automated driving.  The solution, described in D2.2 [29], is leveraging on a continuous monitoring performed 
by Server Local Dynamic Map (S-LDM) module and based on the continuous forwarding of the CAM messages 
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from cars through a dedicated Msg Broker (Note: not necessarily the local one used by the orchestrating layer). 

When a lane change attempt is detected, the S-LDM provides all the information regarding the context 

surrounding the lane changing car to the Maneuvering service, which evaluates for each car involved a 
recommendation message that is dispatched back to that car via the response router and the message broker. 

The other modules in the picture support the initial registration of the car to the service (Main Manager) and the 

transition from one administrative domain to another, granting the cross-border continuity (Local Manager). 

 

Figure 56 Cooperative Lane Merging application 

Figure 56 depicts the current architecture design at each MNO’s side for the CLC application: please notice that 

the main manager is not assumed necessarily at MEC side (it is a component that can also run at cloud level, 

since its role in addressing the car toward the MEC/Msg Broker that is granting the best coverage of the service 
for the current position of the car is triggered only in not time-critical situations) 

Given this, assuming the Main Manager already deployed and active before the instantiation of the remaining 

components of the service, Orchestrated 5G edges platform shall be provided with an Instance Descriptor 

covering each of the other modules. When all descriptors are available, they can furtherly be packed into a single 
Instance Descriptor, treating each component as a nested NS of the composite CLC NS. In addition to this, most 

likely the service is spanning over several domains, making it a Multi-Domain (Inter-Domain) NS. Given the 

fact that the CLC NS is supposed to continuously monitor its covered road section, that some of its components 
may require some time before being initialized, and that it may lead to critical (lethal) situations if not properly 

configured and fed with updated information, the best solution is to have the NS fully and immediately 

instantiated since the beginning in all the domains in which this NS can be consumed [29](thus a Batch NS). 

 

4.2 Integration 

The Orchestrated 5G edges platform comprises various software components, which are developed by different 

partners. In support of suitable integration and testing towards a final deployment of relevant components with 
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the project’s MNOs for performing the planned trials and KPI assessments, a two-step integration approach has 

been adopted (Figure 57).   

 

 

Figure 57 Timeline for the planned incremental steps for integration and testing 

 

4.2.1 Distributed Platform  

Per Phase I, software components are deployed in each developing partner’s lab. Software components, which 

implement a reference point to a component in a different partner’s lab connect via the public Internet. 
Components of the same type, which implement a reference point with each other, such as the Or-Or reference 

point and the Lo-Lo reference point, are deployed locally in the partner’s lab between two instances of such 

component. To access components, which are already deployed with the production environment of the project’s 
MNOs, connectivity via the public Internet has been established also here. This allowed inter alia the integration 

and testing of services, which are deployed on the Orchestrated edge platform, with the GeoService Northbound 

Interface.  

Distributed deployment and connectivity of the components is depicted in Figure 58 and includes the NFV-SO, 
the Mv1’ adapter, the NFV-LO, the MEAO, the Edge Controller, the Orchestrated edges platform, as well as 

the GeoService (Note: Testing with vehicles, which connect to the network infrastructure via the cellular 

network, has not been performed in Phase 1). Suitable alternative testing has been used, such as local traffic 
generator software that transmits ITS CAM/UDP messages to the service under test on the Orchestrated edges 

platform.  
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Figure 58 Distributed deployment and connectivity between software components per integration Phase I 

 

The software validation and testing of NFV-SO is applied to show that a system both conforms to its 
specification and that it meets the expectations of the project. This continuous work involves checking processes 

at each stage of the software process, from defining the requirements, to software development, till integration 

with other components of the system. 

Our testing procedure for NFV-SO has three main stages: 

 Component testing: The various components of the system are tested independently without other 

system components.  

 System testing: All components of a system or subsystem are integrated and tested in order to find errors 

that result from interactions between components and check that the system meets its functional and 

non-functional requirements. 

 Acceptance testing: The system is tested at a full production deployment and is being the final stage in 
the testing process before the system is accepted for operational use. 

Initially, NFV-SO components (i.e., Backend, Frontend, databases, interfaces) are tested independently, using 

Swagger, Postman, automated tests with Chai, Mocha and Selenium for every function that is introduced to the 
system. After the first test for every component is finished and any errors or bugs were corrected, the 

interconnection of the components was tested. By utilizing Opensource MANO (OSM) and Openstack as a VIM 

at the initial stage, we were able to validate that our system NFV-SO was developed and deployed with no errors 

and all functions are working flawlessly with other production ready components. Figure 59 illustrates the 
deployment that was initially tested before the integration with the other components designed and developed 

by the project. 
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Figure 59 Deployment of NFV-SO 

 

As a second step, Mv1’ adaptation layer introduced into the system and Openstack was replaced with 

Kubernetes that was much closer to the final system that the project is designing. The final step of the testing 

and verification of the NFV-SO was the introduction of the horizontal integration with a second domain, where 
both vertical and horizontal functionalities had to be verified.  

Also testing the whole architecture where the system is executed (i.e., production environment) using test data, 

is an important validation step. 

Some of the Tools and frameworks used during the test and integration are: 

 Swagger is an open source interface description language for describing RESTful APIs. IS used for 
validation of functionality during development with API calls and API is responds. 

 Postman is a complete API development and testing environment with built-in tools that support every 

stage of the API lifecycle. 

 Mocha is a JavaScript framework for Node.js which enables Asynchronous testing and provides the 

environment in which we can test code in an automated manner. 

 Chai is an assertion library that provides interfaces such as “should”, “expect”, “assert” of every 
response that we are getting. Mocha and Chai were mostly used for testing, create, read, update, and 

delete (CRUD) basic functions of our components. 

 Selenium is an automation testing tool for web application, which can be executed in multiple browsers 

and Operating systems. It is compatible with several programming languages and automation testing 
frameworks and is of great help for prompt reproduction of bugs, regression testing, and exploratory 

testing. 

Similarly, also the testing phase for the Adaptation layer was performed in terms of several stages. At first local 

tests were executed by generating requests with Postman towards the Adaptation layer’s NBI, emulating the 
NFV-SO requests. An OSM instance was attached to the Adaptation layer in order to assess the OSM standard 

compliance. The same tests were performed by switching from Postman to NFV-SO. 

In the second stage of test a lightMANO instance was connected to Adaptation layer in order to validate the 
abstraction of OSM APIs. Again, the requests were generated by using Postman only. The final test phase 

involved all vertical components in a single domain. The requests have been generated by the NFV-SO and 

were adapted by the Adaptation layer towards lightMANO instance. 
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The supported interfaces that were tested are: 

 VNF/NS descriptors onboarding 

 Network Service (NS) Lifecycle Management: 

 NS Create 

 NS Instantiate 
 NS Terminate  

 NS Delete 

 NS Query information  

The initial stages of tests relied on a distributed testbed where each platform component was deployed on 
respective partners premises. 

To this aim the Mv1’ abstraction layer was deployed on two identical VMs configured to run Adaptation layer 

containerized application at the CNIT server farm at the Department of Engineering of the University of Perugia. 
One VM was for the emulation of the Italian side and the other one was for the emulation of the Austrian side. 

A MongoDB container has been deployed in each VM in order to interact with its Adaptation layer instance 

only. Proper firewall rules were configured in order to enable communications among distributed CCAM 
components.  

It is currently ongoing the deployment on all MNO's infrastructure. The functional scheme of the entities 

composing the vertical layers in the Kubernetes cluster is shown in Figure 60. The NFV-SO is deployed on 

external node, whereas the other vertical components (basically the Mv1’ and NFV-LO) are deployed as 
Kubernetes Pods on the same k8s cluster at MNO side. The Mv1’ Pod wraps two different containers; one is 

for the Mv1’ application and the relevant Java Virtual Machine and the other one is for the MongoDB instance.  

The internal port of Adaptation layer application is mapped to the designated external port via NodePort service 
and accepts external connections from NFV-SO on the public IP address, whereas the MongoDB internal port 

is not exposed to external requests, thus accepting local connections only. Any local connection among deployed 

Pods in the same k8s namespace is allowed to address the specific mapped port. 

 

 

Figure 60 Functional scheme of the entities composing the vertical layers. 
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At FBK side, to ease the deployment of LightMANO, the software tool implementing the NFV-LO, it has been 

implemented and stored as a Docker image. 

In a Kubernetes environment hosted in the SENSE unit lab, at FBK premises, an NFV-LO instance is running 
in a dedicated Pod, one for each local domain needed for the test. Each NFV-LO is exposed with a public IP to 

the other components of the orchestration layer on a dedicated port, configured to enable communications only 

from/to IPs and Ports assigned to the other interacting orchestration components (MEAO, Adaptation layer) and 

to Edge Controllers managing deployment environments assigned to that NFV-LO local domain. For each 
couple of NFV-LOs, direct communication between them is enabled, but can be leveraged only if Lo-Lo 

interface is enabled for the couple. 

Moreover, for each Local Domain an instance of ActiveMQ Broker is running in another dedicated Pod and 
interacting (via pub/sub) only with local domain’s NFV-LO, Adaptation layer, MEAO and all the Edge 

controllers associated with that specific local domain. That ActiveMQ Broker instance supports the internal 

notification system of the platform. 

As previously described, initial tests have been originally performed to verify and refine the integration between 

the several modules NFV-LO is requested to interact with (Adaptation layer, MEAO, Edge Controllers), then 

the whole distributed system has been tested on its NS lifecycle management capabilities, by verifying the 

proper deployment of a BSA NS - first in one single Local Domain and then in two different ones - also by 
leveraging on Lo-Lo interface (thus MLA descriptor management- from NFV-SO to NFV-LO - has been tested, 

too). It has also been successfully tested the case of a Local Domain including two separate deployment 

environments (i.e., with NFV-LO and MEAO managing two Edge Controllers). During all these tests, the 
correct interaction between the ActiveMQ Broker and the modules leveraging on it has been verified. 

At IMEC side, two distributed lab facilities are used for the purpose of i) development of edge orchestrator 

MEAO and BSA application, ii) internal testing, and iii) integration with other partners’ components. The 

experimentation setup combines the components from two testbed facilities, the Virtual Wall testbed (Ghent, 
Belgium), which is a testbed for large networking and cloud experiments, and the Smart Highway testbed 

(Antwerp, Belgium), a test site built alongside the E313 highway for the purpose of Vehicle-to-Everything 

(V2X) research. In Section 3.3.1, we provide a detailed overview of software pieces that MEAO consists of, 
including an illustrative overview of containerized MEAO running as a Pod inside Kubernetes cluster (Figure 

33), which is deployed on top of the Virtual Wall testbed. To mimic the multi-site deployment of edge 

orchestrators, resembling the cross-border scenario with two MEAO instances running in two different 
countries, two MEAOs are running on top of the two different Kubernetes worker nodes, and are exposed on 

public IPs that are reachable from FBK’s lab, i.e., enabling the communication between edge orchestrators 

NFV-LO and MEAO. Such setup has been used for testing all MEAO’s functionalities, thereby testing the MEC 

host selection algorithm and policy management for different life-cycle management operations.  

Concerning BSA application deployment, the testing of application has been conducted in the real-life 

environment, i.e., the Smart Highway testbed, where BSA application is running on top of the General Purpose 

Computing Units (GPCUs) in Roadside Units (RSU), which are utilized as distributed edge nodes. BSA 
application has been tested as a Docker container, and as a multi-container application, in different Kubernetes 

clusters (both at IMEC and NEC sides). More details on the software design of this application are provided in 

Section 4.1.3.2, and in particular Figure 52. Recently, the test of connectivity with vehicles has been also 
conducted at the IMEC side, as a preparation for the tests with partners’ vehicles in the pilot environment. The 

client application has been deployed in a vehicle that belongs to the Smart Highway testbed setup, and UDP 

packets that encapsulate CAM messages have been sent to BSA application that successfully received them and 

decoded for further processing, as described in Section 4.1.3.2.  
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4.2.2 Platform Components on the Edge Network of MNOs 

This section describes briefly the integration Phase 2. In particular, Figure 61 shows the high-level architecture 

of the Cloud-Native Orchestrated edge cloud for CCAM for the three countries (Italy, Austria and Germany) in 

the respective MNOs (TIM, Magenta, and DTAG) domain indicating the main components that enable 

federation and cross-domain management and orchestration.  Color codes related to Figure 61 are described as 
follows: 

  

 Red circle – interfaces for the communication between applications of distributed orchestrated edges 

(service mesh). This type of interface enables sharing MEC application specific metadata for the state 
migration and service continuity.   

 Blue circle – interfaces for the communication between orchestration components. This type of 

interface represents the Lo-Lo and Or-Or reference points, described in Section 0. 

 Green circle – interfaces for the communication between applications and external entities, such as 

vehicles (via mobile data plane anchors / LBO of the cellular network).  

 Grey circle – local communication interfaces. This type of interface represents the interaction between 
orchestration layer and the Edge Controller’s NBI. 

 

 

Figure 61 Deployment at MNOs Infrastructure 
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5 Conclusions and Next Steps  

5.1 Updates from the Orchestrated 5G Edges Platform 

Requirements  

In this section, we provide the updated status of the requirements that were defined in D4.1, specifically focusing 

on the i) use case orchestration and performance requirements; in particular, the CLC and BSA use cases, where 
respective MEC applications for both use cases are managed and orchestrated by Orchestrated edges platform, 

ii) functional requirements, and iii) security requirements.  

5.1.1 Use case orchestration and Performance Requirements 

 

Table 23 Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (CLC) requirements 

Use Case Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (CLC) 

Actors  Vehicles (OBU) 

 Cellular Network 

 MEC Servers 

 CLC application function  

 MEC AMQP Broker function 

 MEC S-LDM function 

 MEC Response Router function 

 MEC Local Manager 

 CLC Main Manager 

Minimum Required 

Parameters 
Input  Position (Precise Positioning), 

 Speed 

 Directions  

 Intentions 

 Predictive QoS information 

 Output Maneuver (Speed, Intention) recommendations 

Latency To enable SAE L3 automation, RTT <30ms (SAE L4 

automation if <10ms) [30] 

 

Process Summary MEC CLC application supports and facilitates the maneuver by 
determining the most suitable gap for a requesting vehicle to 

merge into and sending recommended actions in order to 

generate the said gap, with respect to the surrounding context. 
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MEC/backend-based approach with immutable data storage 

would have the advantage of immediately accessible, 
indisputable and exploitable data. 

Orchestration Actions  Instantiation of MEC CLC application 

 Scaling of MEC CLC Application w.r.t to traffic 

density 

 MEC CLC application Placement based on latency 

constraints 

 Support session continuity (inter-MEC 

communication, 5G connectivity) 

 Support ID and CLC session state transfer during 

vehicles’ border transit (ID/State export/import 

proactive vs reactive, confirm/provide service 

resources) 

 

Table 24 Back Situation Awareness requirements 

Use Case Back Situation Awareness 

Actors  OBU of target vehicles  

 OBU of emergency vehicle (EmV) 

 Cellular Network,  

 MEC Servers 

 BSAF 

 MEC Geo-Service function  

Minimum Required 

Parameters 
Input  EmV type, 

 Position of EmV, 

 EmV Speed, 

 EmV direction, 

 EmV route path, 

 Target destination 

Output  Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) 

Latency No direct latency requirements  

Process Summary EmVs are periodically sending advertisements towards the 
MEC server at the edge via the Base Station (BS). The 

advertisement message may carry relevant parameters. 
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The MEC server will process this information to derive the 

ETA values for the different dissemination areas and encode 
the ETA value in a DENM message. The DENM message is 

then sent to the Geo-Service application function indicating 

the dissemination area for which the DENM message is 

relevant for. The Geo-Service application function will then 

disseminate the DENM message to the vehicles in the 

respective dissemination areas.  

The output of the BSA service can also be consumed by other 

services such as CLC. 

Orchestration Actions  Instantiation of MEC BSA application 

 Scaling of MEC BSA Application w.r.t. frequency 

of upstream CAM traffic from the EmV 

 MEC BSA application Placement based on EmV’s 

location, destination, and route 

 Support session continuity (inter-MEC 

communication, 5G connectivity) 

 Support EmV metadata/EmV session state transfer 

from an application instance in one domain to an 

instance in another domain 

 Termination of MEC BSA application once EmV is 

not sending its upstream CAM traffic to it, i.e., EmV 

reconnected to a BSA instance in another domain, 

and the BSA instance in a source domain received 

confirmation from the BSA instance in a target 

domain.  

 

 

5.1.2 Functional Requirements 

The Table 26 presents the current status of the Functional Requirements as identified in D4.1. 

 

Table 25 Status of the functional requirements of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

Requirement 

No. 
Requirement Status Satisfaction criteria 

CCAM-

REQ-01 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall enable the federation between 

management domains belonging to 

different organizations, where the 

organizations may transcend 

international borders. 

Work in progress The protocol semantics 

and operations on the Or-

Or as well as the Lo-Lo 

reference points have been 

integrated and tested with 

the NFV-SO and the NFV-
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LO, respectively, in an 

integrated setup. To satisfy 
this requirement, the full 

set of operations in support 

of the target use cases has 

to be tested and validated. 

Note: Some key operations 

of the use cases are still 

under development, which 

may require additional 

semantics and operations 

on the federation 

interfaces. 

CCAM-
REQ-02 

The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 
shall support distributed and 

hierarchical orchestration system.  

Done Deployment on the system 
components per a 

distribution strategy has 

been accomplished and 

tested. The proper 

interfacing of the 

distributed components 

and operation per this 

specification has been 

proven, which satisfies this 

requirement. 

CCAM-

REQ-03 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall enable the interaction between 

multiple decentralized orchestration 
functions. This implies North-South 

and East-West interactions in case of 

orchestrators’ hierarchy 

Done Proper operation between 

the distributed 

orchestration functions has 
been validated. 

Components perform 

REST operations per each 

reference point OpenAPI 

specification in support of 

the expected system 

behavior.  

CCAM-

REQ-04 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall support the provisioning of 

management autonomy to lower 

orchestration domains of an 

orchestration hierarchy. 

Work in progress Delegation of management 

and orchestration tasks 

from NFV-SO to NFV-LO 

has been validated. To 

satisfy this requirement, 
support for inter-domain 

agreements on MLA and 

associated NFV-LO 

operations per MLA policy 

needs to be completed and 

validated. 

CCAM-

REQ-05 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall be able to support multiple 

tenants with different service 

Done The developed NFV-SO 

and edge orchestration 

functions leverage 
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requirements over the same 

infrastructure. 
standardized descriptors 

for the network functions 
and services. These 

support the definition of 

service dependencies and a 

deployment per 

namespaces paradigm and 

LCM operations. 

Extensions towards more 

detailed intent from 

tenants’ request regarding 

service deployment and 

associated network 
configuration descriptors 

are supported. Control of 

service isolation and 

resource allocation 

policies is supported and 

covered in CCAM-REQ-

10. 

CCAM-

REQ-06 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall support the lifecycle 

management (LCM) of services in a 

multi-domain environment. 

Done Required instantiation and 

LCM operations of CAM 

services within as well as 

beyond a single 

administrative domain 

have been tested 
successfully. 

CCAM-

REQ-07 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall enable the monitoring of 

specified KPIs for the active service 

instance(s) as part of 

performance/fault management 

function. 

Done The system’s use of a 

namespace for monitoring 

tasks and reporting of 

monitoring results from the 

Edge Controller upstream 

to the NFV-LO/MEAO per 

the specified API has been 

tested and validated. 

CCAM-

REQ-08 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall enable the enforcement of QoS 

based on specified service policies.  

Work in progress Enforcement of services 

and connectivity per the 

orchestration layers’ 

descriptions has been 
tested and validated. The 

development of the slice 

manager at the Edge 

Controller is to be 

completed in support of the 

required control of 

namespaces and resource 

quota for the deployed 

services as well as the 

associated control on 
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compute and storage 

resources. 

CCAM-
REQ-09 

The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 
shall enable the automatic detection 

of failure events resulting in service 

degradation and service outages. 

Work in progress The detection of failures at 
deployed edge services and 

the enforcement of failover 

strategies in support of 

local service continuity has 

been tested and validated. 

Additional failure events 

as well as end-to-end 

service failover strategies 

are being defined, which 

need to be tested and 

validated to satisfy this 
requirement. Furthermore, 

protection against failures 

resulting from security 

threats, such as Intrusion 

and other attack patterns, 

are work in progress.  

CCAM-

REQ-10 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall support the management of 

multiple service instances in 

isolation of each other.  

Work in progress Implementation and 

testing of slices for edge 

services incl. control of 

assigned resources, such as 

compute and storage, has 

been accomplished at Edge 

Controller level. To satisfy 
these requirements, 

OpenAPI and descriptors 

at orchestration layer need 

to take slicing semantics 

into account, which is 

work in progress. 

CCAM-

REQ-11 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall support software image 

management and state management.  

Done Onboarding of services 

and proper management of 

images at the systems’ 

repositories has been tested 

and validated. Descriptions 

follow HELM charts for 
package management. 

Docker private repository 

is being used for image 

storing and onboarding. 

CCAM-

REQ-12 
The Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall be able to interface with the 5G 

system for policy alignment and data 

plane management.  

Work in progress Key operations for the 

system’s support of edge 

policy enforcement and 

data plane treatment during 

UPF relocation have been 
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validated. Testing the use 

of the 5G System’s Naf 
SBA interface, which 

serves for the coupling of 

orchestrated edges with a 

5G System in the lab, is 

work in progress. 

 

5.1.3 Security Requirements 

In D4.1 we elicited several security requirements derived from the focus of 5G-CARMEN on Mobility Corridors 
and cross-border applications. Specifically, we investigated the impact on security that 5G technologies will 

have regarding the following areas: 

 Subscriber Authentication 

 User Privacy 

 Beyond Hop-By-Hop Security 

 Network Security 

The Table 26 presents the security requirements identified in D4.1 and their current implementation status as of 
this document. 

 

Table 26 Status of the security requirements in Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

Security 

Requirement 

No. 

Requirement Status Satisfaction criteria 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-01 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall provide real-time 

telemetry and other auditing 

information relevant to the 

security mechanisms of the 
system.   

Work in 

progress 
The telemetry information is used for the 

intrusion detection mechanisms. It has only 

been tested in closely controlled lab 

environments. To satisfy this requirement 

we still need to test the telemetry in 
scenarios that closely resemble a production 

environment. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-02 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall only allow 

authenticated users to consume the 

services provided by the 

Orchestrated 5G edges platform. 

Done The IMM ensures the authentication process 

of users for service consumption (Section 

2.7.1.1). 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-03 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall ensure the 

availability of its services to the 

relevant stakeholders. 

Done The IMM provides identity control to the 

availability of the CCAM services. Those 

services are only available to relevant 

stakeholders (Section 2.7.1.1). 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-04 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall ensure the 

Work in 

progress 
The lab tests for the evaluation of the 

targeted KPIs for the network capacity and 
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necessary network capacity and 

network resources necessary for 
the critical operations of the 

CCAM services. 

network resources are in progress. The 

results will be presented in D4.3. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-05 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall ensure the 

confidentiality and integrity of the 

data being transmitted in the 

system. 

Done All network requests use Transport Layer 

Security (TLS) to provide an encryption 

layer during data transmission. Additionally, 

the IMM can be used for cryptographic 

functions to uniquely sign messages to 

provide an additional integrity to critical 

communications.  

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-06 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable a secure 

platform for services to be 

deployed. 

Work in 

progress 
The security of the CCAM as a platform will 

be evaluated once the security mechanisms 

are fully tested. For this requirement, we will 

assess the process of the service deployment. 

CCAM-SEC-
REQ-07 

The Orchestrated 5G edges 
platform shall enable the state 

management of its platform 

components.  

Work in 
progress 

The state management of the CCAM in 5G-
CARMEN is supported by its underlaying 

technologies (Kubernetes, MEAO, etc.). We 

need verify the state management these 

technologies offer when the system is under 

stress.  

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-08 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall be able to revert to 

previous states with minimal 

service disruption of deployed 

application in case of malicious 

compromise. 

Work in 

progress 
The disruption of services when they revert 

to previous state needs additional 

verification and tests to fully satisfy this 

requirement.  

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-9 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable recovery 
options from failure conditions by 

employing a variety of fault 

recovery mechanisms. 

Work in 

progress 
As with state management, failure recovery 

is supported by the underlying technologies 
of the CCAM. We still need to perform 

additional tests to fully evaluate performance 

of recovery mechanisms. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-10 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform’s security mechanisms 

should not impact the functional 

requirements of critical 

operations. 

Donne During our lab tests, we did not identify any 

impact on the functional requirements of the 

CCAM from the security mechanisms.  

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-11 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall support Trusted 

Execution Environments and other 

hardware-based components to 

enable secure operations for 

sensitive functions. 

Done The IMM makes use of Trusted Execution 

Environments for its cryptographic functions 

such as, random number generation, signing, 

verification, etc.  
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CCAM-SEC-

REQ-12 
The security mechanisms of the 

Orchestrated 5G edges platform 
shall be able to be deployed in any 

potential 5G hardware provider 

without any impact on their 

performance or functionality.  

Work in 

progress 
The security mechanisms IMM and IDCM 

can be compiled and deployed in several 
architectures, either as containers, or as 

native executables. However, we need to test 

the behavior of the mechanisms with 

additional architectures to fully satisfy this 

requirement. 

 

 

5.2 Plans on Evaluation of the Platform 

The evaluation of the Orchestrated edges platform is being done both in partners’ lab premises and in a field 

pilot trial. Activities related to 5G-Core coupling with MEC, simulations, and proof-of-concept works, are 
evaluated in partners’ lab premises. On the other hand, pilot field trial-related activities are done at the MNOs’ 

site along the corridors, locally or in a cross-border scenario, while lab-based evaluations will focus mainly on 

the novel concepts that are not possible to be evaluated in the field trials due to the constraints in the production 
network.  

Based on the validation methods discussed in Section 4.1. the evaluation of the Orchestrated edges platform is 

in progress. The first step, which is moving the current distributed deployment at the different partners’ labs 

(see Figure 58) to the respective MNOs sites (see Figure 61), i.e., TIM, Magenta, and DTAG, is in different 
stages. Evaluation includes from functional, operational and integration testing to failover and stress testing of 

the Orchestrated edges platform. The migration of the Orchestrated edges platform is finalized at DTAG’s site, 

deploying the different components, executing functional, and operational regressive test on the system itself 
and the implementation of use-cases (i.e., BSA and CLC) is in progress.  

 Currently different tests are ongoing at DTAG, i.e., the Adaptation layer, MEAO, NFV-LO, and the Edge 

controller are running at the DTAG network along with other VASs such as GeoService. On the other hand, the 
service orchestrator (i.e., NFV-SO) is planned to be deployed outside the MNOs’ network, i.e., in a cloud data 

center. Once the deployment is ready at the different MNOs’ sites, use cases integration and testing with the 

edge services is planned with OEMs, i.e., BMW and CRF. Service continuity over a x-border scenario, on 

demand network service/applications instantiation, and life-cycle management are going to be tested with the 
deployment plan as shown in Figure 57.  
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6 Annex 

Annex A: Adaptation layer message sequence charts and 

endpoint mapping  

In what follows, we report the detailed message sequence charts and the endpoint mapping for each operation 

described in Section 2.5.2.4 relevant to the interaction through HTTP REST APIs between the NFV-SO and the 
NFV-LO mediated by the Mv1’ adaptation layer. For each operation, we report the used HTTP method, the 

involved entities (NFV-SO, Mv1’ adaptation layer, or NFV-LO), the API URL and the direction of 

communication. For completeness, message sequence chart reports also acknowledgements (HTTP 2xx 

messages). When applicable, the message sequence charts include the main information carried in the payload 
of a message in square brackets. For the description of operations, the reader can refer to Section 2.5.2.4.  

Bootstrap 

 

Table 27 Mapping of registration endpoints on both Adaptation layer and NFV-SO 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-LO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-SO 

POST {mv1p_url}/admin/v1/vims POST {nfvso_url}/admin/v1/mv1p 

 

Table 28 Mapping of registration endpoint on NFV-LO 

HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO 

POST {nfvlo_url}/api/v1/loconfig 
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Figure 62 Bootstrap operation 

Upload MLA 

Table 29 Mapping of MLA endpoints 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

POST {mv1p_url}/v1/mla POST {nfvlo_url}/api/v1/mla 

 

Figure 63 MLA upload 

 

Onboard descriptors 

 

Table 30 Mapping of VNF descriptor onboarding endpoints 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  
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POST {mv1p_url} 

/vnfpkgm/v1/vnf_packages_content 
GET {nfvlo_url} 

/api/v1/appmanager/chartinfo/ 
{repo_name}/{chart_name} 

 

Table 31 Mapping of NS descriptor onboarding endpoints 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

POST {mv1p_url} 

/nsd/v1/ns_descriptors_content 
N/A N/A 

 

 

Figure 64. Onboard descriptors. The VNFD has to be uploaded before the relevant NSD. 

 

 

NS Instantiation 
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Table 32 Mapping of NS creation endpoint 

HTTP 

Metho

d 

NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Metho

d 

Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

POST {mv1p_url} 

/nslcm/v1/ns_instances 
N/A N/A 

 

Table 33 Mapping of NS instantiation endpoints 

HTTP 

Metho

d 

NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Metho

d 

Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

POST {mv1p_url} 

/nslcm/v1/ns_instances/:nsInstanceId/ins

tantiate 

POST {nfvlo_url} 

/api/v1/appmanager/namespaces/:na

mespace/app 

 

 

Figure 65 Network Service creation and instantiation 

 

 

NS Termination 
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Table 34 Mapping of NS termination endpoints 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

POST {mv1p_url} 

/nslcm/v1/ns_instances/:nsInstanceId/t

erminate 

DELETE {nfvlo_url} 

/api/v1/appmanager/namespaces/:n

amespace/apps/:appName 

 

Table 35 Mapping of NS deletion endpoint 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

DELETE {mv1p_url} 

/nslcm/v1/ns_instances/:nsInstanceId 
N/A N/A 

 

 

Figure 66 Network Service termination and deletion. 

 

 

Get Network Service information 
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Table 36 Mapping of NS information retrieval endpoints (multiple results) 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

GET {mv1p_url} 

/nslcm/v1/ns_instances/ 
GET {nfvlo_url} 

/api/v1/appmanager/namespaces/:n

amespace/apps 

 

 

 

 

Figure 67 Retrieve NS information of both the instantiated ones from the NFV-LO and the created ones from the 

local database. 

 

 

Table 37 Mapping of NS information retrieval endpoints (single result) 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

GET {mv1p_url} 

/nslcm/v1/ns_instances/:nsInstanceId 
GET {nfvlo_url} 

/api/v1/appmanager/namespaces/:n

amespace/apps/:appName 
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Figure 68 Retrieve the information of a single NS. 

 

 

Get VNF/NS descriptors content: 

 

Table 38 Mapping of VNF descriptor information retrieval endpoint 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO 

GET {mv1p_url} 
/vnfpkgm/v1/vnf_packages 

N/A N/A 

 

Table 39 Mapping of NS descriptor information retrieval endpoint 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO 

GET {mv1p_url} 

/nsd/v1/ns_descriptors_content 
N/A N/A 
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Figure 69 Retrieve VNFD and NSD details. 

 

 

 

 

Delete VNF/NS descriptors: 

 

Table 40 Mapping of VNF descriptor deletion endpoint 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO 

DELETE {mv1p_url} 

/vnfpkgm/v1/vnf_packages_content/:p

ackageContentId 

N/A N/A 

 

Table 41 Mapping of NS descriptor deletion endpoint 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO 

DELETE {mv1p_url} 

/nsd/v1/ns_descriptors_content/:nsdInfo

Id 

N/A N/A 
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Figure 70 Remove VNFD/NSD package from the internal DB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get MLA information: 

 

Table 42 Mapping of MLA information retrieval endpoints 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

GET {mv1p_url}/v1/mla GET {nfvlo_url}/api/v1/mla 
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Figure 71 Retrieve MLA details. 

 

Delete MLA descriptor: 

Table 43 Mapping of MLA deletion endpoints 

HTTP 

Method 
NFV-SO → Adaptation layer HTTP 

Method 
Adaptation layer → NFV-LO  

DELETE {mv1p_url}/v1/mla/:mlaID DELETE {nfvlo_url}/api/v1/mla/:mlaID 

 

 

 

Figure 72 Remove single MLA descriptor from both NFV-LO and local DB. 

Notification operations: 
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Figure 73 Unsolicited notification transmitted towards the subscribed NFV-SO upon app instantiation/deletion on 

the NFV-LO 
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Annex B: Instance Descriptor  

Table 44: Instance Descriptor Schema (embedding the MLA Descriptor) 

{ 

   "$id": "https://example.com/person.schema.json", 

   "$schema": "https://json-schema.org/draft/2020-12/schema", 

   "title": "Instance descriptor", 

   "type": "object", 

   "properties": { 

      "identifiers":{ 

         "type": "object", 

         "required": true, 

         "properties":{ 

            "id":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Instance Descriptor's unique identifier", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "so_id":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "ID of the Instance Descriptor generating NFV SO", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "lo_id":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "ID of the Instance Descriptor-associated NFV LO", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "aam_id":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "ID of the Instance Descriptor-associated AAM", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "composite_ns_id":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "ID of the Instance Descriptor-associated 

Composite NS", 
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               "required": false 

            }, 

            "ns_id":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "ID of the Instance Descriptor-associated NS", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "ns_type":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Type of the Instance Descriptor-associated NS", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "slice_id":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "ID of the slice associated with this NS", 

               "required": true 

            } 

         } 

      } 

   }, 

   "ns_resources":{ 

      "type": "array", 

      "required": true, 

      "description": "List of resources limits and current value", 

      "items":{ 

         "type": "object", 

         "properties":{ 

            "type":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Resource identifier", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "min":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Minimum resource value", 

               "required": false 
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            }, 

            "max":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Maximum resource value", 

               "required": false 

            }, 

            "current":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Current resource value", 

               "required": false 

            } 

         } 

      } 

   }, 

   "components": { 

      "type": "array", 

      "required": true, 

      "description": "List of all NS components", 

      "items":{ 

         "type": "object", 

         "properties":{ 

            "vnf_name":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "VNF identifier", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "helm_chart":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "VNF's helm chart", 

               "required": false 

            }, 

            "vnfd_name":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "VNF Descriptor name", 

               "required": false 

            }, 
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            "nsd_name":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "NS Descriptor name", 

               "required": false 

            }, 

            "namespace":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Namespace where the component has to be/is 

instantiated", 

               "required": false 

            }, 

            "vnf_instance_id":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Identifier of the VNF instance", 

               "required": false 

            }, 

            "ns_resources":{ 

               "type": "array", 

               "required": true, 

               "description": "List of resources limits and current value for 

this NS component", 

               "items":{ 

                  "type": "object", 

                  "properties":{ 

                     "type":{ 

                        "type": "string", 

                        "description": "Resource identifier", 

                        "required": true 

                     }, 

                     "min":{ 

                        "type": "string", 

                        "description": "Minimum resource value", 

                        "required": false 

                     }, 

                     "max":{ 

                        "type": "string", 

                        "description": "Maximum resource value", 
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                        "required": false 

                     }, 

                     "current":{ 

                        "type": "string", 

                        "description": "Current resource value", 

                        "required": false 

                     } 

                  } 

               } 

            }, 

         } 

      } 

   }, 

   "mla": { 

      "type": "object", 

      "required": true, 

      "description": "NS's MLA", 

      "properties":{ 

         "identifiers":{ 

            "type": "object", 

            "required": true, 

            "properties":{ 

               "id":{ 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "description": "MLA unique identifier (or reference to the 

separate MLA descriptor, if not embedded", 

                  "required": true 

               }, 

               "so_id":{ 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "description": "ID of the MLA-generator NFV SO (required if 

MLA not embedded into Instance Descriptor)", 

                  "required": false 

               }, 

               "lo_id":{ 

                  "type": "string", 
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                  "description": "ID of the MLA-associated NFV LO (required if 

MLA not embedded into Instance Descriptor)", 

                  "required": false 

               }, 

               "aam_id":{ 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "description": "ID of the MLA-associated AAM (required if MLA 

not embedded into Instance Descriptor)", 

                  "required": false 

               }, 

               "composite_ns_id":{ 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "description": "ID of the MLA-associated Composite NS (required 

if MLA not embedded into Instance Descriptor)", 

                  "required": false 

               }, 

               "ns_id":{ 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "description": "ID of the MLA-associated NS (required if MLA 

not embedded into Instance Descriptor)", 

                  "required": false 

               }, 

               "ns_type":{ 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "description": "Type of the MLA-associated NS (required if MLA 

not embedded into Instance Descriptor)", 

                  "required": false 

               }, 

               "instance_desc_ref":{ 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "description": "ID of the Instance Descriptor associated with 

this MLA (required if MLA not embedded into Instance Descriptor)", 

                  "required": false 

               }, 

               "slice_id":{ 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "description": "ID of the slice associated with this NS", 

                  "required": false 
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               } 

            } 

         }, 

         "delegated_ops": { 

            "type": "array", 

            "required": true, 

            "items": { 

               "type": "object", 

               "properties":{ 

                  "op_id":{ 

                     "type": "string", 

                     "description": "ID of the delegated operation", 

                     "required": true 

                  }, 

                  "op_endpoint":{ 

                     "type": "string", 

                     "description": "Endpoint (e.g., REST url) of the delegated 

operation", 

                     "required": false 

                  } 

               } 

            } 

         }, 

         "friend_los":{ 

            "type": "array", 

            "required": true, 

            "items": { 

               "type": "object", 

               "properties":{ 

                  "remote_so_id":{ 

                     "type": "string", 

                     "description": "ID of the NFV SO of remote peering NFV LO", 

                     "required": true 

                  }, 

                  "remote_lo_id":{ 

                     "type": "string", 

                     "description": "ID of the remote peering NFV LO", 
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                     "required": true 

                  }, 

                  "remote_fifs":{ 

                     "type": "array", 

                     "required": true, 

                     "items": { 

                        "type": "object", 

                        "properties":{ 

                           "if_op_id":{ 

                              "type": "string", 

                              "description": "ID of the interface operation", 

                              "required": true 

                           }, 

                           "if_op_endpoint":{ 

                              "type": "string", 

                              "description": "Endpoint (e.g., REST url) of the 

interface operation", 

                              "required": false 

                           } 

                        } 

                     }, 

                  }, 

                  "local_fifs":{ 

                     "type": "array", 

                     "required": true, 

                     "items": { 

                        "type": "object", 

                        "properties":{ 

                           "if_op_id":{ 

                              "type": "string", 

                              "description": "ID of the interface operation", 

                              "required": true 

                           }, 

                           "if_op_endpoint":{ 

                              "type": "string", 

                              "description": "Endpoint (e.g., REST url) of the 

interface operation", 
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                              "required": false 

                           }, 

                           "delegated":{ 

                              "type": "string", 

                              "description": "Is the operation delegated", 

                              "required": false 

                           } 

                        } 

                     } 

                  } 

               } 

            } 

         } 

      } 

   }, 

   "bindings":{ 

      "type": "array", 

      "required": true, 

      "description": "List of NS binding defined over the referred NS", 

      "items":{ 

         "type": "object", 

         "properties":{ 

            "type":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "Notification type identifier", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "triggering_component":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "The ID of the triggering component", 

               "required": true 

            }, 

            "handler_component":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "The orchestration entity (LO, SO, AAM) assigned 

to handle the notification", 

               "required": true 
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            }, 

            "handler_op":{ 

               "type": "string", 

               "description": "The ID of the operation handling the 

notification", 

               "required": true 

            } 

         } 

      } 

   } 

} 

Table 45: Example of Instance Descriptor 

{ 

    "identifiers":{ 

        "id": "NSDESC_0001", 

        "so_id": "SO_IT", 

        "lo_id": "LO_IT", 

        "aam_id": "MV1PRIME_IT", 

        "composite_ns_id": "BSA_IT_AT", 

        "ns_id": "NS_0001", 

        "ns_type": "BSAF", 

        "slice_id": "bsa_itat" 

    }, 

    "ns_resources": [ 

        { 

            "type": "CPU", 

            "min": "1", 

            "max": "4", 

            "current": "2" 

        }, 

        { 

            "type": "MEMGB", 

            "min": "2", 

            "max": "4", 

            "current": "2" 

        } 
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    ], 

    "components": [ 

        { 

            "vnf_name": "bsaf-custom", 

            "helm_chart": "ccamapps/bsaf1-demo", 

            "vnfd_name": "bsaf_knf_v3", 

            "nsd_name": "bsaf_ns_v3", 

            "namespace": "bsa_itat", 

            "vnf_instance_id": "vnfinst_0001", 

            "resources": [ 

                { 

                    "type": "CPU", 

                    "min": "1", 

                    "max": "4", 

                    "current": "2" 

                }, 

            ] 

        } 

    ], 

    "mla":{ 

        "identifiers": { 

            "id": "MLA_0001", 

            "instance_desc_ref": "NSDESC_0001" 

        } 

        "delegated_ops": [ 

            { 

                "op_id": "INSTANTIATE", 

                "op_endpoint": null 

            }, 

            { 

                "op_id": "DELETE", 

                "op_endpoint": null 

            }        ] 

        "friend_los: [ 

            { 
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                "remote_so_id": "SO_AT", 

                "remote_lo_id": "LO_AT", 

                "remote_fifs": [ 

                    { 

                        "if_op_id": "INTANTIATE", 

                        "if_endpoint": null 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "if_op_id": "DELETE", 

                        "if_endpoint": null, 

                    } 

                ], 

                "local_fifs": [ 

                    { 

                        "if_op_id": "INSTANTIATE", 

                        "if_endpoint": null, 

                        "delegated": false 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "if_op_id": "DELETE", 

                        "if_endpoint": null, 

                        "delegated": true 

                    } 

                ] 

            } 

        ] 

    }, 

    "bindings": [ 

        { 

            "type": "CLOSE2BORDER", 

            "triggering_component": "vnfinst_0001", 

            "handler_component": "MEAO", 

            "handler_op": "border_manager" 

        } 

    ] 

} 
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Annex C: MEC host selection algorithm  

 

We present how MEAO’s algorithm for the optimal MEC host selection converges to the optimal decision, 

while following the TOPSIS principle, as follows: 

 If the number of MEC hosts in one edge domain is 𝑛, and number of attributes that characterize each 

of these nodes is 𝑚, then they altogether form a matrix: 

𝐴𝑖 = [

𝑥11 ⋯ 𝑥1𝑚

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑥𝑛1 ⋯ 𝑥𝑛𝑚

] 

where 𝑥𝑖𝑗 represents the value of the j-th attribute of the i-th MEC host, knowing that {𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛}, 

{𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑚}; 

 Since all attributes from the previous matrix have different distributions and units, they need to be 
normalized first in order to be applicable for TOPSIS algorithm: 

 

 𝑟𝑖𝑗 =
𝑥𝑖𝑗

√∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
2𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(1) 

 The algorithm assigns weights (𝑤𝑗) to each attribute in the matrix, and these weights can be changed 

and customized to the specific requirements for the use case: 

  

 
𝑣𝑖𝑗 = 𝑤𝑗 ∙ 𝑟𝑖𝑗, ∑ 𝑤𝑗 = 1

𝑛

𝑗=1

 (2) 

 The ideal and the negative-ideal solution can be found as follows: 

 

 𝐴+ = [𝑣1
+, … , 𝑣𝑚

+],  𝐴− = [𝑣1
−, … , 𝑣𝑚

−]  (3) 

 To find the optimal and the least optimal values for each attribute, it depends on whether the attribute 
is of upward (e.g., available memory) or downward type (e.g., latency). For upward attributes, the 

optimal and the least optimal values are: 

 

 𝑣𝑗
+ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{, 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛}, 𝑣𝑗

− = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑣𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛}   (4) 

while for the downward attributes these values are: 

 

 𝑣𝑗
+ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑣𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛}, 𝑣𝑗

− = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑣𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛}   (4) 

 The distances of both ideal and negative ideal solutions can be calculated for each MEC host: 
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𝑆𝑖
+ = √∑ (𝑣𝑗

+ − 𝑣𝑖𝑗)2
𝑚

𝑗=1
  

𝑆𝑖
− = √∑ (𝑣𝑗

− − 𝑣𝑖𝑗)2
𝑚

𝑗=1
 

(6) 

 The relative closeness to the ideal solution can be calculated as follows: 

 

 
𝐶 =

𝑆𝑖
−

𝑆𝑖
− + 𝑆𝑖

+ (7) 

This way the decision on optimized MEC host selection is obtained, and it is further sent to NFV-LO, which 
proceeds with application service instantiation together with Edge controller.  

 


